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INTRODUCTION 

-This book is design0d for the purpose of sharing infonmation 
concerning the applicability of various analytical proMdures to oil 
shale, shale oils and shale-oil products. M~thods are included 
herein only after they have been tried on such materials. Modifica-~ 

tions and additional instructions'which o.re found to be necessary are 
most important. Infornmtion concerning limited applicability or 
accuracy is o.lso d~sired. In addition the book should serve to 
standardize methods of test in tho various laboratori~s working on 
oil shale and shale oil. 

The methods presnnted include the work of many individuals from 
both the Oil-Shale D~monstration Plant and the Petroleum and Oil-Shale 
Experim;;)nt Station. lihilF, thFlir work is appreciated, it is not 
feasible to recognize each person who participated. 

Preparation of the book in this fonm at thA present time is for 
the purpose of allowing wide distributIon in the laboratories. It is 
aamittedly a pr~liminary version-of the book that should ultimately 
be attained, but should serve the purpose of 'stimulating discussIon 
and research to improve it. Revisions will be made at reasonable 
intervals and supplp~nts will be issued when necessary. 

SUggestions for improvement of any of the methods are always 
welcome. Additional methods for inclusion are--desirable as are 
suggestions for methods which should be included. Such additions
and suggestions may be s9nt to the unde'rsigned. They will then be' 
circulated to th8 laboratories most interested for additional comment 
and, if no adverse COIDmFlnt results, included in the next addition. 

JOHN S. BALL 
Chairman~ 
Committee on Analytical Methods 
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SECTION A 

Methods for Oil Shale Analysis 
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A-2. 
A-3. 
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Determination of Mineral Carbonate in Raw and Spent Oil Shale 
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its Products 
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See also the following methods from other section of this report. 
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ASSAY OF OIL SHALE BY THE MODIFIED FISCHER RETORT 
(Method A-I) 

SCOPE 

The method of assaying oil shale by the modified Fischer retort 
proposed by Stanfield and Frost (1) has been used for several thousand 
determinations at the Laramie, Wyoming and Rifle, Colorado stations of 
the Bureau of Mines. In the light of this experience a more detailed 
description of the procedure is given which includes precautions that 
should be emphasized for proper appraisal of oil shale. Although these 
precautions are normally practiced by the careful analyst, experience 
has shown the advisability or oalling attention to them. as a uniform 
guide for the assay of oil shale. 

APPARATUS 

A single retorting assembly for the assaying of oil shale by the 
moditied Fischer method is shown in figure 1. The numbers on this 
figure refer to the individual items given belews 

1. 	 Adjustable support for cooling hath. This support should be 
adjustable for total heights of approximately 4 to 7 inches. 
Wooden blocks may be substituted it desired. 

2. 	 Cooling bath. A 400~1. beaker is satisfactory. 

3. 	 Centrifuge tube. California-type, long form. with tooled 
neck and sand-blasted spot for marking, 100~1. capacity. 
Graduated from 0 to 1 mI. in 1/20-.1. subdivisions, from 1 
to 3 ml. in 1/10 ml., from 3 to 6 mI. in 1/5 mI., from 6 to 
lO'ml. in 1/2 mI., and from 10 to 100 mI. in 1 mI. 

4. 	 Pyrex glass adapter constructed as shown in detailed drawing 
at the end of this report. 

5. 	 Condenser, Allihn-type, Pyrex glass, with 24/40 standard 
taper joints and drip tip on lower end. Jacket length, 300 
rom. For a single retort assembly, this condenser may be 
supported by a heavy ring stand and clamp; for an assembly 
of retorts, the condensors may be supported by rods and 
clumps affixed to the retort support (item 11). 

6. 	 Heat insulating shield. The preferred type of shield may 
be constructed by coating a form made of 4 mesh-per-inch 
galvanized wire screon or metal lath with asbestos c~ment 
or similur insulating material. This shield shoul,d be 
approximately 1 inch thick and be spaced approximately 1/2 
inch or more from the body of the retort. A piece of trans
ite pipe, with lid, may also be used .. 

A-l-l 



7. 	 A thermooouple with pyrometer or potentiometer capable of 
measuring temperatures at 5000 + 50 C. This thermocouple 
should be checked occasionally to make sure it is function
ing properly. 

8. 	 Modified Fischer cast~aluminum retort as shown in detailed 
drawing at the end of this report. The matting surface of 
the aluminum plug is 1-3/8 inches long. This extra long 
surface is to prolong the life of the plug. As the plug 
is worn by grinding and seats further into the retort, it 
is necessary to machine off the bottom of the plug in order 
that it does not obstruct the distillate outlet. The dis
tillate outlet tube fran the retort may be of brass, stain
loss steel, aluminum, or other suitable metal. 

9. 	 Iron grate support and wire gauze between burner and retort. 
The nichrome wire gauze aids in distributing the heat and 
preventing sweating of the aluminum retort due to localized 
heating. The use of the gauze is optional. 

10. 	 High-temperature, Meker-type, gas burner. 

11. 	 Retort and burner support. This support oan be constructed 
of a I-inch angle iron and 3/4-inch transite with rods and 
clamps to also support the reflux condonsers (item 5). For 

.,... a single retort assembly, a 'conventional heavy ring stand 
may be used. 

12. 	 Neoprene stopper with one hole. 

13. 	 Cork with one hole. 

14. 	 Nooprene stopper with one hole. 

15. 	 Right-angle glass tube to vent fumes to hood. 

PROCEDURE 

Preparation of Sample 

A one~pound sample is desirable for assay. This sample should 
have been prepared by the use of appropriate sampling procedures and 
be representative of the source material. The sample is crushe4 
rapidly and completely to -8 mesh by passing it through a jaw-type 
crusher. After each pass through the orusher the material smaller 
than -8 mesh is removed ~ sieving so that a minimum wmount of fines 
is present. The combined portions of the crushed sample are thoroughly 
mixed, and about a l25-~ram representative portion of this freshly 
orushed material is removed by means of a small riffle or cone-type 
sampler. This portion is placed in a sealed container for the deter
mination of total moisture, which is determinod as soon as convenient 
ani reported as total moisture nas received. tI 

A-1-2 
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/ 
A representative portion of the crushed sample in sufficient 

quantity for assay is removed by means of a sampler and dried in an 
oven at 1060e. (22lor.) for one hour17. Samples of the orushed shale 

g 	 Oven drying may be omitted for samples to be a.ssayed on the "as 
roceived" basis" 

appearing wet must be given a prGliminary drying at roam temperature. 
Oven drying for extended periods is not desirable as it may causo a 
reduotion in oil yield. 

Preparation and Assembll of Retort 

The ,joint between the retort and plug should be gas tight. This 
is tested oooasionally by immersing the retort with plug in place in 
a water bath and applying air under slight pressure (as 5 to 10 inohes 
of water pressure) through the distillate outlet tube. Vihen the joint 
is foUnd to leak, the plug, is reseated by grinding with a fine abrasive 
(100 mesh or smaller), then coated with a light fi 1m of graphite or 
graphite-oil lubricant to form an air-tight seal. The lubricant also 
serves to prevent the plug from stioking in the retort. 

A 100.0-gram charge of the freshly dried shale is weighed into a 
tared weighing dish, then charged into the retort in five layers. The 
layers of the shale are. separated by aluminum disks about a oentral 
vent tube as, shown in figure 2. Care should be taken in oharg~ng the 
retort to provent loss of sample as dust or by pouring a portion of it 
down. the distillate outlet of the retort. Tho plug is tapped lightly 
into place, and the, assembl,ed retort is weighed to tho nearest 0.1 
gram. The centrifuge tube, stopper, and adapter are weighed and re
corde' to the nearest 0.01 gram, and the apparatus is assembled as 
shown in figure 1. ,All joints 01 the apparatus must be gas tight. 
Brine or any other suitable anti-freeze solution at oOe•• 50 (32Op.) 
is ciroulated through the condensers am is plaoed in thO-COOling bath 
about the bottom of the centrifuge tUbe. (The temperature or this 
oooling~bath should not be allowed to rise above 37.8 0 0. (lOOor.).) 
An exhaust fan or fume hood is desirable to remOVe the obnoxious 
vapors which may be evolved during the retorting operation. 

Retort iIl5 

The burner is ignited and adjusted so that tho retort temperatures 
below 50000. are within + 100e. of those shown in figure 3. After 
heating for 40 minutes a-temperature of 5000 + 50e. is maintained until 
retorting is complete. At tho end of 60 minutes the for~tion of oil 
should be oomplete for all but the riohest oil shales. ~il shales 
yielding more than 70 gallons of oil per ton of shale (approximately 
29 ml. of oil for 100 grams of &hule) occasionally require 10 to 20 
minutes of additional heating before oil formntionoeuses. When no 
further oil is formed, the flame is removed and the apparatus is 
cooled. The cooling may be aooelerated by means of an eleotric fan. 
The cooled retort is weighed. The weight of the retort and spent shale 
subtracted from the weight of the oharged retort gives the loss in 
weight of the shale by retorting. This loss minus the weight of 
re,covered oil ani water is the vleight of gas plus loss. 
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When the oentrifuge tube and adapter have reached room tempera
ture, they ure removed and weighed to determine the weight of, oonden
sate. The condensate in the centrifuge tube is warmed to approximately 
37.8oC. (lOOar.) and then centrifuged to effect a good separation of 
the oil and water. Assuming the water or aqueous layer to have Q 

specific g~avity of 1.000 at roam temperature, the yolume of water 
in milliliters is reported as the weight of water ih grams. 

The oil layer is removed to a separate container and is generally 
sufficiently free of water for the dotermination of specifio gravity. 
When furthe~ drying is necessary, anhydrous sodium sulfate may be 
used. The dry oil is mixed thoroughly to obtain a homogeneous s~pleJ 
and its specific gravity is deter.mined at 37,80C. This may be done 
conveniently with a small pipette having a capacity of fram 0.7 to 
2.0 ml. The specific gravity values determined at 37,8 0/37.8 0 C. 
(lOOO!lOOOf.) are then oonverted to l5.So/l5,SoC•. (soo/soOf.) by 
means at the table given below. 

Observed specific gravity 
at 37.8°(37.8 0 C. 

0.800 to 0.843 

To convert to specific gravity 
at l5.So/l5.60C., add to the 
observed specific gravity the 
follOWing correctionsl 

0.010 

0.844 to 0.91S 

0.917 to 1.000 0.008 

These corrections were obtained by oonverting the speoific 
gravities determined at 37,80/37,8 0 C. to 37.80/l5.60C. by multiply
ing by the factor 0.994, (density 'of water at 37,8°/density of water 
at l5.SoC.) then converting these values to speoifio gravities at 
l5.So/l5.SoC. by the use of standard oonversion tables (2), 

The yield by volume in milliliters is then oalculated br dividing 
the weight of oil in grams by its specific gravity at l5~6o/l5.60C. 
This calculated volume of oil multiplied by the factor 2.397 (for 
100-gram oharge) gives the gallons of oil per ton of shale. The 
water in gallons per ton of shale is obtained by multiplying the 
volume of water in milliliters by the above factor. For weights of 
charge other than 100 grams, the yields of oil and water per ton 
of shale are obtained by the following formulas 

Gallons of oil (or Vlater) =Milliliters of oil (or water) x 239.7 
per ton of shalo Grams of oil-shale charge 

When there -is insufficient oil for an accurate specific gravity 
determination by the pipette method, the volume of oil from the shale 
is approximated from its wei$ht and an assumed specific gravity of 
0.950 at l5.6 0/15,6 0 C. (SOO/SOOF.). This method of estimating the 
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oil yield by volume is more aocurate than attempting to read the 
volume of the oil directly in 0. oalibrated centrifuge tube. 

Determination of MOisture in Oil Shale
• 

Approximately a 50-gram sample of the shale set aside for 
moisture determination is weighed rapidly to the nearest 0.1 mg. into 
a shallow oruoible or dish and heated in an oven with natural air 
oirculation at 1050 C. (220OF.) for one hour, after which it is cooled 
in a desiccator and weighed. The loss in weight multiplied by 100 
and divided by the weight of sample is taken as the peroent moisture 
in the sample. 

~te,rmination of Coking Tendency (Optional) 

If desired, the shales are rated as to their ooking tendenoy by 
observing the retorted shale from the Fischer assay. This coking 
tendency is rated as followsl 

Coking rating 

None 	 The spent shale pours oompletely from the 
retort similar to sand without any evidenoe 
of conglomeration. 

Slight 	 Th~ spent shale adheres together but can be 
oompletely removed from the retort by stir 
ring with a spatula. 

Moderate 	 The shale is partially fused but oontains 
some unfused particles. It is diffioult 
to remove from the retort and requires the 
use of a metal soraper or ohisel. 

Heavy 	 All shale particles have lost their orig
inal physioal identity. The residue is 
very difficult to remove from the retort 
and must be ohipped oUt mechanioally. 

CALCULATIONS 

Unless otherwise stated" all calculations are made on the oil shale 
dried as desoribed 	und~r ~reparation of Sample." The oaloulations on 
dried oil shale may be oonverted, if desired" to the "as reoeived" 
basis in the following manner, 

Peroent of produot in sample _ peroent of produot x 100 - L 
on the nas reoeived" basis - in dried sample 100 

where L is peroent 	moisture by oven drying. 

A-1-8 
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PRECISION 

Duplicate assays by the same or different operators should not 
differ by more than the followings 

oil yield, Allowable difference tram the average 
gallons per ton of duplicate assays, 6allons 

o .. 36.0 + 0.5 

36.1 - 44.0 	 + 0.6 

44.1 - 52.0 	 + 0.7 

52.1 - 60.0 	 + 0.8-

60.1 - 68.0 

Above 68.0 

PRECAUTIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

To obtain the precision given in the above table, the following 
preoautions should be observed. 

1. 	 The sample must be mixed thoroughly and be representative of 
the material submitted for assay. 

2. 	 All equipment should be cleaned and dried prior to each assay. 
Special attention should be given the distillate outlet of the 
retort as it tends to accumulate shale dust, oarbonized material, 
and oil. 

3. 	 The retorting system must be gas tight. As a preoaution against 
loosening of the retort plug, it is advisable to tap the plug 
lightly after heating has commenoed and prior to the evolution 
of vapors from the sample. 

4. 	 The proper heating rate must be maintained within the pre
scribed limits, To insure correot temperature measuremenbs, 
the pyrometer must be'checked or standardized periodioally, 

5. 	 The temperature of the cooling medium oirculating through the 
condensers must be maintained at a temperature of 00 + 50 C. 
(320 + gor.) for all assays. 

6. 	 The retorted oils must be free of water and be mixed thoroughly 
before making specific gravity dete~inations. 

A-1-9 



7. 	 Undor humid atmospheric conditions, precautions must bo taken 
against the adsorption of wuter on tho spent shale in the re
tort. A culcium chloride drying tube attached to tho distillate 
outlet during tho cooling period will eliminate possibl~ error 
fram this source. 

Ueasurement of Evolved Gases 

The yield of non-condensed gases formed by the assay of oil shale 
in the Fischer retort can be determined, when desired, qy collecting 
the gas in a calibrated gas holder. The gas holder uses an acidified 
saturated aqueous solution of sodium sulfate to form the liquid seal. 
Before starting the retorting operation, the retort assembly and gas 
holder must be checked carefully for leaks qy applying a negative 
pressure on the gas holder, If the system is found to be gas-tight, 
the sample is retorted and the gas collected. The volume of gas at 
atmospheric pressure and its temperature are measured, and from these 
values the corrected gas volume may be calculated. The gas volume is 
reported water-free at 60or. and 30 inches (762 rom.) of mercury pres
sure. The following formula may be used to correct gas volumes to 
these ~onditions, 

v ~ 	v x l5.6oC. + 273 x (i - p) 
T + 273 762 

where V = Gas oorrected to 60OF. and 30 inches of mercury, dry basis 

v =Observed volume of gas in liters 

T ; 	 Temperature of gas 

P =Atmospheric pressure 

p =Vapor pressure of water at temperature T 

V x 320.37 = Cubic feet of dry gas per ton of shale at 
standard conditions 
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Oil Tables; Circular C4l0, Uarch 4, 1936. 
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LABORATORY SAlIPLurG OF OIL SHALE 
(~iethod A-2) 

SCOPE 

Th~ following procedures are intended to covor the following$ 

1. 	 Laboratory sampling of both raw and spent shale from 
the Royster and N-T-U retorts. 

2. 	 Laboratory sampling of oore and ohannel swmples reoeivod 
fran the mining section and other sources. 

3. 	 Sampling of standard assay samplos. 

APPARATUS 

The 	 apparatus used for sampling oil shale oonsists of the followings 

a. 	 Crushers'" A Denver Fire Clay jaw crusher size No.2 is 
used. 

b. 	 Large Rifflo Sampler' - lO" by lB" riffle sampler with I" 
openings. 

c. 	 Small Riffle Sampler•• B" by 1.2" rifflo sampler with 
3/4" op<minCh 

d. 	 Conte.inerss - Glass fruit jars with soaled Kerr lids. 

e. 	 Sioves, Nose B and 2B with cover and pan. 

PROCEDURE 

,snmflos from Royster ani N-T.. U retorts. Approximately 50-POlnd . 
samples ranging fran -1 inoh to -3f inoh) are received from the Royster 
a.nd N-T-U retorts r..nd orushed to minus !-inoh mesh in the la'boratory 
orusher. Tho minus i-inoh mesh samplo is then reduced to approximately 
5 pounds on tho la.rge rifflo with tho l-inoh oponing. 

Tho 5-pound snmple is then orushed to pass a llo. B sieve and split 
on tho riffle samplor with S/4-inoh opening. One-h'alf of this sample 
is rotained in a soulod fruit ja.r and the other half is hand-mixod 
thoroughly and plaood in a shallow pan or similar oontainer. A modium 
width spatula is usod to take up small portiOns of samplo until one 
retort charge has been removed. Tho remaining sample is aga.in well 
hand~xed and the above prooedure repeated in oharging a duplicate 
rotort. The same procedure is used in sampling spent shale from the 
Royster and N-T-U retorts. Very little of the N-T-U spent shale is 
run for oil oontent. 
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Core and Channel Samples. vVhen oore or ohannel samples are 
reoeived fram the mining seotion or other souroes, the whole sample 
or a split oore, is orushed to pass a No. a mesh sieve. The orush
ing is dona in progressive stages, pr'oferably on the +a-mesh material 
soreoriCd out after eaoh stage, to minimize fines in the sample. Atter 
the total sample is reduoed to pass a No. a mesh sieve, if the total 
sample is more than 3 pounds, it is split onoe on the rifflo sampler 
with a3/4-inohoponing. It the samplo is loss than 3 pounds, no 
splitting is neoossary. After the swmple is split, it is hand~ixed 
thoroughly and plnood in a shallow pnn or similar oontainer. Amedium 
width spatu~a,is used to tako up smull portions of samplountil one 
retort oharge has been removed. Tho remaining sample is again well 
hand-mixed and the above prooedure repeated in oharging a duplioate 
retort. The swmple remaining is then sealed in a fruit jar and 
labelod both inside and on the outside. , ' 

Preparation of Standard Assay Samples. In preparing standard 
assay samples, the shale is orushed to pass a No. a mesh sievo and 
the fines that pass a No. 28 mesh sieve are disoarded. The fines are 
disoarded in a standard sample to minimize loss in transit. Usually 
o.bout 100 pounds of -a mesh .28 mesh shalo is oolhoted for a standard 
sampl<i.' This lOO-pound sample is then sampled in the following mannor. 

Tho total s['.mple is thoroughly mixed by scme convenient menns. 
This is:~sual1y aooomplished by rolling the sample in a olean drum. 
After the sample is thoroughly mixed, it is reduoed to 0. ropresontative 
portioh of approximately 500 grams by meo.D.sef sucoessive passes 
through a riffle sampler. The reprosentative portion is weighed, dried 
for one hour in a 1050 C. oven in 0. large shallow pan, weighed again to 
determine sensible moisture loss, and ohnrged into the assay retorts 
aooording to the following method. 

The sample is thoroughly mixed and plaoed in 0. shallow pan or 
similar eontainer. A medium width spatula is used to tako up small 
portionS of swmple until one retort oharge has beon romoved. The 
remaining sample is again well mixed and the above procedure repeatod 
in charging a duplioate retort. The romaining portion of the 500 grams 
is then scalod in a fruit jar and proporly labeled. 
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DETERMINATION OF HlNERAL CARBONATE IN RAW MID SPENT OIL SHALE 
(Method 11.-3) 

Tho mineral carbonate content of raw and spent oil shale is essen
tinl for sovernl purposos--ohiefly. to cclculnte their contents of 
orgnnic ontbon from combustion analyses, and to detormine the fixed 
carbon content of spent shale from ignition tests. Two m()thods are 
commonly used for the detorminction of minoral carbonate in the pre
sence of considerable quantities of other materials, (1) by deoom
posing the oarbonate with acid and determining the weight of the oarbon 
dioxide evolved by the use of a suitable absorbent. and (2) by decom
posing tho carbonate with acid and determining the volume of the oarbon 
dioxid~ evolved. 

}lothod A. B¥ Absorption of Carbon Dioxide 

SCOPE 

The method described herein is based upon deoomposing the carbonate 
with acid and dotonnining the woight of tho absorbed carbon dioxide. 
Provision for tho removai of hydrogen sulfide fram .the evolved gases 
is neoessary as most spent shales and samo raw shalos oontain sulfides 
which are liberated as hydrogen sulfide vt th the carbon dioxide. This 
method is slightly more time-consuming thap. Method B. Choice of methods 
depends upon availablo equipment. 

IlEPARATUS 

Tho apparatus used is shawn in figure 1 and consists of units 
numberod as followss 

1. 	 Air-purifying jar filled with a sootion of magnesium perQhlorato 
to remove water and a soction of Caroxite (or Ascarite) to 
romovo CO2 - Tho jar servos to purify the air used to flush 
the apparatus. . 

2. 	 Bubblo countor fillod with wator tor a guido in rogulating tho 
flow of air during tho flushing operation. 

CO2 liberation-flask assambly wh~ch is constructed to allow 
aoid to be added to the liborat ion flask. 

4. 	 Safety trap. 

5. 	 ~lligan-typo gas-washing bottle to removo hydrogon sulfide. 
This bottle is charged with a solution of 20 gm. cadmium 
chloride por 100 ml. of 0.5 normal H2S04 

6. 	 Gas-washing bottle equippod with frittod-glass disk and 
chargod with the samo solutio~ as bottle 5. 

7. 	 Vanier liquid absorbor charged with concentrated H2S04 to 
remove the major portion of water vapor from the evolved gases. 

A-3-l 
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8. 	 Nesbitt-type absorber Charged with magnesium perchlorate to 
remove all tracos of water. 

9. 	 Nesbitt-type absorber charged with Caroxite (or Ascarite) 
followed by a thin layor of magnesium perchlorate. The small 
amount of magnesium perchlorate is present to absorb traces 
of water whiCh may result fram the reaction of the Caroxito 
and CO2• 

10. 	 Nosbitt-typo absorber Charged with a layer of: magnesium 
porChlorate and a layer of Caroxito (or Asoarite) to remove 
H20 or CO from any baok surgo of air caused by the failuro2of tho Vacuum system. 

PROCEDURE 

A 1.0000-gram sample of the material to bo tested is transferred 
to tho liberation flask, This is conveniently done by weighing the 
sample in a small poroolain crucible (No. 000 Coors) and carefully 
lowering the crucible end sample into the liberation flask containing 
50 mI. of freshly distilled water. Tho flask is fitted to the co~denser, 
and water is circulated to condense mest of the moisture passing off 
with tho gas. The CO2 absorber is removed fram the absorption train 
and placed in tho balanco for weighing. A glass tube is placed across 
the space left by the absorber and bridges this position during the 
flushing period. Suction is applied, ~nd the r~te of flow of air is 
maintained such that flushing of the systom is completed in a period 
of 15 minutes. During the last five minutes of this flushing period, 
the absorption bottlo is opened briefly to the atmosphere te attain 
atmospheric pressure, then carefully weighed. In this weighing, another 
absorber of similar design and approximate weight is used as a counter 
poise e Tho weighed absorber is now returned to its proper place in the 
absorption train and a slight vacuum placed on the systemJ 15 mI. of 
concentrat'ed nCL is introducod into the system taking care to-avoid 
the entrance of air. Tho flesk is heated, and the liquid is boilod 
until till of the CO2 has boen liberated. (This is indicated by almost 
complete cessation of bubbling in the gas-washing bottlos.) The three
way valve on the liberation flask is then turnod to flush the system 
with purified air for 30 minutes. After this period the heating is 
discontinuod, tho liboration flask vonted by turning the stopc-ook, 
and the absorber is removed and weighed. Caution. bofore making 
another nnnlysis, the acid inlet tube should be thoroughly washed with 
distilled wator to remove all traces of acid. 

Blank determinations should bo made periedically in tho manner 
desoribed above using all the reagents but omitting the sc.mple, and 
tho corroction thus obtainod applied to the analyses of unknown 
samples. The correction is gvncro.lly small, but it is necessary for 
highest accuracy. 
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CAI.CULAT IONS 

The following data are neoessary for calculating the percent or 

CO2 and mineral carbonate (C03 ) in raw and spent oil shaler 


Weight of conditioned absorber + absorbed CO2 

Woight of conditioned absorber 

Difforence =weight of absorbod CO2 

Blank obtained by direct determination 

Difforence =correoted weight of CO
2 

Peroent CO =£2rroctod weight of C02 x 100 

2 Woi~ht of Smnple 


Peroent mineral cnrbonate : Correoted weisht of CO~ x 1.3636 x 100 
We ight of wnple 

PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

By this method an oxperienced analyst should obtain duplicnte 
rosults varying not more than + 0.06% tram the average, and duplicate 
determinations by two or more nnalysu should not vary more than + 
0.08%. This represonts n max1mullJ"orror of not more than 0.6% on
shales having a CO2 eontent of 16%. A highor aocuraoy may be obtained 
when neoessary by increasing the sample weight. 

PRECAUTIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

Incorrect weighing of the absorption bulb is the most likely 
cause of error. Therefore, a count~r poise of similar design should 
be used in weighing to minimize air buoyancy effeots, and both waigh
ing$ Qt a given absorption bulb should be made at tho same room 
temperuture. The acid inlet tube should be thoroughly washed with 
distilled-water to remove all traces of acid before a new flask is 
fitted to thQ condensor, 

This method is satisfacto~ for the dotermination of mineral 
carbonato of raw and spent shalo and may also be usoful for CO2
determinations of othor substances, particularly thoso which contatn 
mineral sulfides. 

Method B. Volumetric Determination' of COal in Raw and Spent Shales 

SCOPE 

This proceduro is applicable to tho dotermination of CO in shales 
when a rapid and fairly accurate determination is required. 2It is 
espacially useful when considerable timo elapsos between series of 
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determinations sinoe the appar~tus Oan stand assembled for a long 
period ot time and yet require very little oleaning and other prepura~ 
tion to make a series of' determinations. 

Tho principle or this method is essentially tho same as for. the 
one desoribed in "Soott's Standard Methods of Chemioal Analysis.1t (1) 
Two main variations ure, (1) a solution of HgC12 is used to wet the 
shale. bef'ore the addition of aoid, and (2) a dry standard lime sample 
is used to determine tho faotor used in the oalculations. 

The HgC1 is necessary to preoipitato the sulfur from the H.2S2that is liberated during tho aoid treatment so that it will not De 
determined as C02_ 

The method oonsists of' the following general stops: (1) 
introduoe the shale sample into a gas tight system, (2) troat the 
sample with HC1, (3) measure tho total gas in tho system, (4) remove 
tho liborated CO2 by absorption in strong oaustio solution, (5) 
measure remaining gas, and (6) oompare the volume of CO2 gas liberated 
from the shale sample with the volume of CO2 gas liberated from a 
standard 1ime sample. 

APPARATUS 

The attaohed figure illustrates tho apparatus used. It oonsists 
ot a Prooision Universal }jodel Fi slior Gas Measuring Unit with a valve 
bubbler gas absorption pipette filled with KOH solution. The two units 
are mounted on a Fisher.' fr£'Jno support unit. 

Stopoooks A, B, e, and D are straight 3-way stopcooks as furnished 
with tho apparntus. Stopcooks E and F arc straight l""Way stopcooks 
whioh oomo on tho soparntory funnels. Separatory funnel H is used as 
a conoentrated HCl supply tunnel to eliminate unneoessary handling of 
the acid. Sepnratory tunno 1 J is used to introduoe the Hel and water 
into tho reaotion test tube. 

A test tuboof approximately 50 ml. oapaoity is used to hold the 
shale sample during the acid treutment, and a reflux condenser is used 
to condense the water boilod orf during the hoating and return it to 
the test tube. It is not nooessary to ho.vo water running through. the 
condenser but it neodonly be filled with water. 

It is nooessary to have the bottom of the reflux oondenser extend 
only through the rubber stopper and not extend beyond. This is so that 
no gas pocket will ooour in tho top of tho tost tube. Tho oapaoity or 
the system from tho bottom of tho roflux oondonser to stopoook A should 
bo kept as small as possible and yet largo enough to nllow tho reflux 
oondons.or to return the oondonsed water to the test tube. This volume 
should bo approxim~tely 10 mI. 

Tho delivery tube below stopoook F on tho soparatory funnol J 
should be capillary tubing so that no gas will be trapped within the 
tubing. 
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The uso of aoidified water with methyl red indioator has been 

found very satisfaotory for use in the leveling bulb and measuring 

burette; h~Never, for greator aocuraoy an acidified saturated solution 

of Na2B04 or NnCl is reoommended. 


PROCEDURE!! 

y 	 The description of the neoessary stopoock manipulations will, in 

general, bo omitted, sinoe that desoription becomes quite involvod 

and it is thought toot tho tn.'1.nipulations are self evident to the 

person making the determination. 


Weigh into the test tube a s&mple oapable of liberating approxi

mately 50 oc. of CO2 gas, and add a pieoe of iron wire or filings 

larger than a pin head. Wet the shale with one drop of a 10 peroent 

aerosol solution and 5 to 10 00. or a 5 peroent HgC12 solution. Atter 

the semple is thoroughly wetted., the total volume is made up to 25 mI. 


Raise the level of the KOH in the gas absorption pipette to the 
oapillary tubing, level the water oolumDB in the manometer, and fill 

,the measuring burette with water from the leveling bulb. 

Close stopoook A and open stopoook F and plaoe the test tube with 

the semple into position. Close F, open,4, eu::u:1 lower the leveling 

bulb to the bottom, of the_ stand. .Add 7 to 10 00. of oonoentrated HCl 

from separatory funnel H to separatory funnel J, then let 5 00. of the 

aoid fran separatory funnel J drop slowly into the test tube and close 

stopcock F. 


Fill separatory funnel J nearly full of distilled water and as 

soon as the action in the test tube has subsided somewhat apply a 

small flame to the test tube and heat to boiling. Continue to boil 

for at least 2 minutes before removing the flame. 


Atter the flame is removed,open stopoook F and lower the leveling 
bulb suffic~ont1y to fill tho reflux oondenser and the attaohed 
oapillary tubing with water. Close stopoock A and raise the leveling 
bulb until the level or the water in it is the same a~ the level of 
the water in the gas measuring burette; then adjust the pressure tn 
-the gas measuring burette to the some pressure o.s is in the compensating 
burette by raising or loworing tho leveling bulb as needed. 

Read and rooord the total volume or gas in the measuring burette. 

By the proper manipulation of -stopoocks B and C and by raising and 

lowering the leveling bulb run the entiro volume of gas in the measur

ing burettc over into the absorption pipette and back again. Repeat 

at least twice. Atter the gc.s is returned to the measuring buratte 

for the last time adjust the pressure in it as before, then read and 

record tho volume of gas left in the measuring burette. 
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CALCULATIONS 

The difference between the readings of the gas volumes, times a 
predetermined factor, divided by the weight of sample used, gives the 
peroent oarbonate CO2 in tho sample. 

Porcent CO =factor x mI. COZ

2 wt. sample 


The factor is doterminod by using a standard limostono samplo 
of 0. known CO2 percentago in plaoe of a shalo sf~le and following 
exactly tho same procedure as described above. Argillacoous lime
stone sample No. 10. from the National Buroau of Stnpdards has been 
found to be very satisfactory for this. purpose. The factor is then 
calculated according to the following f9rmulal 

Faotor ~ ~!,_sl(lndard s(lI'l.l'le x p~~nt C02 in standard sam:ele 
ml. CO2 liberated 

vfuen determining 0. nuw faotor stopoock D should be first opened 
momentarily to the atmosphere so that the pressure in the componsating 
burette is atmospheric. If it is nocessary to mnke 0. new factor doter
mination, it is well to do so before tho serios of doterminations is 
started for which the factor .is to bo used. 

PRECISION A1~ ~CCURACY 

A reproducibility of .t 1.0 percont of tho amount of CO2 prosent 
is possiblo and duplicato samples should check within these limits. 

The accuracy is vory nearly tho samo as the reproducibility. 

PRECAUTIOtJS 

It is most necessary that tho gas measuring buretto bo absolutoly 
clean before usins the upparutuso Onco it is clean it will r~main so 
by leaving it filled with water from tho loveling bulb when the 
apparatus is not being used. 

__ Once the £luctor hus boen determined for f).ny series of determinations 
stopcock D should not be openod to the atmosphore. It is recommanded 
that- a periodic check dotermination of the factor be IlUlde. 

REFERENCES 

1. Soott, Wilfrod W.; Standard Methods of Chomical Analysis~ 
Vol. 1, .pp. 240-242. 
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COMBUSTION AlIALYSIS FOR CARBON .MID HYDROGEN 

IN ,OIL SHALE Alij) ITS PRODUCTS 


(Hethod A-4) 


SCOPE 

The determination of carbon and.hydrogen is essential in the 
complete analysis of oil shale; the accurate determination of these 
elements yields valuable information on raw shale, retorted shale, 
and the retorted oil and its fractions. The data fram these analyses 
may be used for a variety of purposes as evaluating oil shale and 
determining retorting efficienoy and the results of processes as 
hydrogenation, dehydrogenation, and cracking. The organic residue 
in spent shale can also be estimated from these analyses. 

The determination ot carbon and hydrogen in organio compounds 
is generally oonsidered a difficult operation. This difficulty is 
increased greatly in determinatio~ on materials, suoh as raw oil 
shales, which oontain both organio and inorganic carbon and hydrogen. 
The method presented here was patterned after that given by Fischer (1), 
and was adapted to the determination of carbon and hydrogen in oil shale 
and its re~9rted products. 

APPARATUS 

A diagram of the combustion apparatus 1s given in figure 1. A 
description of each component of the assembly follows. The numbers on 
the left margin refer to the items in figure 1. 

'(1) 	 Oxygen cyliIlder equipped with regulating valve to reduce 
the oxygen pressure to 3 to 4 psig followed by a needle 
valve to further control the flow rate. 

(2) 	 Three-way stopcock for establishing oxyge,n flow through 
the combustion train, or for venting the oxygen to the 
atmosphere. 

(3) 	 Variuble orifice manometer to indicate slight changes in 
the oxygen flaw~ 

(4) 	 Absorption bulb containing drying agent. 

(5) 	 ~[ercury-filled pressure go.uge which also serves as 0. 

relief valve in Case of oxcessive gas pressure. 

(6) 	 Vycor preheating and purifying tube, 0.8 inch (19 rom.) 
I.D., 1 inch (25 mm.) O.D. The lQngth of this tube is 
not oritical, but it must be sufficiently long to prevent 
overheating the Neoprene stoppers in eaoh end. Old 
combustion tubos may be used. 
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(7) 	 Preheating and purifying tub~ furnace with l2-inch heater 
section. A type 70 furnace made by Hevi Duty Electric 
Company has been found satisfactory. Suitable control 
should be provi~ed so that the furnaoe may be heated to a 
temperature of 8500 C. 

(8 & 9) 	 Absorption bottles of the Nesbitt type. U Tubes may also 

be used for this purpose. 


(10) 	 Breech connoctor, regular size (1-3/8 inch socket) made by 
Fisoher Scientific Company. 

(11) 	 Vycor combustion tube, 0.8 inCh (19 rom.) I.D., 1.0 inch 
(25 nm.) O.D., 39.3 inches (1000 nm.) long. The filling 
of the combustion tube is described under "Assembling and 
Conditioning the Combustion Train. 1I 

(12,13 & 	 Combustion furnaces similar to type 123 made by Central 
14) 	 Scientific Company. The three furnaoes are mounted on a 

single frame with a rheostat below each furnace. Independ
ent temperatures may be maintained with these rheostats. 
Tho lengths of the heater elements in furnaoe sections K. 
L, and Mare 4, 12, Ilnd 8 inohes, respeotivoly. 

(15 & 16) 	 Absorption bottles of the Nesbitt type. Bottle 15 is the 
H20 absorbor,bottle 16 is the CO2 absorber, 

(17) Absorption bulb oontaining CO absorbent and Q dessioant.2This guard bottlo preve~s contamination of the absorber 
bottles by the atmosphere in case tho combustion of tho 
sample is too rapid. Rapid combustion may cause a partial 
vacuum and reverse the gas flow through the absorbors. 

(18) 	 Bubble counter. 

Materials and Reagents 

c~per·PlUgs. Spirally wound plugs or copper screen wire are 
insert~ in sevorlll positions in the combustion tubo. The mesh size 
of tho soreon is not oritical, but 20-mcsh is commonly uBed. Tho plugs 
should be wound compactly and should fit the bore of the tube snugly. 
so that the gases flow through the plugs rather than around them. 

Viator absorbent. "Dehydrite" (anhydrous magnesium ·porchlorato), 
a powerful dessicant, is recommended. "Indioating Drierite" is usod 
at the tops of the bottles to show whon the water absorbers need re· 
charging. 

Carbon dioxide absorbent. "Caroxite", 8 to 20 mesh, an indicating 
CO2 absorbent (supplied by Eime~ Amend or the Fischer Scientific Company), 
is recommonded. "Ascllrito" may o.lso be used, but "Caroxite" is preferred 
because of the indicating feature. 
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Cerio oxide. Sufficient ceric oxide catalyst to fill about S 
inches of the combustion tube is prepared by impregnating 10-to 20
mesh pumioe with a solution of 5 grams of reagent grade oerous 
nitrate in 12 ml. of water. The pumioe mixture is evaporated to 
dryness with frequent stirring_ on a steam bath. The conversion of 
cerous nitrate to ceric oxide takes place in the com.bustion tube and 
is desoribed under "Assembling ani Conditioning the Combustion Train." 
The cerio oxide catalyzes the gases distilling from the.sample, It 
will be observed to glow brightly during the combustion part of a 
determination. 

Cupric oxide. Cupric oxide, reagent grade, in the form of short 
lengths of wire is preferred for packing this section of the combustion 
tube. Unburned gases from the ceric oxide catalyst are completely .J 
burned in the cupric oxide seotion. ~~~ 

Lead ohromate, Powdered lead chromate, reagent grade, is fuse~~~~! 
The material passing '( I'and the solidified melt is crushed and soreened. 

a lO~esh but retained upon a 20~esh sieve is used in the combustion 
tube, Oxides of sulfur are absorbed by this ohemical. 

Lead peroxide - minium., The le,ad peroxide (Pb02) and minium 
(Pbs(4 ) layer shown in figure 2 is prepared by mixing equal parts of 
the two reagent-quality ohemicalsIlDistened with a fow drops of dilute 

~ 

/ 
sodium silicate so that a orumbly mixture results. A few grains of ~ 
10-to 20~esh pumice with the fines soreepad out may be added to form 
a base for granule formation, The mixture is dried on a ste~ bath 
with frequent stirring to avoid the formation of large lumps, Oxides 
of nitrogen und sulfur are absorbed by this mixture. 

PROCEDURE 

Assembli~ and_ConditiOning the Combustion Train 

Proper assembling and oonditioning of the oombustion train is 
neoessary for the suooess of the oombustion analysis. The steps used 
in preparing nnd conditioning tho combustion tube, the pr3heating and 
purifying tube, end the absorption bulbs are given in detail in the 
order they are used. 

(1) 	 Soa11 of tho breeoh connector to the oombustion tube. The 
breech oonnector is p aCO sooket up on the ase 0 a ring 
stand,.and .the oombustion tube is clamped vertically so that 
one end is oentered in the sooket. A strip of asbostos 
wioking or tape is paoked into tho bottom of the annular 
spaoo end the remaining space is filled with plaster of 
pariSe Aftor 3 to 4.hours drying, it is sealed with sodium 
silioo.te or other suitable material to gi:\ro a gas tight 
connection. 
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(2) 	 Chargi~ the combustion tube. The combustion tube is marked 
off into sections as 'shown in figure 2. and charged with the 
indicated mnterials. Care must be token to fill completely 
the assigned space with each material and to avoid packing 
any portion of the tube so tightly as to offer resistance 
to gas flow. The downstream end of the tube (opposite tho 
br~ech conneotor) is olosed by a Neoprene stopper with a 
glass tube insorted in it to provide a oonneotion for the 
absorption train. This stopper is sealed to the tube with 
sodium silicate. 

(3) 	 ehargi~ the preheating and purifling tube. The oentral 
ten-inch portion of the tubo is packod with CuD wire held in 
place by plugs of lightly packed, acid-wushed asbestos fiber. 
The onds of tho tube aro olosod with Nooprene stoppers each 
oontaining a short length of glass tubing. The stoppers are 
sealed to the tube with sodium silioate. The ends of bath 
this tube and the oombustion tube should be supported, because 
Vyoor tends to sag under continuous operation at the high 
temperatures involved in the analysis. 

(4) 	 Charging the absorption bottles. Because moisture must be 
removed fran a gas before the CO2 is absorbed, the H20 
absorbers precede the CO2 absor.bers. In figure 1. items 4, 
8. and 15 are H 0 absorbers, and items 9, 16, and 17 are CO22absorbers. 

The H 0 absorbers are oharged first with a layer of2glass wool to aid gas dispersion and prevent ologging of the 
absorbent at tho entrance to the absorption bottle. The 
glass wool is followed by about 3 inches of "Dehydrite, II then 
a layer of l'Indioating Dricrite" is added to show when the 
bottle needs recharging. A glass-wool plug to filter the 
escaping gas is placed in the cap of tho bottle. 

The CO absorbers are charged with a layer of glass wool
2followed by about :i'inches of "Caroxite." The ItCaroxite" is 

covered by a layer of ItDehydritell to retain the H
2

0 released 
during the absorption of CO2 by tho "Caroxite. tl A glass wool 
plug is placed in the cap. If the evolution of CO2 is rapid 
during combustion of the sample, the "Caroxite" in the tared 
absorber bottle (figure 1, item 16) may cake and plug the 
train. A one-inch layer of a miXture of about 4 parts 
"Caroxite" to one part "Dehydrite ll added to this bottle below 
tho layer or pure lICaroxite tt will greatly reduce this tendoncy• 

.. 
OJ;' (5) 	 Conversion of cerous nitrato to eerie oxide. Tho apparatus 

listed as items 1 through 9 are assembled as shown in figure 
1. Short pieces of su11ur-free. flexible tubing such'as 
Soimatoo tubing are used to make all connections, Absorber 
9 is connected to the discharge end of the combustion tube 
with a length of tubing to allow an oxygen flow in the reverse 
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direction to normal operating conditions. The cap of the 
breech connector is removed, so that the flow of oxygen 
from the discharge end of the tube may have an adequate 
vent. The regulator at the oxygen cylinder (figure 1, 
item 1) is set at about 3-4 psig pressure. The needle 
valve is opened and the oxygen is adjusted to flow through 
the unit at about the fastest rate at which bubbles can be 
counted in an ordinary bubble counter. The variable 
orifice flowmeter (figure 1, item 3) is set to indicate 
accurately this flow rate, and the pressure difference in 
the arms of the manometer is noted. By means of the flow
meter, the oxygen flow is adjusted to this same rate in 
all subsequent runs, 

The preheating tube (figu're 1, item 6) is centered in 
furnace 7 and the combustion tube is placed in the position 
shown in figure 20 Furnace 12 is placed over the combustion 
zone of the tube abutting furnace 13. Furnaces 7, 12, and 
13 are turned on and are brought to an operating temperature 
of 8500 C. .As the temperature of furnace 12 is varied during 
a run, this is its maximum temperat~re; the temperatures of 
furnaces 7 and 13 are maintained at 850 0 C& Thermocouples. 
preferably of chromel-alumel, and a potentiometer are 
necessary· to maintain the proper operating temperatures in 
the various zones" As the thermocouples can:aot be introduoed 
conveniently into'the combustion tube, their junctions are 
placed in contaot with the exterior of the tube. Care should 
be taken to prevent the junction or the leads from toucb.ing 
the heating elements. Fumes of nitric oxide are evolved 
from the cerium nitrate impregnated pumioe as it is heated. 
The b~okflusn1ng with oxygen sweeps these fumes out the open 
breeoh connector (caution--provide suitable ventilation) so 
that ~h~y do not come in contact with the copper gauze plugs 
and the copper oxide within the oombustion tube. At this 
stage the 6-inoh copper gauze plug shawn between the breech 
connector and the boat position in figure' 2 has not yet been 
placed in position. 

(6) 	 Conditio~~'thG~ion train. Atter the evolution of N02
and H 0 from the cerous nitrate appears to be complete, the 
flushIng is continued until the bore of the tube is dry. 
The tubing connection fram absorption bottle 9 is then 
transferred fram the discharge end of the combustion tube 
to the breech connector and the 6-inch copper gauze plug 
with a loop of nichrome wire secured to one end is introduced 
into the position shown in figure 2. Furnace 12, still at 
full temperature, is moved over the copper gauze and the 
breech connector cap is screwed on. Furnace 14 is adjusted 
so that the tempera~ure at the middle of the Pb02-Pb30 band 
is 300 0 - 3200 C. All furnaces arc now at operat l.ng te~pera
tures and oxygon is fl~/ing through the apparatus in the 
normal direction. These conditions are maintained ,overnight 
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to convert the copper gauze plugs to cupric oxide. It is 
not necessary to have the final absorption bottles in the 
train during this procedure. 

Furnaoe 12 is cooled and a small, unweighed sample of 
benzoio acid in a combustion boat is introduoed into the 
combustion tube through the breench connector so that the 
end of the boat is within 1/2 inch of furnace 13. The 
removable copper oxide gauze plug is replaced and the breech 
oonnection is closed. 

Furnace 12 is now turmd on and adjusted to a temperature 
which will slowly volatilize the sample. Then the furnace is 
slowly moved over the sample. The speed with which it is 
moved is somewhat de~endent on the size of the sample, but 4 
to 8 movos within 3/4 to 1 hour should bring turnaoe 12 
adjacent to furnace 13 so that it campletely covers the boat 
position. The course of the cambustion is Observable by the 
operator and he nust use judgment in oontrolling ita speed. 
When the major ignition is oomplete, furnace 12 is raised to 
8500 C. for the balanoe ot the run. A run time of 2-3/4 hours 
permits three runs to be oanpleted during a working day ot 8 
hours. 

The combustion or un unweighed sample condit ions the 
various seotions or the combustion tube, partioularly the 
Pb02-Pb304 portion. This seotion;retains a certain amount at 
H20 fram oombustion, but if subsequent oombustions are each 
run tor the same length ot time, an error is not introduoed 
as the amount ot absorbed H20 remains approximately constant. 

(7) 	 Standardizing the train. Because a small gain in woight is 
obtained each time the absorber bottles are used, a blank 
correction is necessary. It is evident fram the preceding 
paragraph that a blank run in which nothing is burned would 
unbalance the train and would not serve as a blank for opera
ting conditiona. To obtain a blank, a weighed sample of 
standard benzoic acid is burned and the combustion products 
are colleoted in tared absorber bottles. The differences 
between the observed and the theoretical yields ot CO2 and 
HOare calculated. These calculations are described later 
i~ the report. Tho average blank correction is based on 
about tour blank determinations. 

Preparation of Sample , . 
Caretul prepara:tion or the sample is a neoessary part ot combustion 

analysi's. Factora 'Which must be considered in this preparation are. 
The drying or the sample, the uniformity of the sample, and the methods 
of storing and woighing the sample. 
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Raw and spont shales are ground to pass a 100-mesh screen, mixed 
. thoroughly to insure uniformity, and dried at 105°C. for a period of 1 
hour. The sample is then storod in a dessioa.tor until it is to bo 
annlyzed. In tho analysis, this material is weighed into un open 
combust ion boat. 

Semi-solid samples and samples of liquids whioh are not appreoiably 
volatile at room tomporature are mixed and dried. Tho methods used 
depend on the nature of the sample. Those samples are stored in closed 
containers at room temperatures until they are to be analyzed, at whirih 
timo they are weighed into opon combustion boats. 

Samples of liquids which are volatile at room tomperature require 
speoial methods of storing and weighing. They are mixed by stirring or 
shaking and are dried, if necessary. by the addition of a solid, un
reaotive dessioant (as anhydrous sodium sulfate) from which the sample 
can be docanted. These samples are stored in a refrigerator. Beoause 
of their volatile nature, they must be weighed in closed containors. 
A small glass bulb with a capillary tube opening is satisfactory for 
this purpose. Sufficient sample for the analys~s is introduced into 
the tared glass bulb, the capillary tube is sealed with a small gas 
flame, and the bulb and its oontents aro weighed tr:> determine the sa.mple 
weight. When an analysis is to be made, tho tip of the sealed capille.ry 
is broken open just before the sample is inserted i-r,t;o the combustion 
tube~ Both the bulb oontaining the samplo and the broken capillary tip 
arc pla.oed in a combustion boat whioh, in turn, is placed in the ooma 

busti on tube. 

Operating Procedure 

The prooedure for determining the oarbon and hydrogen in an unknown 
sample is identical with that used in detormining the blank. A prepared 
sample of the unknown is weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gm. The sample 
weight neoessary varies with tho nature of tho sample. It should be 
large enough to give a reasonable incroase in weight to the two absorber 
bottles. For spent and lean raw shales, 1.2-to 1.5-gram samples are 
satisfactory. For richer raw shales, 0.5-to 0.7-gram samples are used, . 
while for oils 0.2-to 0.4-gram samples are sufficient. 

The absorber bottles, oonditioned to the balanoe temperature, are 
manenta.rily opened to the air and are weighed to the nearest 0.0001 
gram us ing a counterpoise of similar deslgn. The bottle s are handled 
with tongs and a dry, lintless oloth. The absorbers are attached to 
the train, and oxygen flow is established at the standard rate. The 
combustion boat containing the sample is placed in the oombustion tube 
1/2 inch from furnace 13, and the sample is slowly volatilized from the 
boat. The speed of this volatilization is controlled by the temperature 
and the rate of advancing furnace 120 When the major part of the COJrl"!' 

bustion is complete, furnaoe 12 is advanced to a position abu.tting 
furnaoe 13, and its temperature is raised to 850oC. The run is continued 
to Ii total running time of 2-3/4 hours. At the end of the run, the 
absorber bottles are closed, removed from the train, and allowed to 
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stand for a period of 10 minutes to bring them to the balance tempera
ture. They are then vented and weighed. 

If it is practical, the train lihould be allowed to remain overnight 
at operating temperature. This makes an automatic temperature control 
system necessary, but, since the train requires from 30 to 40 minutes 
to reach operating temperature, it is also a time saver and aids in 
keeping the train in a stable condition, If the train stands cold over 
weekends, the f'irst run of the next week should be on an unweighed 
benzoio acid sample to reoondition it. When t.he train is not in use, 
the oxygen flow should be stopped.. and the train should be plugged. 

CALCDL.ATIONS 

The oarbon and hydrogen content of a sample is oalculated fram 
the sample weight and the gains in weight of the two absorber bottles. 
The general calculation is given below; 

c • 12.01 • 0.2729002 44.bl 

. ( Weight) (Corrected gain in weight ) 

(of carbon) =0.2729 (of CO absorption bottle.)
2 

carbon x 100.Percent carbon in Sample 
sample 

~ = 2.0Hi =0.1119H20 la.OH; 

(Vleight ) =0.1119 (Corrected gain in weight) 
(of hydrogen) (of H20 absorption bottle.) 

The oorreoted gain in weight f·or each bottle is the actual gain in 
weight minus the blank correotion for the bottle involved. 

Minerals, such as oil shale, frequently contain inorganio carbon 
in the form of oarbonates. These carbonates are decaaposed to CO2
during combustion analysis t It is neoessary, accordingly, to determine 
and to oorrect for the oarbonate content of the' sample it the organio 
oarbon content of the sample is desired. 

The calculation of a blank from a typioal blank run on stQndard 
benzoio acid is shown belows 

Sample weight, grams 0 .. 7240 

(a) Weight gain in H20 absorber bottle, grams 0..3223 
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(b) Weight of hydrogen, grams (a x 0.1119) 	 0.0361 

( bxlOO )(c) Apparent peroent hydrogen 
(sample weight) 

(d) Theoretical peroent hydrogen in benzoio aoid 

(e) Percent hydrogen blank (o-d) 0.03 

(f) Hydrogen blank weight, grams (e x a) 0.0019 
c 

(g) Vleight gain in CO2 absorber bottle, grams 

(h) Weight of oarbon, grams (g x 0.2729) 	 0.6008 

(i) 	 Apparentpe roent oarbon ( h x 100 ) 

(sample weight) 


(j) Theoretical peroent carbon in benzoio aoid 

(k) Peroent oarbon blank (i-j') 	 .33 

(1) Carbon blank weight, grams (k x g) 	 0.0088 
i 

PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

Greater acouraoy is obtained by the maoro oombustion method than 
by the mioro oombustion method under the following oQnditiollSl (1) Where 
the unknown is a heterogeneous solid (as oil shale) whioh is diffioult 
to pulverize to a small sample that is representative of the original 
material, (2) where the weighing faoilities are nat adequate to obtain 
equal aoouracy on mioro samples. Samples ot adequate size tor macro 
methods have been available. 

Acoording to Fischer (1) the error in the oarbon determinati<m. 
should not be over 2.5 parts per thousand and the error in the hydrogen 
determination not over 20 parts per thousand. The error in parts per 
thousand is determined by di~iding the difterence between two determined 
yields in peroent by the average yield in peroent and multiplying by 
1.00. The preoisionobtained tor the hydrogen oontent varies widely 
with the nature ot the sample. On oils o.nd oil traotions oontaining 
o.bout 10 to 12 percent hydrogen, the error between two runS should not 
exceed 10 parts per thousand. On samples oontaining very little . 
hydrogen, suoh as spent shales which oontain approximately 0.16 to 
0.50 percent hydrogen, the error may exceed 20 parts per thousand. 
These determinations should check to +0.02 percent hydrogen. An 
experienced operator can obtain results well within these limits. 

PRECAUTIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

There is a danger of explosion of more volatile samplos in the 
oombustion tube. This explosion may blow unvo1atilized partioles into 
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the 0001 part of the tube or may shatter the tube. Even benzoic acid 
will oxp~ode if the ooncentration of vapors becomes high. To minimize 
this danger, cure must be taken to distill the swmple off slowly. A 
flow of oxygen lcrge enough to sweep the vapors into the catalyst 
sootion as they distill must also be maintained. 'Highly volo.tilo 
samples must be enclosed in thin-walled glass bulbs with u capillary 
outlet for slow distillation. Since Vyoor may shatter from an 
explosion, a transparent shield should be placed over the combustion 
section of the tube to protect the operator. 

Blank correotions should be checked periodically, for they tend 
to inorease as the oombustion unit beoomes older. 

The oombustion periods of samples should be approximately the 
same for each run so that the sweeping-out times are approximately 
equal. 

A counterpoise of the same design as the absorption bulb should 
be used. The, counterpoise is left open to the air. This minimizes 
the error due to air buoyancy. Due to caking of the CO2 absorbent 
during a run, pressure may be built up in the bottles. To release 
this pressure, each bottle is vented to the atmosphere before it is 
weighed. The absorbers should be at the balance temperature for each 
weighing. 

As mentioned earlie~, to deter.mine the organic residue (or fixed 
carbon) in raw or spent 'shale, acorreotion 'must be made for the 
carbon dioxide evolved fran mineral carbonates. A correction for 
water of orystallization should also be made, but at present, a 
satisfactory method is not available. On raw shales, a rough esttmute 
of this water of crystallization might be obtained fram the water 
yields by the Modified Fischer Assay. 

REFERENCES 

1. Fischer, Harry L., Lcboratory no.nual of Organio Chemistry, 
4th Edition, 1936. 
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GROSS HEATING VALUE OF RJIJii AND SPEIlT OIL SHALE 
(Mothod A-5) 

SCOPi 

The gross heating values of raw oil shales having heating valu" 
of approximately 2,000, or more, B.t.u./1b. (oil 'yields or approxi
mately 20 or more gal. Oil/ton) can generally be determined in the 
Parr oxygen bomb ca.1orimete.r by A..S.T .M. method D271-41 (1) prescribed 
for coal and coke. However I tho standard A.S.T .M. method is frequently 
not suitable for leaner oil shales or for spent shales which oontain 
oonsiderab1e runounts of non-combustible, inorganic mnteria1. The 
method described herein is proposed for determining the gross heating 
values of these lean oil shales and spent shales; it involves blending 
the sample with a known cmount of benzoio acid to effect oomplete com
bustion. For convenience, the method illustrates the testing of' a 
sample blended with 10 peroent benzoio aoid; for samples blended with 
other proportions of benzoic acid, appropriate changes must b& made 
in the prooedure. 

APPARATUS 

(1) 	 Purr oxygen bomb of the self-sealing type, constructed of 
Illium alloy and equ.ipped with double valves. 

(2) 	 Purr oxygen bomb calorimeter of the adiabatic or non
adiabatic type. 

(3) 	 Beokmann differential thermometer with 50 C. range graduated 
in O.OloC. and equipped with a reading glass to estimate 
temperatures to O.O~loC. 

(4) . 	Parr ignition unit designed for the Parr oalorimeter. 

(5) 	 Stopwatoh or electric clock to permit the measurement of 
periods of time in seconds. 

( 6) 	 Glass mortar and pestlo. 

(7) 	 Pel lot press and mold to make pellets approximately 1/4 
inch O.D. by 1 inch long. 

(8) 	 Oxygen cylinder with ~auge for measuring pressures up to 
35 atmospheres (514 psi). 

(9) 	 Standard benzoic acid of known heating value. 
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PROCEDURE 


Preearation of sample 

A 20- to 50-gram representative portion of the sample is ground 
to -100 mesh, mixed thoroughly, und dried at 105°C. for one hour. A 
sufficient portion of this mnterio.l is weighed to 0.0001 gram and . 
standard benzoic acid to added to yiold o.pproximntely 5 grams of 0. 

mixture containing 10.00 percent benzoic acid. .The material is trans
ferred quantitativoly to 0. glass morto.r end ground carefully to 0. 

uniform mixture •. The material is then compressed into pellets using 
only suffioient. prossure to hold the pellet together. 

Determination of Gross Heating Valuo 

A quantity of the pellets (usually about 2 gr~s) estimated to 
oause approximately the same temperature rise on combustion as that 
obtained in the standardization of the calorimeter is weighed to 0.0001 
gram into the metal combustion capsule. The capsule is placed in the 
calorimoter and the gross heating value of the oil-shale benzoic-acid 
mixture is determined according to A.S.T.M. method D27l-46. 

CALCULATIONS 

The gross hoating value of the oil shale in the oil-shale benzoic
acid mixture is then calculated by the follOWing formulas 

Gross hoating value of =tw - (C1 + C2 + C3 + c,) x 1.8oil shale, B.t.u./lb. 	 g 

where, 

t = corrected temperature expressed to the noarest O.OOloC. 

w =water equivalent of the calorimeter in grams 

Cl =correction for Hl103 formed (230 cal./gram) 

supplementary correction for sulfur content (1300 ca1./gram 
of sulfur in sample for difference in heats of formation of 
S02 c.nd aqueous H2S04 ) 	 . 

03 : correction for iron firing wire (1600 cal./gram) 

=correction for benzoic acid added (10 percent of pellet weightc4 
in grams times hoat of combustion of benzoic acid in cal./gram) 

g .. weight of shale in grams (90 percent of pellet weight) 

1.8 =factor to convert cal./gram to B.t.u./1b. 
(Tho 	values for c4 and g must be changed if the test is made on 
samples not blonded with benzoic acid or on samples blended with 
benzoic acid in proportions other than 10 percont.) 
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PRECISION 

Above 10,000 B.t.u./lb., permissible differenco =! 0.3 percent. 

Below 10,000 B.t.u./lb., permissible difference =~ 20 B.t.u./lb. 

PRECAUTIONS AND ADAPTATIONS 

This mothod,which involvos blending the sample with '10 percent 
benzoic ccid, is applicable to most raw shcles which do not undergo 
completo combustion by the sto.ndurd A.S.T .M. method D271-41. Tho srune 
general procedure may 0.160 .upply to spent shales; however, for these 
materials, 20 percent benzoic acid, and frequently us much as 40 
percent benzoic acid, mo.y be required to obtain complete combustion, 
If complete combustion of the sumplo is questionuble, the heating vo.lue 
of the sample should be checked by repeuting the test on u sumple 
blendod with a lurger percentago of benzoic acid. Gonerally, tho 
amount of benzoic o.cid added to the sample should be tho minimum 
required for complete combustion us present results indicute that 
benzoic ncid in excess of' thut required for complete combustion has 0. 

tendency to give slightly lower hoating values for tho samples. 

About 2 grums of the pelleted oil-shale benzoic-acid mixture is 
generally used for lean shales and spent shalos, while nbout li grnma 
is generally used for rich shales which ure not blended with benzoic 
ncid. Tho woight of the sample should be selected te give 0. temperature 
rise upon combustion which is reasonably closo to the temperature rise 
obtained in the standardization of the calorimeter. 

It should be noted that the sulfur values obtained by this method 
may not bo th3 totnl sulfur contents of the shales und are to be used 
only for correcting the gross houting vulues of the samples. 

REFEctENCES 

1. Laboratory Srunpling o.nd Analysis of Coal and Coke, A.S.T.M. 
Designation D27l-46, Amaricnn Society for Tosting Materials, Standards, 
1946, pt. III A, p. 24. 
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METHOD FOR THE DETERMIIfATION OF .ASH IN 

kAY{ AND' SPENT OIL SHALE 


(Hethod A-6) 


p 

SCOPE 

V~ri~tions in the ash contents of raw and spent shales are 
4requcntly obtained by different nshing proceduros. These varia
tions can be minimized by o.dopting [. standard method which effec
tively oxidizes the#snmples to constant weight without causing undue 
volatilization of tho alkali met~ls. This proposed method involves 
ashing the samples to constant weight (plus or minus 0.001 gram per 1 
gram sample) at 1000oC. 

APP.ARATUS 

Analytical balance accurate to 0.0001 gram. 

Muffle furnace equipped with an indicating pyrometer or other 
temperature measuring device. 

25 mI. platinum or porcelain crucibles. 

PROCEDURE 

Preparation of Snmplo 

A representative portion of the oil-shale sample is ground to 
minus 100 mesh and dried in an oven for 1 hour at 1050 C. 

DeterJT1inution of Ash 

A clean ignited orucible is weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gram. 
About 1.0000 gram of tho moisture-free sample is transferred to the 
cruciblo and the total weight of the sample and crucible is deto~ined. 
The cruciblo is heated carefully over a bunsen burner or in the front 
portion of un open muffle furn~oe until most of the organic mutter in 
the snmple is removed. The cruoible is then plaoed in the hot part of 
the muffle ~nd heated for 1 hour at 1000oC. ~ 25 0 C. It is then removed, 
cooled in a dossicator, weighed, and returnea to the muffle furnace for 
an additionul 30 minutes at 1000oC., after which it is ago.in removed to 
a dessicator~ cooled nnd weighed. If tho change in weight for the 
additional hco.ting period is less than 0.001 gram, the weight of tho 
residuo is co~~idered constant and is to.ken as the ash content. Samples 
which change more thnn 0.001 gram will be heatod additional 30~inute 
periods until the chango in weight is less than 0.001 gram. 

PRECISION 

Tho permissible difference betwoon two or more ash determinations 
shall not exceed 0.3 percent. 
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SECTION B 

Methods for Crude Shale Oil Analysis 

B··l" 
B-2. 

3-3. 

B~4. 
B-5 o 

Analys j.8 of Crude Shale Oil 
Dehydration of Crude Shale Oil 

Method A. By l'Ieans of Salt Column 
Methcd B. By Means of Continuous Distillatio
Method C. By Means of Oven-Dryin:; Hethod 

Specific Gravity of Oil Samples 
Hethod A. By r,Ieans of Specific Gravity Bottle
Method B. By Means of Pipette 

Nitrogen Determinat ion by the Kjeldahl Method 
Distillation in Semi-Micro Apparatus 

n Method 



See also the following methOds from other sections of this report: 

,A-4. 

J-3. 
V-S. 

COMbustion Analysis for Carbon and Hydrogen in Oil 
Products 
Determination of Bitumen 
Specific Gravity of Road Oils, Road Tars, Asphalt 
Soft Tar Pitches. 

Shale and Its 

Cements, and 

J-IO. Viscosity by Neans of the Saybolt Viscosimeter 
J-ll. Flash and Fire Points by Means of Open Cup 
J-13. Water in Petroleum Products and other Bituminous Materials 
J-14. Water and Sediment in Petroleum Products by !.~eans of Centrifuge 
J-15. Cloud and Pour Points 
J-17o Sulfur in Petroleum Oils by Bomb Method 
J -210 Proportion of B:i.tumen Soluble in Carbon Tetrachloride 
J-23 o Conradson Itesidue of Petroleum Products 
J-24. Volume-Temperature Corrections 
J-27. Gravity of Petroleum Products by Means of the Hydrometer 
J-29. Viscosity-Temperature Charts for Liquid Petroleum Products 
J-32. Kinematic Viscosity 
J-33. Conversion of Kinematic Viscosity to Saybolt Universal Viscosity 
J-34. Sodimont in Fuol Oil byiExtr£l.ction 
J-36. Ash Content of Petroleum Oils 
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ANALYSIS OF CRUDE SHALE OIL 
(Method B-1) 

SCOPE 

This method is intended for the characterization of crude shale 
oil. It is based on the determination of certain physical properties 
on fractions resulting from a carefully regulated distillation in 
standardized equipment. 

APPARATUS 

Equipment that provides facilities for conducting distillations at 
pressures of 760 mm. and 40 rom. of mercur,y. Figure 1 is a 
schematic drawing of the pressure unit. The vacuum unit is 
similar. 

Distillation flask and chain support as shown in figure 2. 
Approximately 150 g. of number 18 jack chain. Four conical 
wire-gauze spray catchers of such diameter that they will 
be held in the flask neck by friction. 

Electric heaters, As specified in Bureau of Mines Bull. 207, 
Cenco. #16540, Glas-col #O~106 or any similar heater capable 
of maintaining the specified distillation rata. 

Condenser as shown in figure 3. 

Graduated test tubes, 30 ml. capacity. 

Equipment necessary for performing the individual tests from 
this book and from A.S ,T .M. Standards that are inoorporated 
in this method. 

PROCEDURE 

(a) Drying of Crude Shale Oil. Five hundred milliliters of 
tho sample shall be dried by an appropriate method (Mothods B-2, 
this book) until the wuter content is less than 0.1 percent. 

Designation b129-44). 

(b) Specific Grovity of Crude Shale Oil. Method B-3A, this 
book. 

(c) Sulfur Poterminution on Crude Shal~ Oil. Method J-17 (A,S.T,M. 

(d) Nitrogon Determination on Crude ahale 011. Method B-4, this 
book. 

(e) Pour Point of Crude Shale Oil. Method J-15 (A,S,T.M. 
Designation D97-39). 
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(f) VisQosity of Crude Shale Oil. Method J-lO (A.S.T.M. 

Designation D88-44), using the universal tube at 100OF. 


(g) Distillation of Crude Shale Oil at 760 rom. Pressure. The 
samplo and equipment shall be prepared for distillation according 
to the following procedure. Obtain the tare weight of the distilla
tion flask and boiling chips. From the specific gravity, oalc~late 

,the 	weight of oil equivalent to 300 ml. Weigh this amount into the 
flask oontaining half the tared boiling chips, being careful not to 
got any oil into the side-arm. Adjust tho devioe for supporting the 
jaok chain in tho neck of the flask so that the lower spiral i~ 
about on a level with tho point at which tho flask neck starts to 
widen into the bulb. Placo the jack-chain packing in position so 
that it fills the flask neck to within 1 to Ii inches of the side
arm. It can be packed to fill the required space as it is put in 
by tapping the flask neck with tho fingers. Insert the thermometer 
in the flask so that the top. of the bulb is about 1/16 inch below 
~he lower lovel of the side tube when tho cork ispressod firmly 
into the flask neck. ~semble the fl~sk, electric heater, condenser, 
rooeiver, and receiver tubes on tho distillation rncko Plaoe ice in 
the condenser and receiver and pressurize the systom to 760 mm. 

When the apparatus is completely assembled, heat shall be 
applied to the flask so that distilldion bogins in a reasonable 
time but the charge shall not be overheated' as this causes too 
violent boiling and an excessive rate of distillation. Considerable 
oxperienoe is necessary in order to be able to judge how vigorous 
this first hoating should be. The temperature shall be recorded 
when the first drop falls from the end of the condenser and the hoat 
adjusted so thnt the oil comes over tit u rate of 4 to 5 ml. per 
minute. The receiver tube under the condenser shall be changed at 
temperature intervals of 250 C. taking tho first fraction up to 500 C. 
;I'his gives Beven fractions up to 200oc. which is the temperature at 
which the distillation at 760 mm. is discontinued. Some of the 
fraotions may be missing, of course, if the sample does not contain 
lOW-boiling material. Vl/llen a vapor temperature of 2000 C. i& reached, 
the current is turned off and the heater. lowered from the flask 
immediately to prevent further distillation. .iJ!ter the flask has 
cooled, it shall be removed and set aside for the distillation under 
reduced pressure. The tubes containing the fractions are removed 
fram the reoeiver, stoppered with corks having tho appropriate 
fraotion numbers, and placed in the soar. bath. 

(h) Distillation of Crude Shale Oil at 40 rom. Pressure. The 
thermooetor, jack-chain packing, and packing support shall be removed 
from the flask containing tho residuum from the distillation at 760 
rom. pressure. Without disturbing the residuum, the remaining tared 
boiling chips shall be plaoed in tho flask and the four conical wire
gauze spray catchers adjusted in tho nock. The thermometer' shall bo 
replacod and the apparatus assombled for tho distillation at 40 rom. 
Tho top portion of tho flask should be insulated from tho hoater to 
within about I inch of tho sido-arm. It may be necessary to lute 
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FIGURE I - SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF DISTILLATION APPARATUS 
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the corks with a thick paste ot litharge and glycerine to prevent 
excessive leaks in the system. By means ot an immersion heuter, 
the temperature of tQe condenser water shall be raised to about 
125"1<'. at the start of the distillation and gradut..lly incrco.sed 
to about 180~. as the distillation progresses. The current shall 
be turned on .and the heater adjusted so thnt distillc..tion stnrts 
in a reasonable time. The distillation rate is the sc.:nQ, 4 to 5 mI. 
per minute, as in the distillation. at 760 nun. and it :i.s very 
important to maintuin upproximately this rnto if consistent rosults 
nro to. be obtained. Eight i'rnctions (numbers 8-15) are collected. 
in this portion of ·tho .distillo.tion. The first fraction conto.ins 
0.11 the mo.teritl.l distilling below 1250 0. The remo.ining fractions 
shall be .takenat 250 0. intervo.ls to 3000 0. Vfuen this latter 
tempero.ture is roo.ched. the current shall be turned off and the 
heater lowered from the flask. If cracking i~ indicated before a 
temperature of 30000. is o.tto.ined, tho distillation shall be 
stopped at that· point. The tubes containing the fractions shall 
be removed from:' tho receiver, cloo od with oorks hnving appropritlto 
numbers. am placed in 0. 60e>:F. bOoth. VIhen tho residuum is cool, 
the flask containing it ehnU be woighed, o.n.d the residuum stlvod 
for property determinations. 

(i) Exumino.tion of Fractions and Residue from Distillo.tion. 
Tho volumes of the fro.ctions sho.llbe obto.ined, Cit 80OF o if they o.re 
fluid at that tempero.turo. Those fractions tho.t nre solid at 60~. 
o.re heated to lOOOF., the volume determined o.nd converted to volumo 
at 60"F. 

U 	 Specific ~p·nvity. of. trnctions. Method B-3B in this 
book. 

2. 	 A~tllysis of naphtha composite. After specifio 
gravities have been determined on the fractions, a 
composite by voluoeshall be made of the fractions 
obtained, at 760 nun. pressure. This., composite shall 

,be 	designated ,as naphtha and analyzed for te.r acids 
and tar bases by method Ho. 0-2 in this book. The 
neutral oil from these' determinations shal~ be 
analyzed for hydrocarbon groups by method No.C-l in' 
this book. 

3. 	 Vbcosity; of fractions.8to 15. Hetbod J-3l (A"S.T.M. 
Des ignation D445-46T $ Uethod B--:Jodified Ostwald 
Visoosimeter). The viscosities shall be reported 
both incentistokes as obtained in the above method 
and as Saybolt univer~al seconds as obta:i,neci by 
'conYersion according to Uethod,J-33 (A.SS .M. 
Designation 0446-39). 

4. oint of fractions 8 to 11. Method J-40 
A.S.T •• Designation D6ll-44T. except that the 

quantities of aniline and of sample are reduced trom 
10 mI. to 5 mI.). 
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S. 	 Cloud oint of fractions 8 to lS. Nethod J-1S (A.S.T.M. 
Designation D97-39 shall be mod1fied as follows, the 
test is run with the sample in. the same tube in which 
it was collected, the temperature of the oloudpoint 
is observed and recorded to the nearest sor., and the 
determination isdisoontinued when the temperature 
reaohes sor. with no oloud appearing. In this latter 
oase the oloud point shall be reported as less than sor. 

6. 	 Speoifio gravity of residuum. Method J-8 (A.S.T.M. 
Designation D70-27) shall be modified as followSJ tho 
pyonometer may be either straight walled or pear 
shaped as long as the stopper diameter is approximately 
22 nun. and the determination is made at 60OF. instead 
of 25°C. 

7. 	 Carbon residue of residuum. Ibthod J-23 (A.S.T.M. 
DeSignation D189-46, Conradson Mothod) shall be 
followed exoept that the sample size is reduoed to 
approximately 2 g. and deviations from the reoonnnended 
time sohedule are permitted. The oarbon residue of the 
orude shalo oil sh~ll be oaloulated by multiplying the 
oarbon residue of tho residuum by the quanti ty of 
residuum in the orudo shale oil. 

8. 	 Ash on residuum. The ash shall be determined by 
igniting to oonstant weight nt 7000 C. the oruoible 
oontaining the oarbon residue on the residuum. The 
result multiplied by tho rosi.d1,lum oontent of the 
orude shale oil gives the ash on the basis of the 
orude. 

,CALCULATIONS AND PREPARATION OF REPORT 

A sample of the final report form is shoWn in figure 4. This 
form provides space tor reporting the results of all tests made on 
the samplo. The quantity hf material distilled is reported as peroent 
distilled in eaoh fraotion and also as tho sum peroent distilled up to 
and inoluding tho fraotion listed. 

The roport inoludes 0. distillation sunnnary. The material in oaoh 
of the groups given in this summary shall boobtained by adding to
gether the peroent distilled in eaoh of the uppropriate individual 
fraotions. The spooifio gravity for oaeh of tho composites in the 
summary is a oalculated valuo. To obtain these values, multiply the 
peroent distillate in oaoh fraotion by the speoifio gravity of the 
fraotion. Add tho results for the approprinte fraotions in tho 
oomposite and divide by the sum of the peroents distilled in the 
sruno fraotions. 
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BUREAU OF MINES 
CRUDE SHALE OIL ANALYSIS 

Sample Ho. 

Souroe of shale, 
/lnse.y of shale~ 
Eduction method~ 

SLTh~~Y OF PROPERTIES 

Properties of Crude 
- Shale oil ~____D_i_s_t_i 1 }::;:~:.L:::~ ~~';:522,a~ry~--:::---,~~-. 

1"l"Y':":,rnt Sp.Gr. 0A.P,! 
Specific gravity, Naphtha (Fractions l'~7 J "'<j.----- ' . 
A.P.I. gravity, Light d ist ill ate 
;'·.1lfur, percent, (Fructions 8-11) •••••••• 
Hitrogen, percent, Heavy distillate 
~t~)ur point. ~. (Fractions 12-15) ••••••• 
V:i. s c os i ty, S.U • Residuum••••••••••••••••• 

seconds at 100~. Loss ••••••••••••••••••••• 

AhTJ..LYTICAL DATA 

f-;.At111ation at 760 rom. Hg pressure Naphtha Oomposite 
Gravitt; (Fraotions 1-7Y 

'.'·,'action Cut at Per.. Sum Specific A.P.I. 
No. be. 0Jf. cent perce~ 60/60'1<'. 60"F. Percen:l 

1 Tar ac ids •••••• 
2 Bar ba.ses •••••• 
:3 neutral oil, 
4 Paraffins and 
5 naphthenes •• 
6 Olefins ••••••• 
7 l1.romntios••• ., • 

*!ii'Cluding sulfur and 
nitrogen compounds 

Distillation at 40 rom. H0 pressure 
Viscosity 

Gravitt K.V. S.U. Aniline Clo\: 
Fraction Cut at Per- Sum Specif10 J~.p •I. centi point test 

No. 
8 

OCt of. cent percent 
•
60/60~. 60"F. stokes sec. OCt OF. 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Residuum 
Carbon residue of 
Ash on residuum 

residuum 
percent; 

percent; carbon residue of crude 
ash on crude -yercent --.......:percent 

Figure 4. Form for Report of Crude Shale Oil Analysis 
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Comparison of tho specific grnvity for the total distillate 
calculated in a mnnner similar to that given above with the specific 
gravity observed on the crude shale oil gives a chock on tho accuracy 
of the analytical work. The calcu1c.tod values should be within;' 0.002 
of the obsorved value. 

PRECAUTIONS 

In order to avoid unnecessar~r work on a distillation that may bo 
unsatisfactory, the recovery and calculated gravity are checked before 
any other tests are performed on the fractionsl!> If the loss is 
greater than 1 percent or if the calculated specific gravity does 
not check witidn ... 0.002 of the observed specific gravity, the distilla
tion usually should be repeated. It is not always possible to meet 
the 1 percent loss roquirement on samples containing light ends, and 
judgment must be used in deciding when to redistill this type of 
sample. 

The directions given in the method specify that the distillation 
shall be carried out at 760 rom. in an artifical1y pressurized system. 
This is necessary only if the provailing atmospheric pressure is less 
than 700 rom. 

Shale-oil distillates are afton dark colored so that determina
tion of anilino and oloud points are difficult. In such instances, 
p1aoing a strong light behind tho sample may aid in tho determinations. 

Tho method is an arbitrary ono so that tho majority of results 
cannot be interpreted directly in terms of oompositiono Tho primary 
use of the results is in comparison of various crude shale oils and 
corrolation with known charaoteristios of crude shale oils. 
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DEHYDRATION OF CRUDE SHALE OIL 
(Method B-2) 

Method A. By Means of Salt Column 

SCOPE 

The method is applicable in the removal of varying quantities of 
we,ter from emulsified shale oil. Emulsions of oil and water varying 
from. .5 percent water to 95 percent water have been successfully 
broken by this method. 

OUTLINE OF :METHOD 

The sample to be dried is poured into a column of rock salt 
which has been previously heated to a temperature of approximately 
1500fi'. Thi.s keeps the emulsion in 0. liquid state and promotes free 
flowing of the emulsion downward through the column of salt. The 
oil and water are collected at the outlet of the column and separated. 
Frequent microscopic inspections are rn.o.de to determine progress. 

APPAR.i..TUS lilID RE.AGSNTS 

1. A column simihl.r to that shovm in figure 1. 

2. Beakers (1 liter) -- set of two. 

3. Separutory funnels (1 liter capacity). 

4. Rock salt (ice croam quality). 

PREPl.R.b.TION OF .kPP.ARATUS 

Clean the column by continued heating in order to cause all oil 
to flow from. the tube. Remove bottom cap and remove old salt. The 
column is then refilled to a depth of approximatell three feet with 
the rock salt, and brought to a temperature of l50Uf. The column is 
now ready for use. 

PROCEDURE, 

Introduce a 1 liter sample of emulsion (2 liters if water content 
is high) to the top of the heated salt column and catch the effluent 
in beakers. This oil and water mixture is then plaoed in separatory 
funnels and placed in a water bath maintained at a temperature of 
1800fi'. to 190Of. The water settles almost ~ediately and. may be drawn 
off. The oil remaining in the separatory funnel is then poured baok 
thru the co+umn and above procedure repeated until microscopic examina
tion shows thut the oil is free of water. 



ACCURACY 

The ab-ove method has been used successfully for approximately 
200 samples where the water content varied from 0.5 percent to 95.0 
peroent on wet oil, to a traoe to 0.1 percent on the dried oil. 

COMPARISON liIITH OTHER METHODS 

There have been several other methods tried for water removal, 
but as tDne is an important faotor in a oontrol labor&tory this method 
has been found to be the most rapid method used to date. 

PRECAUTIOns .AI!]) J..DAPT.ATIONS 

The c.bove method may be modified so that salt need not be 
completely replaoed after enoh run. If colUmn is kept at a tempera
ture of l50~. for two or three hours after completion of last 
sample, in order to promote drainage of oil, new salt may be added 
to replenish thnt dissolved in preVious dewatering run. This prooe
dure has been tried and no differenoe in dewatering effectiveness 
between the two methods could be observed. 

Same heavy material is retninod by snlt. No data is available 
on ret,enti.on of salt in oil. ',' , 

'Method B. By Means of Continuous Distillation 

SCOPE 

It has been found possible to dewater 'iJ-T-U shale oil with a 
laboratory size continuous still. Sufficient oil oan be dewatered 
in approximately one hour for an average analysis of the oil. However, 
the use of a chemical feeder limits the number of units that oan be 
operated simultaneously. 

APPARATUS 

See attached sketoh. 

PROCEDURE , 

The sample of oil to be d~tered is placed in the reservoir of 
the chemical feeder and heated with a st-eam coil to approximately 
l60~. The oolumn of the still is turned on and allowed to reach the 
proper temperature. (For most oils one hour heating time with 100 
volts on a powerstat is suffioient.) The chemical feeder is then 
turned on and the oil from the top flM bottom' oolleoted. The light 
oil and water is then separated and the light oil then put back with 
the rest of the oil. Auxiliary preheating by a tirrill burner under 
the last ell of the feed line is advisable. 
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,--- STEAM ENTRANCE 


--~,-
- SCREEN TO HOLD SALT 

FIGURE I. SALT COLUMN FOR WATER REMOVAL. 



PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

It has been found with N-T-U shale oil by maintaining an overhead 
temperature of 4000,. all trace of water can be removed. In comparing 
the oil that had been dewatered in this way with oil that had been 
dewatered by other means no changes in the oil was detected. 

The wa2l temperuture is not measurable in the present apparatus. 
Replucement of resistance heat by an external oil bfl.i;;t ~ s contemplated. 

No deposit1.on of coke has been observed in the appc·rutus to date 

and no foum:ue: over. 


Method C. By Means of Oven-Drying Me-!:;hod 

SCOPE 

This method is intended for drying relatively small samples of 

crude shale oil for use in analytical work. 


APPARATUS 

Equipment similar to that shown in figure 1. The size and exact 
design of the equipment are not critioal. However, the flask should 
have a capacity of at least one liter and the opportunity for condensed 
water to drop back into the hot oil should be minim~.zedo 

PROCEDURE 

The clean and dr,y flask shall be weighed to the nearest 1/10 g. 
und the result designated as II a" • Approximately 500 mI. of crude 
shale oil shall be poured into the flask. The flask und oil shall 
be weighed to the nearest 1/10 g. and the result designated us lib". 
The flusk shall be pluced in the oven ;:.,nd the appnrc.tus a.ssembled a.s 
shown in figure 1. The oven shall be turned on und the temperuture 
gruduo.lly raised to approximately l300 C. Ylhen water causes to be 
evolved, the ovon shall be turned off and the oil allowed to cool. 
Vlhen cool, the oil in tho separatory funnel and cold trap shall be 
returned to the flask. The flask and oil shall be weighed to the 
nearest 1/10 g. and the result designated as "C

ll 
• 

C.ALCUL.ATIONS, 

Tho water Qontent mo.,. be calculated either on the bf.Lsis of wet 
charge or dry 011. 

b ,. c 
Water, woight percent of oharge = •. Ai ... 


b '" a 


Water, weight percent of dry oil = b - 0 
c - a 

B-2-4 
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PRECAUTIONS 

a. 	 The cold trap is necessary only for samples containing Iow
boiling material. 

b. 	 The rate of heating should be slON' enough to prevent excessive 
frothing or bumping. 

B-2-5 
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SPECIFIC 	GRAVITY OF OIL SAMPLES 
(Method B-3) 

Method A. By M~ans of Specifio Gravity Bottle 

SCOPE 

This method is intended for the detennination of the specific 
gravity of oil. The specific gravity of an oil is the ratio of the 
weight of a given volume of oil to the weight of an equal volume of 
water at a specified temperature. In accordance with standard 
practice in the petroleum industry, specific gravity is usually 
reported at 600 /600F. Consequently, the detenninntion is preferably 
made nt that temperature but may be made at any convenient tempera
ture at which the oil is liquid and the result converted to GOo/600F. 

APPARATUS 

a. A water bath capable of maintaining a 
to within! 0.050F. (O.03oC.). 

selected temperature 

b. An analytical balanco with a sensitivity of 1/10 mg. 

c. A pycnometer, capacity 10 ml., 
figure 1. 

similar to that shown in 

PROCEDURE 

Calibration of tho pycnometer. The clean and dry pycnometer 
shall bG weighed to the noarost 1/10 mg. and tho result designated 
as II c." • The pycnomotl'lr shD.ll bo fillod with fresh)'y boiled distilled 
wo.tor at temporature "til in u. manner similo.r to thct given in section 
5. The pycnometer o.nd wnter sho.ll be weighed to tho nearest 1/10 mg. 
and the result dosigncl.ted ns lib". Tho difference, b - d., thon gives 
the weight of W(,ter contained in the pycnomoter at the spocified 
temporo.ture !'tl!. 

Determination of specific gravitl_ The pycnometer and the oil 
srunple in c. tightly stopp~red tubo or bottle shetll be plo.ced in the 
wc.ter bo.th at temporo.ture lit" for o.t loast 15 minutes. The oil shr:.ll 
then bo poured into tho pycnomoter taking care not to spill ~ny on 
tho outside of the pycnom0ter. Tho stoppor shull be inserted 
immodiately and pressod down firmly making sure that the oil flows 
out through the perforation and loavos no bubble of air in the 
pycnomoter. The top of the stopper shall be wiped immediatoly ~nd 
thon the rest of tho pycnometer shall be dried. The pycnometer and 
oil shall be weighed to the nearest 1/10 mg. in 0. definite short time 
(approximntcly two minutes is genera.lly convonient) and the result 
designated as "c". This weighing shall be mnde without disturbing 
tho smnll drop of oil that collects above the perforation in the 
stopper as tho tampcraturo of the oil in the pyonometer inoreases if 
tho bath tomporatura is below that of the room. 
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The observed specific gravity of the sample at tit shall be 

calculated by the equation, 


Specific gravity at tit ; c - ;~ 
b ... a 

This observed specific gravity may be converted to specifio 
gravity at GOO/GOoF. by use of the charts given in the Oil-Shale 
and Shale-Oil Data Book, Section IX, pages 21-33. If the observed 
specific gravity 1s at lOOo/lOO~., the table given in Method A-l, 
this book, may be used for the conversion ~ GOO/GOoF. The gravity 
equivalent in degrees AJP,I. may be obtained fran Table 4 of the 
National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables. 

ACCURACY 

Duplioate determinations should check in the third decimal place. 

DISCOSSION AND PRECAUTIONS 
----------~---------------

a. 	 The determination is usually made at GOoF. However, if the 

oil is solid at that temperatura, the lowest temperature at 

which the oil is oompletely liquid should be used, usually 

lOOOF. 


b. 	 The determination of speoific gravity on same oils may be 

subject to crror due to loss of light material by evapora

tion. Thetofore, tho filling of tho pycnometer and subse

quent weighing should be mado in a minimum of time and" to 

obtain chock results, the time interval should be stand

ardized. 


c. 	 The oil shall be completely free of water. 

d. 	 The oil shall be thoroughly mixed. 

e. 	 For samples having a high initial boiling point, a specific 

gravity bottle witheut cap may be usod. 


Method B. By Mouns of Pipette 

SCOPE 	 : 

This method is intonded for tho determination of tho speoifio 
gravity of small samplos of oil. Specific gravity is defined in 
:Method B-SA. 

APPARATUS 

a. 	 A water bath capable of maintaining a selooted temperature 

to within .. O.OSOP. (O.03 0 C.). 
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PYCNOMETER 
Capacity 10 ml. 

Approximately twice actual size 

FIGURE I. SPECIFIC GRAVITY BOTTLE USED FOR OILS. 
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b. 	 An analytioal -balanoe with a sensitivity of 1/10 mg. 

o. 	 A series of speoifio gravity pipettes (Drushel pyenOOleters) 
similar to that shown in figure 1, the tips to haveapproxi
matoly the inside diameters given in the following tables 

Pipette size A - 0.55 to 0.60 rom. 
Pipette size B - 0.65 to 0.70 rome 
Pipette size C - 0.75 to 0.80 rom~ 
Pipotte size D - 0.85 to 0 0 90 rom. 
Pipotto sizo E .~ 1.50 rom. 

One or more of this soriosof pipettes will be needed depending on 
tho range of visoosities e~oountered in the samples being tested. 

PROCEDURE 

Calibration of the Pieette. The clean and dry pipette shall be 
weighed to the nearest 1/10 mg. and the result designated as, a. The 
pipette shall be tilled with freshly boiled distilled water at tempera
ture, t, in a manner similar to that given in seotion 5. The pipette 
and water shall be weighed to the nearest 1/10 mg. and the result 
designated as, b. The differenco, b - a, thon gives the weight of 
water oontained in the pipette at tho speeified temperature, t. 

A pipette having a satisfactory 
bore diameter shal be store in n tost tube in tho water bath at 
tomporaturo, t, until it has reached tho tomporuture of the bath. A 
short glass tube is then attaohed to the pipette by means of a short 
length of -rubber tuhe /I The pipette tip is insertel.l into the sample 
of oil which is also at temperature, t, and by St1 CM.011 the oil is 
drawn up into tho pipette until it is slightly a_bo·~:.J J.;ho oalibration 
mark, The pipette is withdrawn from the oil, th(, 'i~C\)i;h pieoe and its 
conneoting tube removed, and eXcesS oil removed fro;11. -;:;hc pj.pette by 
means of a pieoe of blotting paper, filter paper 0;:' cloth held against 
the tip until the oil is exaotly at the calibration mark. The opera
tion is performed oarefu11y but as promptly as possible beoause the 
pipette and oil are not in the bath and are ohanging temperature. 
The outside of the pipette shall th<3n be wiped dry with", lintless 
cloth taking oare not to touch the tip and thus withdraw more oil. 
The pipette and oil are then weighed to the nearest 1/10 mg. and the 
result designated as, o. 

The observed speoifio gravity of the sample at tit shall be 
caloulated by the equation: 

Specifio Gravity at tit = 
b ... a. 

This observed specific gravity may be oonverted to specifio 
gravity at SOo/60ar. by use of the charts given in the Oil~Shale and 
Shale-Oil Data Book, Seotion IX. pages 21-33. It tho observed specifio 
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gravity is at lOOO!lOOOF., the table given in Uethod A-l, this book, 
may be used for the conversion to Goo/GOOF. 

ACCURACY 

Duplicate determinations should not differ from each other by 
more than 0.001. 

DISCUSSION AND PRECAUTIONS 

a. 	 If the oil is not l1quid at 60~., the deter.mination must 
be made at a higher temperature. To prevent evaporation 
losses, tho lowest temper~ture at Which the oil is completely 
liquid should be used, usually lOOOF. 

b. 	 The oil must be completely free of water. 

o. 	 The oil shall be thoroughlymixod. 

d. 	 Care shall be taken to prevent expansion and overflow of 
the contents from the heat of the hand when wiping the 
surface of the pipette. 

B-3..5 
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UITROGE1! DETERMINATION BY THE KJELDAHL l1ETHOD 
(Hethod B-4) 

SCOPE 

The method has been found to be applioab le to the determination 
of nitrogen in shale-oil produots oontaining from a ~~~ hundredths of 
a peroent to those oontair.:;'ng up to ten percent nitrG!'~n. It appears 
to be equally well suited -(;0 the determination of oL~,:;:ale nitrogen. 
but its applica.tion for this purpose has not been as 6x','e:nsively 
investigated. 

APPARATUS 

a. 	 Kjelduhl digestionflusk, 800 ml. 

b. 	 Kjeldahl digestion raok with fume exhaust, or a fum~ hood. 

o. 	 Heater, eleotrioal, or gas burner. An electric heater of 
the type 11-425, us listed by the Fisher Soientifio Company 
(Precision Scientific Comp~ny catalog number 1560) 1s 
preferred. 

d. 	 Condenser, water ~ooled. 

e. 	 Absorption flask, Erlenmeyer, 500 ml. 

f. 	 Buret, 50 mI., grc.duated in tenths ofa ml. 

g. 	 Graduate, 100 mI. 

h. 	 Glass beads, 5 mm. diameter. 

i. 	Cruoibles, poroelain, small, e.g. Coors 00000 size. 

j. 	Pipette or dropper, weighing. 

RE./LGENTS, 

~. 	 Sulfurio acid, concentrated, roagent grade. 

b. 	 Potassium sulfate, reagent grado. 

o. 	 ]~ercurio oxide, reagent grtide. 

d. 	 Copper sulfate, anhydrous, reagent grtide.• 

e. 	 Sodium h~roroxide, C. P. or a grade stated to be suituble 
for Kjelduhl determinations. 

t. 	 Sodium sulfide • 9H20, C. P. 
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g. Boric acid, reagent grade. 

h. Standard sulfuric acid~ approximately 1/10 normal. 

i. Methyl reG.~ solid reagent 

j. Bro::n-cresoJ green~ solid reagent 

k. Ethanol, 95 percent. 

m. Zinc, mossy 

n. Sucrose, N.B.S. primary standard grado preferred. 

PROCEDURE 

Preparation o~ Reagents 

a. Digestion mixture. 

Propers tho digestion mixture by thoroughly mixing 2 parts by 
weight of copper sulfate, 3 pa.rts mercuric oxid.e (~nd 15 parts 
potassium sulfate. If nny of the reo.gents contain lumps,. they 
should be broken up or screened out before mixing. It may be 
preparod conveniently in quantities of 1 kilogram~ or more. 

b. Sodium hydroxide-sodium sulfide solution. 

Moko this solution up with distilled wa.ter to contain 40 percent 
spdium hydroxide and 3 p~rcent sodium sulfide nonuhydrate. It is 
convenient to make it up in severo.l liter o.mounts, i.\S it keeps 
indefinitoly. 

o. Boric acid solution. 

Preparo a five porccnt solution by dissolving the appropriate 
o.mount of boric acid in boiling, distilled water. On cooling, a 
small amount of boric acid crystallizes out of solution, the amount 
being dependent on the temperature. 

d. Standard sulfuric acid. 

Standardize an approximately 0.1 normal solution of sulfUrio 
acid in distilled water to the nearest 0.0001 normality unit against 
standardized aqueous sodium hydroxide solution of approximately the 
sume normality, using methyl red as indicator. 
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e. Methyl red-bran cresol green indicator. 

Solutions ot 0.1 percent methyl red and ot bran cresol green in 

95 percent ethanol are prepared. The mixed indicator is made by 

adding tour parts by volume ot the methyl red solution to ten parts 

ot the bran cresol green solution. 


~lysis ot Sample 

Introduce twenty grams (. 1 gram) ot digestion mixture and 15 mI. 
(+ 1 mI.) ot ooncentrated sulfurio acid into a Kjeldahl tlask. It 0. 

vOlatile sample is to be analyzed, swirl the tlask so as to coat the 
inner walls with acid. Introduce 1 gram (+ 0.2 grams) ot swnple, 
weighed to the nearest 0.0001 gram, into the tlask. Avoid allowing 
the sample to come in contact with the neok ot the tlask. Volatile 
liquids are best handled in sana torm ot weighing dropper or pipette. 
Solids and liquids ot low volatility may be weighed conveniently in 
small procelain oruoibles (€leg. Coors 00000 size). The swnple and 
oruoible are introduoedtogether,into the digestion tlask, where the 
crucible is allowed to remain during the digestion and subsequent 
distillation. Atter introduction ot the sample, wash down the neok 
ot the flask with an additional 15 mI. (± 1 ml.) of sulturio acid. 

Swirl the contents ot the tlask to tacilitate mixing ot the 
s~ple and sulfuric aoid. Add one or two glass beads to promote smooth 
boiling. Place the oharged tlask on a digestion rack or in a fume hood. 
Apply low heat (eleotric heater setting ot 35) until frothing has 
stopped. During the trothing period, rotate the tlask trequently so 
as to allow unitorm charring ot thl3 sample. For those samples which 
do not troth or char, a 45 minute (t"15 minute) low-heat period is 
recommended. Apply intermadiato heat (eleotrio heater setting ot 65) 
tor 10 minutes (+ 2 minutes) to raise the temperature gradua.lly•. 
Finally, apply rull heat (eleotrio heater setting ot 100) so that the 
tlnsk oontents are brought to 0. ra.pid boil. The rate ot boiling should 
be such that the condensation ot sulturic acid vapors prooeeds approxi
mately 1/3 up the neok ot the tlask. 

Atter 0. time, the tlask contents will have cleared sutticiently 
tor thl3 individual turns of the heating element to be seen through the 
liquid. Ylhen oil shales are digested, the liquid may never becan.e 
transparent. but the npper..ranoe ot greenish coloration is equivalont 
to clearing. Time the aotual digestion tran this point, nnd proceed 
tor 40 minutes (. 50, - 10 minutes) at the previously described rate 
ot boil. 

Turn ott the heater, but the tlask should remain in the tumo duct 
or hood until the evolution ot sulfur trioxide tumes hus subsided. 
Finally, cool the tlask by immersing the bulb in water. 

Add approximately 100 mI. ot n 400 mI. (+ 10 mI.) quantity of 
distilled wnter to the tlask und swirl tho oontents until the snIt 
QQk~ is 8Uh~t~ntinlly nIl dissolved. Wnrming over a bunSen burner 
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facilitates solution of tho cake. Now add the remainder of the 
distilled water".) Remove the heat of dilution by again cooling the. 
flask with w~tern 

During: the e,bove cooling periods, place a 500 ml. Erlenmeyer 
flask c on:i;flir'J;1f'; 50 mL, (.}, G ml.) of boric ac id solution and ~. drops 
of mi:ced 5 ;~.'h ':>J::-or under 'tha cO:':'1denser so that the tip is well, 
beneath tl::o i;:l..r:r>ace of the liq'lid IJ 

Add h!O or three small·pieces of mossy zinc to the diluted, 
COoled cOll'b):'l1:S of the digestion flnsk., Slowly pour one hundred mI .• 
of sodium h.l'd:;-ox~_de-sodium sulfide solution down the inclined nock 
of the Kjeld1.tli flask so that it f:>rms a layer on the bottom.-. 
Failure to main-::;ain discrete layers during this operation may lend 
to 10SB of runmonialll 

Connect tho flask to tho distillation condenser and swirl. 
Should the boric acid solution be' drawn over into tho distillation. 
flask (rare), no real harm is donoe Add another oharge at borio' 
aoid and indicator to the receiver and proceed with the distillation, 

.Apply moderate heat (electric heater setting of 65) until at the 
time of incipient boil; turn the hoat on full. Time the distillation 
from the collection of the first drop of oondensate and proceed for 
20 minutes (+ 3 minutos). Lower the receiver to o~tho condenser 
tip and rinse off the latter with distilled water. After one or two 
minutes additional aistillation, turn off the heat and allON the 
oondenser tube to drain. 

Titrate the receivor oontdnts with sta'Ildo.rd sulfurio aoid until 
tha blue color fades through oolorless, and tho first suggestion of 
pink appea.rs. Estimate the volumo of stantiard acid used to the 
nearestO.OI mI. 

Blank detorminntions must be made to allow for correction for 
nitrogen from sources -other than the sample•. Detarmine the magnitude 
of the blank by muking duplicate runs identical in every way with 
normal detenninutions, except add one grnm of sucrose to the digestion 
flask, in plaoo of tho usual somplc. Express the blank as mi. of 
standa.rd sulfurio ucid.. 3lanksshould be determined oaoh time a new 
bottle of concentrated sulfuric ncid is us-od., and anch t,imo a new . 
batoh of digestion mixturo or sodium hydroxide-sodium sulfido solution. 
is prepa.red. 

CALCULATIONS 

Caloulate the poroent nitrogen in tho samplo by the following 
formula.s 
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%N = ,(m1,. - blank) x N, x 14.01) x 100 
sample wt. x 1000 

where: mI. =	the mI. of standard sulfuric aoid used in the 
titration. 

blank = ml. standard acid equivalent to the nitrogen 
from sources other than the sample. 

N. the normality of tho standard acid,= 
14.01 -- the equiValent woight of nitrogen. 


semple wt. the sample weight expressed in gro.m8~
= 
PRECISION JU~ ACCURACY 

The precision of the method, ~s judged from an exru.iJ.ination of 
over 100 routine shale-oil ano.lysGs, is high_ Tcr.rtativa a.ooeptable 
deviations from the meau of duplicate analyses are as follows. 

Nitrogen content of sample, % Maximum divintion* 

o - 0.2 	 0,,005% 
0.2 - 0.5 	 0.010 
0.5 	- 1 0.020 

1 - 3 2% of the mean 
3 - 6 1.5% of the mean 
6 - 10 1% of tho menn 

*These mo.ximum ellowo.blo deviations arc several times greater 
than the averago deviations to be expected from caroful operation, 
Lower procision approaching the maximum deivo.tion limits is to 
bo oxpocted when highly volatilo samples are analyzed. Vihen 
gross disagreement betwoen two duplicate detorminations occurs. 
it has beon observed that the lowor result is usually the 
fo.ul ty ona. 

It is not possible to state with certainty the accuracy attained 
in analyzing shale oils for nitrogen content. However, tho results 
obtained from un exchange nitrogen analysis program involving 17 
laboratories arc revoaling. A group of the highest values reported 
by the Kjoldahl mo.cromothod wera in excellont agreement amongst 
themselves, and also wore in o.greemont with tho lowest values 
reported by the Dumns micromethod. Considering tho results obtainod 
by 0.11 methods of a:no.lysis", tho most probable nitrogen content of 
tho throe samples is compared with the nitrogen content found by the 
Kjoldahl macromethod. 

Nitrogen content 
Most probable nitrogon by K.jeldahl 

Samplo content, % mc.oromothod, % 

SOA48-ll9 
SO.A48-i20 
SOA48-95 
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DISTILLATION IN SEMI-MICRO APP.ARA.TUS 
(Hethod B-5) 

SCOPE 

This method is intended for use in the distillation of small 

samples of shale-oil distillates at oontrolled pressures. 


APPAltATUS 

The apparatus is shown in figure 1 and oonsists of the following$ 

1. Flask. A distilling flask oonforming to the following dimen
sions, 

am. in. 
Diameter of bulb, outside 01 1.70 
Diameter of neok, inside 1.10 0.43 
Diameter of vapor tube, inside 0.30 0.12 
Length of vapor tube, overall 10.40 4.09 
Length from bottom of bulb to oenter of vapor 

tube 7.70 3.03 
Length from oenter of vapor tube to top of neok 9.40 3.70 
Length of vapor tube extending beyond the 

standard-taper joint 2.50 0.98 
Angle of vapor tube to vertioal • 750 

The standard-taper joints for the thermometer and the capillary 
bleed are 10/30. The standard-taper j oint on the vapor tube is a 
14/35 with a sealed-through tube. 

2. Condenser-Adapter. The oondenser and the vacuum adapter are 
oonstruoted in one pieoe. The oondensing tube is 6 rom. inside diameter 
and has 15 am. in oontact with the oooling medium. The top of the 
oondenser has a 14/35 standard-taper joint and is bent 1050 from the 
vertical. The adapter portion has a 19/38 standard-taper joint with 
approximately 3.5 em. of the inner tube extending beyond the standard
taper joint. The overall length is approximately 31.5 em. 

3. Receiver. Tha receiver is a 25 mI. graduate equipped with a 
19/38 standard-taper joint. The graduations are 0.2 ml., and the 
graduate portion is 12.5 cm. in length. 

4. Thermometer. The thermometer is a three-inch immersion type 
covering the range 0 to 3600 C. It is equipped with a 10/30 standard
taper joint. 

5. Capillary Bleed. The bleed consists of a 10/30 standard
taper joint with a sealed-through tube. Both ends of this tube are 
sealed to a fine capillary tip. The end of the bleed inside the flask 
should be approximately 0.5 cm. above the surface of the liquid. 
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6. Shield. A metal shield about 5 x 5 inches square and 6.5 
inches high is constructed to fit tightly into and be supported by 
the metal frame of the electric heater. A narrow slit is cut in one 
side to ac~odate the vapor tube, and another slit is cut in the 
back of the shield for the flask clamp. The shield may be equipped 
with a window for convenience. 

7. 	 Asbestos Board. An asbestos board approxima.tely 4-3/4 x 
• 	 4-3/4 x 1/4 inches is cut to fit inside the shield, A hole 2,2 em. 

in diametor is drilled in the center of the board. Direct heat is 
applied to the flask only through this hole. 

8. 	 Auxiliary Equipment. 

a. 	 A cold trap is placed between the system and the 
manostat and gauge and cooled by a dry ioe mixture. 

b. 	 The gauge should be capable of measuring the pressure 
in the desired range te within 0.1 rom. of Hg. 

o. 	 The munostat should be capable of regulating the 
pressure to within +- 0.05 rom. of Hg. The Emil Greener 
Cartesian Manostat , l,{od.el 5. has been found suitable 
for pressure above 10 mm. of Hg. 

d. 	 Vaouum source, 

o. 	 Souroe of inert gas for the capillary bleed. 

f. 	 Pipette for delivering 15.0 ml. of sample. 

g. 	 Needle valves for control purposes. 

h. 	 Source of constant-temp~rature water. 

i. 	Ciroulating pump. 

PROCEDURE 

Preparation of Apparatus. The apparatus shall be thoroughly 
oleaned and dried. 

Provision shall bo made for circulating water through the 
condonser jacket. 

The oooling medium shall be plaoed around the cold trap. 

A vo1umo of dry oil oquiva1ent to 15.0 m1. at 200 0. shall be 
pipettod into tho flask. If desirod, tho oil may be weighed into the 
flask. 
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The thermometer shall be fitted into the neck of the flask. 
ThG top of th0 mercury bulb of the thermometer should be level w~th 
the bottom of the vapor tube opening. 

The capillary bleed is attached to the source of inert gas and 
is then placed in position in tho flask. A needle valve should be 
placed in the line. 

The flask is clamped in position in the shield, centered over 
the holG in the asbestos bonrd and resting on the board. 

The condenser-adapter and the receiver are placed in position~ 
and the apparatus is. connected to the manostat"gauge system through 
the cold trap. 

Distillation Procedure. Vi'hon the a.ppo.rntus is o.ssemblod, wa.ter 
is circulated through tho condenser jo.cket at such a. rate that the 
overflow wo.ter from tho oondenser is approximately the samo tempera.
ture as the inlet wo.ter. Tho wa.ter tomporature is OOC. far naphthas 
(up to 2000 C.) and 4SoC. for higher-boiling materials. 

The systam is adjusted to the desired pressure. This is ~onorally 
a few millimeters bolow tltmospherio pressure for nuphthas and 40 nm. 
of Hg. for higher-boiling mutorials. Inort gas is introduoed through 
the oa.pillary bleed to provent tho liquid from frothing over into tho 
condenser. 

Heat is applied to the flask at such a rate that the first drop 
of condensate is colleoted in not less than 20 nor more than 30 
minutes. For naphthas the initial boiling temperature is recorded 
when the first drop of oondensate falls fram the condens~r tube. For 
higher-boiling materials this temperature is recorded when the first 
drop falls fram the delivery tube of the flask. The hea~ is adjusted 
so that the distillation will .. continue at a uniform rate of approxi
mately 1 mi. everyone to two minutes. For extremely high-boiling 
materials it is sometimes difficult to maintain this rate. In such 
cases a slower distillation rate is permissible. The temperature is 
recorded after each milliliter of condensate is collected. 

The distillation is continued until the maximum temperature is 
reached or until cracking is evidenced. 

Notel As the flask becomes dry the temperature increases 
steadily and then suddenly recedes. The highest temperature 
reached before this sudden drop is the maximum temperature 
or end point of the distillation. 

Cracking is evidenced by an increase in the distillation 
rate, a rise in the controlled pressure, or a gas fog in the 
apparatus. It is generally accompanied by a very slow advance 
in temperature or a stationary or receding temperature. 
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The maxiIlDlm or the oraoldng temperature is recorded/. Suffioient 
time is allowed for the condenser to drain prior to reading the 
volume corresponding to the end point of the distillation. 

If desired, the distillation may be oonduoted on weight basis 
for oaloulation of loss. In such a case, the weights of all the 
pieoes of apparntus are recorded before the distillation and after 
it is complete. 

REPRODUCIBILITY 

End po;i.nts on the same somple nt the srune pressure should not 
differ by more thnn 30 C. for a. single operator. The temperatures 
observed for specifio volumes distilled should not differ by more 
than 20 C. 
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SECTION C 

Methods for Analysis of Gasoline-Boiling-Range M'lteria1s 

C-10 IIydr0c'3.:rbon Groups by Silica Gel Adsorption Met".c":'! 
C-211\ Tar AC1'}S and Tar Bases 
C-3 0 Olerins by Nitrogcn Tetroxide lIUethod 
C-4. Copper Dish Gum Content of Gasoline 
C-5C1 Doctor Test 
C-60 Butyl Mercaptan Test for Elemental Sulfur 
C-7. Mercaptan Sulfur in Gasoline 

See also the following methods from other sections of this report, 

A-4. 	 Combustion Analysis for Carbon and Hydrogen in Oil Shale and Its 
Products 

B-34 	 Specific Gravity of Oil Samples 
B-4. 	 Nitrogen Determination by the Kjeldahl Method 
B-5. Distillation in Semi-Micro Apparatus 
J-7. Flash point by Necms of Tag Closed Tester 
J-9. Distillation of Gasoline, Naphtha" Kerosine, and Similar 

Petroleum Products 
J-12. Flash Point by Means of Pensky-Martens Cles ed Tester 
J-17. Su.fur in Petroleum Oils ~ Bomb Method 
J-18. Dotection of Free Sulfur and Corrosive Sulfur Compounds in 

Gasoline 
J-19. 	Color of Rnfined Petroleum Oil by Mauns of Saybolt Chromometer 
J-24. 	Volume-Temperature Corrections 
J-27. 	Gro.vity of Petroleum Products by I'.d'eo.ns of the Hydrometer 
J-28. 	Vapor Pressuro of Petroleum Products (Reid Method) 
J-30. 	Knock Cho.ro.cteristics of ~[otor Fuels by tha Motor Method 
J-3l. 	Existent Gum in Go.soline 
J-32. 	Kinematic Viscos ity 
J-35. 	Acid Heat of Gasoline 
J-38o 	Oxidation Stability of Gasoline 
J-40. 	Aniline Points and Mixed Aniline Points of Petroleum Products 
J ...42 o 	 Acid and Basa Numbers of Oils by Color Indicator Titration 
J-43. Aoid and Base Numbers of Potro1eum Oils by E1eotrometric 

Titration 
J-44. Knock Charo.ctoristics of Hotor Fuels by the Research :Method 
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HYDROCARBOl'l GROUPS BY THE SILICA GEL ADSORPTION METHOD 
(Method C-l) 

SCOPE 

The method is applicable to the determination of paraffins, 

naphthenes, olefins, and aromatios in naphthas having an end point of 

2000C. (392 0F.). The detennination requires a 10 ml. sample and may 

be made on material having oonsiderable color. Best results are 

obtained if the tar aoids and tar bases have been removed by aqueous 

alkaline and acid washes respectively. The method does not yield 

satisfaotory results for olefins if their oontent is less than 5 

peroent. 


APPARATUS 
v • 

a. 	 A column similar to that shawn in figure 1. 

b. 	 Test tubes (5 mI. or smaller)--set of approximately 80. 

c. 	 A refractometer capable of measuring the refractive index 
to ... 0.001 unit. 

REAGENTS 

a. Silica gel manufactured by the Davison Chemical Corporation 
under the number 22-08-05-01. This material should have 
approximately the following particle size distributions 

Paasing U.S. Standard Sieve :if150 - 86 percent 
Passing U,S, Standard Sieve #200 - 12 perceDb 
Passing U.S. Standard Sieve ,;;!:325 - 2 percent 

b. 	 Silioa gel manufactured by the Davison Chemical Corporation 
under the number 659528-2000. This material is approximately 
28-200 mesh. 

c. 	 2-Propanol (isopropyl alcohol), 98 peroent 

d. 	 A comprassed inert gas such as nitrogen 

PROCEDURE 

Outline of Method. The sample to be analy~ed is passed into a 
oolumn of Silica gel which selectively adsorbs the various groups of 
compounds, arranging them in order of their decreasing aQsorbabilities•. 
The sample is forced through the oolumn by an appropriate des orbing 
.liquid and collected in small fractions as it emerges. The refractive 
index (no) of each of these fractions is detennined and plotted against 
the volume sum of desorbed sample to obtain an adsorptogram. This 
adsorptogram consists of a series of plateaus, material of similar 
refractive index, separated by transition ·zones oaused by mixing of 

C-l-l 
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the compounds forming the adjacent plateaus. It generally has 3 
plateaus corresponding to the following groups of oompounds$ (1) 
paraffins and naphthenes, (2) olefins, (3) aromatios, sulfur oompounds. 
and suoh nitrogen compounds as are desorbed. From a ourve of this type, 
the peroentage by volume of eaoh of these groups may be caloulated. 
The paraffins and naphthenes are separated from a oonsideration of the 
average refraotive index of their plateau and the 50 peroent evaporated 
point of the naphtha. By oorrecting the third group for its oontent at 
sulfur and nitrogen compounds as determined from independent analyses 
the percentage volume of aromatios may be oalculated. 

Preparation of Apparatus. Clean and dry the oolumn by use of 
appropriate solvents and oompressed air. Plaoe a few grains ·of coarse 
silioa gel (28-200 mesh) in the tip to support the finer silioa gel. 
Add 50 grams of fine silioa gel and tap the column gently for several 
minutes with a rubber-covered rod to paok the gel. The silica gel is 
extremely hygrosoopio and should be protected from the atmosphere if 
the analysis is not to be made immediately. Ciroulate cooling wate~ 
through the jacket on the column to dissipate the heat of adsorption. 
If the sample contains an appreciable quantity of material having a 
boiling point below 500 C., circulate ice water in the jacket and pro
vide an ioe water bath for the reoeiver tubes, 

AnalyYioal Procedure. Introduce a 10-ml~ sample into the reservoir 
by means of a pipette. Close the reservoir and apply a pressure of 2 
psi by use of an inert gas until all the sample has entered the silioa 
gel. Release the pressure (this must be done slowly when the sample 
contains low-boiling materials) and add a few grams of fresh silica 
gel to the top of the column. Fill the reservoir with 2-propanol and 
apply a pressure of 10 psi for the remainder of the analysis. Whan 
the sample begins to emerge from the oolumn, collect fractions oontain
ing approximately 0.15 ml. each in the small test tubes. Determine the 
quantity to oollect by oounting drops, taking an equal number for each 

. fraction. Deter.mine the proper number of drops for each fraction for 
any particular column by observing the number of drops required to fill 
3 ml. 

Plot the refractive index of each fraction against the volume sum 
of the des orbed sample, assuming each fraction has a volume of exactly 
0.15 ml. As an alternate procedure, the refractive index may be 

plotted against the fraction number. 


CALCULATIONS 

An adso~ptogrwm. figure 2, will generally consist of 3 plateaus 

corresponding to the groups of oompounds--paraffins and naphthenes; 

olefins; and aromatios, sulfur oompounds, and nitrogen compounds. 

Seleot the point between the fractions showing tho greatest difference 

in refractive index as the break between groups of compounds. If two 

differenoes are approximately equal. take the midpoint of the fraotion 

between these differences as the break. Assume that the break at the 

end of the ourve, when determined as described. represents a reoovery 
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GAS PRESSURE 


JtiIII-~- 40/25 SPHERICAL JOINT a 
CLAMP 

20 em 
",,--30 mm O. O. 

40 em 13 mm 1.0. 

85 cm 

5cm 
t 

_-6mm 1.0. 

.....---28 mm 0.0. 

.. 
. ' 

FIGURE I. COLUMN FOR SILICA GEL ANALYSIS. 
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of 100 percent. Obtain the percentage volume of each ~roup of compounds 
by dividing the volume between appropriate breaks by tha total volume 
of filtrate and multiplying by 100. 

Soparate the paraffins and nuphthenes by the following procedurel 
Take the midpoint of tho paraffin~naphthene plateau as the average 
refraotivo index of this group of compounds. Assume the 50 percont 
ovaporated point (ASTM DeS) of the naphtha represonts tho averago 
boiling point of the po.raffin-naphthone group. By roferring to table 
1, an o.vorago value for 	the refractivo indices of the paraffins and 
of tho no.phthenes in the no.phthacan be obtainod, The paraffin and 

.naphtheno contents are then calculatod by the following equo.tions: 

Percent paraffins • S x 	Nn-Ns 

Nn-Np 


Ns-NPorcent nuphthenes = S x . P = S -percent paraffins
Nn-Np 

where S .• p~rcent of paraffins and nuphthones in the naphtha. 
Ns • average rofraotive index of paraffin-naphthene group. 
Np 1& average rofractive index of paraffins from table 1. 
~n :: average refractive index of naphthones from table 1. 

Correct the third group_ which contains sulfur and nitrogen 
compounds as well as the aromo.tics, for the oontent of tho former in 
order to obtain the percentage volume of aromatics. This correction 
is mado by use of the follOWing equations . 

W =Ps ¥ 
s 32 

where We is the weight percent of sulfur compounds, Ps is the weight 
percent of sulfur_ M is the average moloculo.r weight of tho sulfur 
oompounds in: the boiling range of tho material being analyzod, and 32 
is the o.tomic weight of sulfur. To oonvert this weight percent to 
volume percent it is nooesso.ry to multiply by the ratio of the density 
of tho snmplo to the donsity of the sulfur compounds. However, in 
routine use of the method this conVersion mo.y be omitted and the 
woight percent obtained by tho equation is subtracted from the Volume 
peroont of tho 'third group of compounds. 

Apply a similar correction for nitrogen compounds by making 
appropria.to cho.nges in tho equation. The more basic nitrogen compounds, 
sueh as pyridine and. its homologs _ c.re not desorbed and are conse
quently lost in the analysis. On most sc.mples, where tar buses have 
been removed before nnalysis, this loss cr.uses no diffioulty and the 
given corraotion may be used. 

PRECISIOn AND ACCURACY 

The reproducibility of the adsorptogrnm is + It percent. The 
nccuracy for the three principal groups of compounds is approximately 
~ 3 percent. The separation of the pnrnffins o.nd no.phthenes is 
uccurnte to about + 5 percent. 
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Table 1. - Values of Refractive Index for Pareffins and Nephthenes 
for Averuge Boiling Points from 180or. to 350or. 

50-Percent Paraffin l-Taphthene 50-Percent Paraffin Naphthene 
evaporated base line buse line evaporated base line base line 
pOint, <:>.r. ~OOC. nfiOOC. point, ~. nfi°OC• n500C • 

180 1.3817 1.4134 220 1.3900 1.4213 
181 1.3819 1.4136 221 1.3902 1.4215 
182 1.3821 1.4l38 222 1.3904 1.4217 
183 1.3823 1.4140 223 1.3906 1.4219 
184 1.3825 1.4142 224 1.3908 1.4221 
185 1.3827 1.4144 225 1.3910 1.4223 
186 1.3829 1.4146 226 1.3912 1.4225 
187 1.3831 1.4148 227 1.3914 1.4227 
188 1.3834 1.4150 228 1.3916 1.4229 
189 1.3836 1.4152 229 1.3918 1.4231 
190 1.3838 1.4154 230 1.3921 1.4233 
191 1.3840 1.4156 231 1.3923 1.4235 
192 1.3842 1.4158 232 1.3925 1.4237 
193 1.3844 1.4160 233 1.3927 1.4239 
194 1.3846 1.4162 234 1.3929 1.4241 
195 1.3848 1.4164 235 1.3931 1.4243 
196 1.3850 1.4166 236 1.3933 1.4245 
197 1.3852 1.4168 237 1.3935 1.4247 
198 1.3854 1.4170 238 1.3937 1.4249 
199 1.3856 1.4172 239 1.3939 1.4251 
200 1.3858 1.4174 240 1.3941 1.4253 
201 1.3860 1.4176 241 1.3943 1.4255 
202 1.3863 1.4177 242 1.3945 1.4257 
203 1.3865 1.4179 243 1.3947 1.4259 
204. 1.3867 1.4181 244 1.3950 1.4260 
205· 1.3869 1.4183 245 1.3952 1.4262 
206 1.3871 1.4185 246 1.3954 1.4264 
207 1.3873 1.4187 247 1.3956 1.4266 
208 1.:5875 1.4189 248 1.3958 1.4268 
209 1.3877 1.4191 249 1.3960 1.4270 
210 1.3879 1.4193 250 1.3962 1.4272 
211 1.3881 1.4195 251 1.3964 1.4274 
212 1.3883 1.4197 252 1.3966 1.4276 
213 1.3885 1.4199 253 1.3968 1.4278 
214 1.3887 1.4201 254 1.3970 1.4280 
215 1.3889 1.4203 255 1.3972 1.4282 
216 1.3892 1.4205 256 1.3974 1.4284 
217 1.3894 1.4207 257 1.3976 1.4286 
218 1.3896 1.4209 258 1.3979 1.4288 
219 1.3898 1.4211 259 1.3981 1.4290 
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50 .. Percen:t Paraffin Naphthene 50-Percent Paraffin Naphthene 
evaporated base line base line evaporated base line base line 
point, ~. n500 C• ngOOC. point, o:F. ~OOC. ~OOC. 

260 1.3983 1.4292 306 1.4078 1.4383 
261 1.3985 1.4294 307 1.4080 1.4385 
262 1.3987 1.4296 308 1.4082 1.4387 
263 1.3989 1.4298 309 1.4084 1.4389 
264 1.3991 1.4300 310 1.4086 1.4391 
265 1.3993 1.4302 311 1.4088 1.4393 
266 1.3995 1.4304 312 1.4090 1.4395 
267 1.3997 1.4506 313 1.4092 1.4397 
268 1.3999 1.4308 314 1.4094 1.4399 
269 1.4001 1.4310 315 1.4097 1.4401 
270 1.4003 1.4312 316 1.4099 1.4403 
271 1.4005 1.4314 317 1.4101 1.4405 
272 1.4007 1.4316 318 1.4103 1.4407 
273 1.4010 1.4318 319 1.4105 1.4409 
274 1.4012 1.4320 320 1.4107 1,4411 
275 1.4014 1.4322 321 1.4109 1.4413 
276 1.4016 1.4324 322 1.4111 1.4415 
277 1.4018 1.4326 323 1.4113 1.4417 
278 1.4020 1.4328 324 1.4115 1.4419 
279 1.4022 1.4330 325 1.4117 1.4421 
280 1.4024 1.4332 326 1.4119 1.4423 
281 1.4026 1.4334 327 1.4121 1.4425 
282 1.4028 1.4336 328 1.4123 1.4427 
283 1,4030 1.4338 329 1.4126 1.4428 
284 1.4032 1.4340 330 1.4128 1.4430 
285 1.4034 1.4342 331 1.4130 1.4432 
286 1.4036 1.4344 332 1.4132 1.4434 
287 1.4039 1.4345 333 1.4134 1.4436 
288 1.4041 1.4347 334 1.4136 1.4438 
289 1.4043 1.4349 335 1.4138 1.4440 
290 1.4045 1.4351 336 1.4140 1.4442 
291 1.4047 1.4353 337 1.4142 1.4444 
292 1.4049 1.4355 338 1.4144 1.4446 
293 1.4051 1.4357 339 1.4146 1.4448 
294 1.4053 1.4359 340 1.4148 1.4450 
295 1.4055 1.4361 341 1.4150 1.4452 
296 1.4057 1.4363 342 1.4152 1.4454 
297 1.4059 1.4365 343 1.4155 1.4456 
298 1.4061 1.4367 344 1.4157 1.4456 
299 1.4063 1.4369 345 1.4159 1.4460 
300 1.4065 1.4371 346 1.4161 1.4462 
301 1.4068 1.4373 347 1.4163 1.4464 
302 1.4070 1.4375 348 1.4165 1.4466 
303 1.4072 1.4377 349 1.4167 1.4468 
304 1.4074 1.4379 350 1.4169 1.4470 
305 1.4076 1.4381 
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PRECAUTIONS 

Ordinarily the breaks between adjaoent plateaus on the adsorpto
gram are suffioiently sharp so that no appreciable uncertainty exists 
as to their location. However, oocasional1y the slope from one 
plateau to the next is very gradual. This appears to be due to 
differences in visoosity between groups of oompounds. When it is 
caused by a paraffin-naphthene group having a higher visoosity than 
other groups, it may be correoted by diluting the sample with n-heptane. 
~era poor break is obtained, results of the analysis should be 
used with oaution. 

COMP,4RISON WITH OTHER METHODS 
4 

There are several other methods available for the determination 
of hydrooarbon groups. These were developed primarily for use on 
fetro1eum gasolines having little color and a relatively low oontent 
ot olefine, sulfur compounds, and nitrogen compounds. These usually 
depend on bromine number for the determination of olefine and adsorp
tion and/or refraotometrio methods for determination of the other 
groups. Consequently, they have not been partiou1ar1y useful for the 
analysis of shale-oil naphtha where aocurate determination of these 
quantities is difficult. 

The bromine number has not yielded satisfactory results on shale
oil naphthas because of the presence of interfering substances. Also, 
when used to determine large quantities of olefine, the error intro
duoed by the necessary approximation of moleou1ar weight beoomes 
relatively large. The bromine number is usually adequate for esttmat1ng 
an. olefin contont of less than 5 peroont where the adsorption method 
does not yield good results. 

The satisfaotory applioation of refractometric methods for 
estimating the other hydrocarbon groups requires an aocurate determina
tion of refraotive indioes. This is practically impossible in highly
oolored shale-oil naphtha. The adsorption method, on the other hand. 
will give reasonably satisfaotory results if an estimatio~ of the 
refraqtive index can be made. 

R~FEIlEliCE 

1. Dinneen, B~iley, Smith, and Ball. Shale-Oil Naphthas. 
A.l'W.1y:sis of Small Samples by the Silioa Gel Adsorption Method. 
Analytical Chemistry, Vol. 19; pp. 992-998, Dec. 1947. 
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TAR ACIDS AND TAR BASES 
(Method C-2) 

SCOPE 

The tar acids and tar bases of shale oil are, by more or less 
accepted definition, those compounds removed by exhaustive extraction 
at room temperature with aqueous 10 percent sodium hydroxide and 
aqueous 10 percent sulfuric acid, respectively. It is known that such 
treatment does not remove all of the nitrogen compounds from shale oil, 
and it is suspected that sterically hindered phenols or otherwise 
weakly acidic oxygen compounds may not be completely removed, either. 
Occasionally, some shale oil ~ractions prasent serious problems by 
forming very stable emulsions with one or both of the above aqueous 
reagents. 

APPARATUS 

Barrett buret, 1~ style 

Graduate cylinder, 100-or 50-ml. capacity 

REAGENTS 

Aqueous 10 percent NaOH 

Aqueous 10 percent H2S04 

PROCEDURE 

The aqueous reagents and the srunple must be at room temperature. 
Fill the buret to the 100-ml. mark with sample. Add 50 mI. of the 
NaOH reo.gent o.nd shake vigorously for ~~ minutes. Hold the buret 
vortico.lly while shaking and turn it over repeatedly during the 
shaking, each time the liquid has dro.ined from the uppennost bulb. 
Allow the buret to stand at least 15 minutes for separation. If the 
aqueous layer is more than faintly turbid, 0. longer sepcrntion period 
is indica.ted. Drain off substantially all of the aqueous extract, 
but removal of the last traceS is not necesso.ry as no reading is made 
o.t this stage. Repeat the extraction with 50 mI. of aqueous alkali 
twice more in exactly the srume fashion. Atter the third extraction, 
the complete sepnro.tion of the aqueous and hydrocarbon layers should 
be facilitated by twirling the buret ufter the bulk of the aqueous 
layer has been drained off. Chock for complete drainage down the 
buret walls by noting no appreciable increo.se in aqueous lo.yer separat
ing out in the constricted tube just above the stopcock in 0. ton
minute interval. Drain off tho aqueous layer compl~tely and road the 
volume remaining in thG buret. This figure subtracted from 100.0 gives 
the percontage of tar acids in the sample. 

Add 50 mI. of the aqueous H2S04 reagent to the hydrocarbon layer 
I:emaining after ta.r acid removal. No intermediate water wc.sh is given. 

C-2-1 
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The extraction technique is the same as that used for the removal of 
tar acids. Two additional extractions with 50-m1. portions of aqueous 
acid are made. After twirling and final, complete drainage, the 
volume of hydrocarbon layer is read. This figure subtracted fram 
the hydrocarbon-layer reading after tar-acid removal gives the percept
ag~ of tar bases in the sample. 

If it is desired to retain the hydrocarbon layer for further 
analyses, shake it with 25 mI. of the aqueous alkali reagent, follow 
with two distilled water washes and finally, dry over anhydrous Na2S04• 
If too severe emulsion difficulties are encountered, the dilution of 
the sample with toluene may obviate the trouble. The proportion of 
toluene used must, of course, be calculated and the appropriate correo
tion:, applied to the results obtained. 

An alternate or complementary method of dealing with tpe em~lsion 
problem, appropriate only if a faw mI. of emulsion forms,lf is to drain 
off the clear aqueous layer as thoroughly as possible and to release 
the tar acids or bnsGs, as the case may be, by adding an eXcess of 
H2S04 or NaOH.. The l~berated compounds are then absorbed by shaking 
in n Barrett bUl·ot with a measured volume of toluene. The increase in 
volume of the toJ.ner:o in MIs. is then the percentage of the acid or 
base sough~~" !'7xcep+' that ~.f the original samplo had been diluted, then 
tho appror:::~ In:c:e co:'rc'.:;ti0n must be made. 

PRECISION ,A!TIJ .r.CeU?ACY 

The procision of this method is generally within two tenths of 
one percont of the moon values obtained; however, this may f:lU. off 
somewhat if dilution with toluene is resorted too The accura,:y is 
very high if the previously-mentioned definition of tar acids and tor 
bnses is accopted. 

PRECAUTIONS 

Both the nqueous acid and aqueous basQrengents are corrosive to the 
skin and it is advisable to wear rubber gloves when performing the 
determinntions, 

In nnnlydng. concantrates of tar acids or tnrbases c.onto.ining 
more than 20 percent of either component, the toluene dilution 
technique should be uled. 

y 	The amoUnt of aqueous extract contained in a few mi. of emulsion 
will then be but a small peroentage of the aqueous layer druwn 
off, unq the error introduoed by neglecting it will not be great. 
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OLEFINSBY NITROGEN TETROXIDE METHOD 
(Method C-3) 

SCOPE 


This method of test is intended for the detenninationof olefins 
in naphthas substantially free from Cs and lighter hydrocarbons and 
which has a disti llati on end point not over 200oC. Tar acids and tar 
bases should be removed prior to the determination of olefins. The 
method is directly applicable to samples containing not more than 50 
percent by volume of olefin. . 

It is applicable to samples containing more than 50 percent by 
volume of olefin provided the sample is diluted to less than 50 
percent by vo1unie of olefin with a suitable measured quantity of a 
non-olefinic hydrocarbon, and the determination, made on the diluted 
sample. 

APPARATUS 

The 	apparatus is shown in figure 1 and consists of the followings 

1. 	 Treating Flask. A modified Babcock bottle conforming to the 
specifications outlined· in section 9 of tho ASTM Method 
D-875-4&T, Te:r:rtative Method of Test for 01efins and Aromatics 
in Petroleum Distillates. 

2" 	 Nitrogen Tetroxide Delivery Tuba. A gluss tube about 35 cm, 
in length and 4 rom. inside diametor, one end of whioh is 
drawn to capillary fineness (about 0.5 mm. bora) and bent 
at 0. 90 degree anglo. The be:r:rt section should not exteIXl 
more than 10 nun. from the ce:r:rtor line of tho tubing. The 
other end may be fire polished or soa1ed to a spherical 
joint for attachment to a manifold. 

3. 	 Manifold. The nitrogen tetroxide delivery tUbe may be 
connected to the gas cylinder by a length of Saran or Tygon 
tubing.. The use of a manifold for this purpose is more 
convenient. The manifold i:s~'shown in figure 1 and allows 
approximately 6 cmo between delivery tubes. 

4. 	 Thormometers. ASTM cloud and pour test thermometers having 
a range of -36 to 1200F'. are used to measure the temperature 
of the reaction mixture. 

5. 	 Hydrogen Sulfide Delivery Tube. A glass tube about 18 cm. 
in length and 5 mm. inside diameter, one end of which is 
fire polished. The other end is drawn to capillary fineness 
(about 0.5 mm. bore). 

..• 
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6. 	 Burettes. FOUr 50 mI. burettes suitable for use with 
alkaline solutions. 

7. 	 Centrifuge. A centrifuge capable of a speed of 1000 r.p.m. 
and of holding the treating flasks. 

8. 	 Ice-Bath. One or more vessels to serve as an ice-bath for 
the reaction flasks. 

REAGENTS 

1. Nitrogen Tetroxide. A cylinder of nitrogen tetroxide. Ten
. pound 	oylinders may be obtained fran the Matheaon Company. 
Incorporated. For convellie'nce and safety the cylinder should 
be equipped with an aoid-resistant needle valve to increase 
the sensitivity of control over the flow of gas. Careful 
obsorvanoe of safe laboratory practice in handling toxio 
gases will suffice for handling both nitrogen tetroxide and 
hydrogon sulfide. 

2. 	 Hydrogen Sulfide. A cylinder or other suitable source of 
hydrogen sulfidell 

3. 	 Alcoholic Sodium Hydroxide Solution. Dissolve 40 g. of 
sodium hydroxide in distilled water, dilute to 100 ml. with 
distilled water, and add 100 ml. of methanol. 

4. 	 Alcoholic Potas$ium Hydroxide Solution. Dissolve 50'g. of 
potassium hydroxido in methanol and dilute with methanol to 
200 ml. 

5. 	 Alcoho11c Potassium Sulfide Solution. Dissolve 50 g. of 
potassium hydroxide in about 130 ml. of methanol, cool and. 
dilute. to approximately 170 ml. with methanol. Pass hydrogen 
sulfide into the solution until. a weight increase of 15.0 g. 
is noted. Cool and dilute with methanol to 200 ml. 

PROCEDURE 

Outline of Method. Gaseous nitrogen tetroxide is passed into the 
ohilled sample to react wit'h olefin hydrooarbons, forming oily reaction 
produots wM,oh may be oharacterized as. nitro~ates. Tho nitrosates are 
reacted withalcoholio potassium hydroxide and potassium sulf:ide solu-.. 
tion permi.'t:U~ tho measuremf'.l.lt of tho unreacted portion of the test 
sample. Paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatics arn unaffected by nitrogen 
tetroxide undor the conditions of this method. 

Analytical Procedure. Immerse the clean dr,y treating flask into 
an ice water bath to a.bout the 60 peroent mark. Record the temperature 
of the sample and pipette 10.0 mI. into the treating flask. Place the 
ioe water bath with flask and sample under a hood oonveniently near 
the nitrogen tetroxide cylinder. Maintain the temperature of the 
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cylinder above 7l0F. in order to f'acilitate vaporization of' the 
nitrogen tetroxide~ Place the thermometer and capillary end of the 
nitrogen tetroxide delivery tube into the sample. 'Connect the other 
end of' the delivery tube to the manif'old or source of' nitrogentetrox
ide. Incline the flask slightly so that a maximum amount or the 
sample COVers the tip of' the delivery tube. Introduce 'the gas rapidly 
into the sample until th~ temperature of' the sample reaches 90 to 95~. 
Adjust the f'low of' gas so that the temperature of' the sample is main
tained between 90 and 100OF. Po not allow the temperature to exceed 
llOo.F. The temperature rise is dependent upon the olefin content" 
rate of' cooling" and ro.te of' introduction of' nitrogen b~+'r!jxide. 
Samples of' low olef'in content may produce only a sl;i.ght :rise in 
temperature. 

Completion of' the reaction is indicated by a definite drop in the 
sample temperature and the f'ormation of' brown nitrogen tetro~ide 
vapors above the surf'ace of' the sample. Lower the ice water bath 
f'ram the f'lask f'or one minute. If'no rapid, temperature rise occurs, 
the reaction is complete. Avoid a large excess of' nitrogen tettoxide. 
For this roason, care should be taken to stop the f'low of' gas at the 
completion of' the reaction. This is especially necessary if' the sample 
cools rapidly af'ter the reaction is complete' as nitrogen tetroxide 
condenses around 7lOF. Stop the flow of' gas and disconneot the 
nitrogen tetroxide delivery tube. Raise the thermometer and delivery 
tube and f'lush each with 1 mI. ot alcoholio sodium hydroxide solution 
bef'ore withdrawing in order to prevent loss of' sample. Agitate the 
troating f'lask in the bath with a swirling motion and slowly add 1 mI. 
more of' alcoholic sodium hydroxide solution to deoompose the eXoess 
nitrogen tetroxide. 

Arrange three burettes so that. the sample, while remaining in the 
ice water bath, can be treated successively with the f'ollowing reagents, 
alcoholic potassium hydroxide, alcoholic potassium. sulf'ide, and dis
tilled water. Make successive small additions of' the above reagents 
slowly while continuously swirling the f'lask in order to insure 
complete reaction and cooling of' the sample. Observe the f'ollawing 
directions. 

1. 	 Add, in small increments, 8 mI. of' the alcoholic potassium 
hydroxide solution causing ,the sample to turn darkredbt 
brown. Moisten the glass stopper of' the treating .f'lask with 
a drop of' the alcoholic potassium .hydroxide solution, i'nse-rt 
and shake vigorously f'or thirty seconds. Carefully rolease 
any gas pressure to avoid loss of' sample. 

2.. Add, in small increments, '15 mI. of'. the alcoholic potassium 
. sulfide sCJlution. Stopper the f'la~k and shake, release any: 
pressure and shake vigorously f'or f'our minutes. 

3. 	 Add gradually 25 to 27 mI. of' distilled water to dilute the 
reaction mixture and to bring the unreacted portion of' the 
sample within the graduated seotion of' the neck of' the f'lask. 
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·hake the stoppered flask until a:ny solids in the flask are 
disBolvecl... · Caret'ully release the gas pressure developed in the flas.k. 
Plf3.oe~he .f'·U.sk i.n the centrifuge and centrifuge at 1000 r.p.m.for 
t~ee MnutEis.:. I.f' the separation at the interface of the unreacted 
port~o:xl'.of· the sample and the solution is not clearly defined after 
t~.aboveoperation, displace the emulsion at the interface by 
i"nverting ithe flask alld recentrifuge. 

'_ >~ r 

Immerse the flask in a bath for five minutes with the temperature 
of the water maintained within 2OF.· of the temperature at which the . 
test 8ampl~ was measured. Read the volume of hydrocarbon to the nearest 
0.1 ml. (volume of calibrated section of flask is 10 ml.) and record as 
the volume of the unreacted portion of the test sample. 

C.ALCULAtIOlf 

Calou.h,te the peroentage of olefins as follows. 

U =10.0 - V x 100 
10.0 

wheres . n·ia the percentage of olefine by volume, and V is the volume 
of' the unreaoted portion of test sample in milliliters. A suitable 
oorreotion must be made if the sample was diluted. 

PRECISION 

ReprOducibility. Results fran duplicate determinations on the 
same sarilple should not differ by more than 2 percent olefins by volume. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ACCURACY 

A large eXCesS of nitrogen tetroxide generally oauses high results 
for·, the percent olefins. 

If, a.£ter the addition of all the reagents, the aloohol oonoentra
tion. i,n'the flask exoeeds 50 percent, the results for percent olefine 
will be high• 

. With samples of' low olefin content, the temperature rise may not 
be autficieJ;\t to prevent oonaeIUIation of the nitrogen tetroxide. In 
such a :oaae, the excess nitregen tetroxide causes high results for the 
pe~oe~ ,olafine. Use of a water bath at 10 - 150 C. for cooling such 
aamples . generally overoanes this difficulty. 

Sulfur oompounds react to a oertain extent with nitrogen tetrox
ide.The reaotion appears to be greater, the larger the olefin oontent 
of the sample. The .aunt of sulfur oomPOUndS removed is inconsistent. 
Therefore, the presence or lulfur oanpOllnds in the sample w11l introduoe 
an ,error in the oletin oontent as determined by this method. Bowev~r. 
the .absolute error introduced by sulfur oompounds will be generally less 
t~t~ee perQeDt tor most naphthas. 
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The nitrogen content of untreated naphthas is reduced approxi-· 
mately 65 percent by the nitrogen tetroxide determination~ The 
nitrogen content of naphthas from which tar acids and tar bases have 
been removed prior to the olefin determination is reduced only 25 
percent. Errors caused by nitrogen compounds will thp,n be approxi
mately 4 percent for untreated naphthas and less than 1 percent for 
treated naphthas. 

PRECAUTIons 

Nitrogen tetroxide is a toxic gas. The procedure should be 
oarried out under a hood to avoid breathing the vapor's. 

An investigation of the explosive possibilities has shown the 
products from the reaction to be nonexplosive. Nevertileless. the use 
of a face shield or goggles by the operator is recommended. 

The reagents deteriorate upon standing. If the excess nitrogen 
tetroxide is not destrqyed prior to the addition of the alcoholio 
potassium sulfide, a violent evolution of gas may result. An insuffi 
cient amount of potassium sulfide will result in low results for the 
olefin content. Therefore, it is reoommended that fresh reagents be 
prepared each week. 
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COPPER DISH GUM CONTENT OF GASOLINE 
(Method C-4) 

SCOPE 

This is a' method tor determining the weight at the residue 
obtained wheria gasoline is evaporated in a copper dish. The, method 
has been criticized because ot the dittioulty ot duplicating results. 
However, strict unit o rmi ty in technique will usUally l'esult in less 
variation; par,tieularly in gasolines ot normal boiling range. The 
test is ot less value with gasolines ot abnormally high or low, end 
point. Considered in connection with the induotion period it is an 
indication ot the stability ot the gasoline in storage. 

APPARATUS, 

Hemispherical spun...copper dishes, 3-1/2 inches tndh,meter,1-1/2 
inches deep, and ot 150-160 mI. capacity, average weight 72 g. The 
edge ot, the dish is plain, not rolled or beaded. 

Circular copper steam bath with a circl,e ot 10 opendings in the 
top plate, each 3-3/8 inches in diameter, l"'~ inches trom the edge of 
the bath, and 2 inches apart. A battle plate between the tloor and 
the top plate ensures an even distribution ot steam. A vent 12 inches 
high is provided tor excess steam. 

At high-altitudes ith necessary to use electrioally heated bath 
with a retlux condenser. A mixture such as ethylene glyool and water' 
is used in the bath, the proportions being adjusted so that the vapor 
above the actively boiling liquid is at 2llOF. to 2l20F. 

The bath is mounted in a hood that can be tightly closed. A 
motor-driven: tan turnishes suction at the top ot the hood. To make 
thetlow ot air over the dish as unitorm as possible, a 3/4-inch air' 
line is placed opposite each dish 'and centered 2 inches trom the side 
ot the bath.' These lines extend 3, inches above the top ot the bath 
and are surmounted by oils directed. at a tangent to the bath, thereby, 
setting up a unitorm swirl ot air. The lines eXtend under the bath 
within the hood, reaching to a common manitold ot 3-inch pipe which 
projects through a hole in the bottom ot the hood. The hole tor the 
steam inlet and the doors ot the hood are made air-tight, thus allowing 
air to be drawn only thToughthe lines around the bath. ',The ,exhaust 
tan dis oharges outside ottha bulld':1ng through an air duct. ' ,If the air 
tlow oannot be controlled by means ot the dampers, it may be necessary 
to install a gate valve in the manitold leading to the tan., 

Avelometer to measure the rate ot air tlawinto the bottom of 
the bath is reocrnmended. The Boyle velometer manutactured by the 
Illinois Testing Laborator,y ot Chicago is suitable. 

An electrio oven maintaining a temperature ot 2200Ji'. +- .5o.F. 
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PROCEDURE 

Clean the copper dishes by removing all traces of gum or residue 
left in them from previous tests by allowing them to soak for an hour 
or longer in acetone, alcohol or benzol. Immerse the dishes, held in 
acid-resistant tongs, in cleaning solution for a few seconds, drain, 
wash immediately in water, and wipe dry. Polish. each dish with a fine 
steel wool pad and wipe thoroughly with a clean dry cloth. before 
weighing it to the nearest milligram. If the dishes are not to be 
used tmme~iately, .~tore them in a desiccator so that they will not 
tarnish. 

Place the eopper dishes in the openings of the steam bath. 
Charge 100 mI. of the gasoline to be tested into each of two dishes 
for duplicate determinations. Record the identity of the sample with 
the original weights of the copper dishes. Introduce sufficient steam 
into the bath to permit a slight excess to iSsue from the vent while 
maintaining a bath.temperatur~ of 2l1-2l20F. Start the exhaust fan, 
olose the door of the nood;'and record the time of starting. Adjust 
the dampers to regulate the flow into the air inlet so that the rate 
as measured on, the velometer oorresponds to the value whioh has been 
found by experience to oause complete evaporation in approximately 3 
hours. Leave the dishes on the bath until no more volatile matter 
remainsc:. Remove, dry the outside of the dish with a olean oloth. (if 
glycol mixtu~e is used in bath, it must be washed off) and place in 
the ov,:m for 1 hour at a temperature of 220cr. Transfer the dishes 
to a dcsicca:l;or to 0001 for an hOUl~, and weighthom to the nearest 
milligl'mn,~ Report the average ''le:tght of /tho residue as milligram of 
oopper CI..iRh ~um pl3r 100 mle. of gll.::olineo 

PRECAUTIO::';S-------_ .._.. 

The t5~e of evaporation of the gasoline is the most important 
faotor in thG determination. The bath should be maintained at 211
212cr. and it is essential to oontrol the air flow by means of the 
d~pers sinoo thesuotion fan operatos nt a constant speed. The ttme 
of evaporation for a gasolino of V • S. Motor Fuel V oharaoteristics 
should be apprattmately 3 hburs. " 

DupliJEi.to' dishes should be plaoed side by side on the bath. 

Denting andsoratohing the dishes should be avoided. All traoes 
of dust should be' removed after they are polished and before using. 

REPRODUCIBILITY 

The maximum variation should not exoeed 20 peroent of the mean value. 

REFERENCE 

1. U.S. Bureau of Mines Report of Investigations No. 	 3152 .. 

2. U. O. P. Laboratory Test Methods for Petroleum and 	Its Produots, 
1940, 	pp. H-7 and H-8. 
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DOCTOR TEST 
(Method C-5) 

SCOPE 

This method qualitatively indioates the presenoe of hydrogen 
, -sulfide an:! meroaptans present in gas oline and similar diBtillates. 

Meroaptans are oonsidered undesirable due to their bad odors 

APPARATUS 

Test tube, 25 ml. 

REAGENTS 

Doctor solution (sodium plumbite), Dissolve approximately 125 
grams of sodium hydroxide in 1 liter of distilled water. Add 60 grams 
of litharage (lead oxide) and shake vigorously for 15 minutes or 
permit to stand with occasional shaking for at least a day. Allow to 
settle and decant or siphon off the clear liquid. Filter through a 
mat of asbestos if the solution does not settle clear. Keep the 
solution in a tightly corked bottle, and refilter before using if not 
perfectly olear. Sulfur. 

PROCEDURE 

Shake vigorously together in a test tube, 10 ml. of the sample to 
be tested and 5 ml. of doctor solution for about 5 seoonds. Add'a 
small pinoh of flowers of sulfur, again shake for 15 seoonds and allow 
to settle. Note the appearanoe of the interfaoe and the oolors of 
eaoh layer. 

INTERPRETATION 

Report the test as positive and oondemn the sample as "sour" if 
the sample is disoolored, or if the yellow oolor of the sulfur film 
is notioeably masked. Report the test as negative and consider the 
sample as tlsweett! if it remains unohanged in oolor, and if the sulfur 
film is bright yellOW or only slightly discolored with gray or flecked 
with blaok. If an indication of the degree of "sourness" is desired, 
report according to the degree of disooloration as uvery sour,1I "sour," 

"slightly sour" or "sweet." 

PRECAUTION'S 

.. Use only sufficient sulfur to form a film floating on the inter
face between the sample and the doctor solution. 

ACCURACY 

A conoentration greater than 0.0025% butyl meroaptan may be 

deteoted by this test. 
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REFERENCES 

1. U. S. Bureau of Standards Method (520,3) Bulletin 323B~ 

2. Tag Manual for Inspectors of Patroleum" 23rd Edition, Page 100. 

3. U•.0. P. Laboratory Test Methods for Petroleum and Its PrOducts. 
1937, p. 210. 



BUTYL HBRCAPTAN TEST FOR EJ.,EMEIJTAL SULFUR 
(p1ethod C-6) 

SCOPE 

Useful on gasoline if not too colored as a control of doctor 

treating operations. This test is considerably more sensitive than 

corrosion tests, t'}ven when run at 212~., on petroleum and appears 

to be applicable to acid treated shale-oil gasoline. 


Ji,PP.ARATUS 

Separatory funnel, 500 mI. 

Burette, 10 mI. 

Burette, 50 mI. 

Glass-stoppered flasks, 250-400 mI. 

REAGENTS 

N-butylmercaptan solution in cleaners naphtha, 0.05 N. 

Sodium plumbite sclution,:300 Bb. 

Sulfuric acid solution, 20% by weight. 

Cadmiurtlchlor.ide solution, 10% by weight, oontaining 1 mI. 
ooncentrated hydrochlorio acid per 100 mI. solution 

Silver nitrate solution, 0.05 N. 

Ammonium thiocyanate solution. 0.05 N. 

Ferric alum indicator (soe U. O. P. Method No. H-42). 

PROCEDURE 

Determination of free or elementary sulfur content in sweet 
gasolineo Accurately measure 147 ml,,:of tho gasoline, kerosene, or 
naph-thnand 20 mI. of 300 B~ sodium plumbiteor doctor solution into 
a 500 ml .. separatory funnol. Add by means of a burette. exactly :3 
mI. of the standard butyl mercaptan solution. Agitate vigorously 
for 2 to 5 minutes. Allow the mixture to settle for 5 to 10 minutes 
and canpletely remove the separated sodium plumbits solution by drain
agee Wash the oil with 75 mI. ot the dilute (20%) sulfuric acid 
solution by agitation until all of the black load sulfide is dissolved 
and the oil has approximately assumed its original color. ~llow the 
mixture to separate by settling and remo~e tho aoid by drainage. Wa.sh 
the oil with 50 mI. of tho a.cidified ca.dmium ~loride solution by 
a.gitation to remove any traces ot hydrogen sulfide. Allow the mixture 
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to settle and drain the water s.olution.Remove the oil and determine 
the mercaptan sulfur content using 100 ml. of residual oil by titration 
with silver nitrate (UAthod C-7IJ this book). 

De-r.grmi:1P,+::'''r, of sulfur re<}uil"ement for doctor sweetening. 
Agi ta"te Tii"a'f,'ep-~,ratory funnel--150mL of the original sour gasoline 
with 20 ml. of 30 Be sodiumplumbite or doctor solution for 10 minutes. 
Allow the mixture to settle for 5 to 10 minutes and remove the sepa
rated sodium plumbite solution by drainage. Wash the oil with 75 ml. 
of the dilute sulfuric acid solution by agitation for 10 minutesIJ 
allow to settle and drain the acid solution. Agitate the oil with 
50 ml. of the acidified cadmium chloride solution to remove any traces 
of hydrogen sulfideo Allow the mixture to settle and drain the water 
solution. Determine the mercaptan sulfur content on 100 ml. residual 
oil by titration with silver nitrate (Method C-7IJ this book). 

Qualitative test. 30 ml. of gasoline is filtered into a 4 oz. 
bottle. 20 cc. of butyl mercaptan solution, (1 cc. to 1400 cc. of 
naphtha which must be sweet and oont~in no sulfur)1J addedIJ followed 
by 10 CCo doctor solution. The mixture is shaken for 15 seconds and 
the color observed. If free sulfur is present in sufficient amount 
to ronke the gasoline corrosive, the color will be red-brown, darker 
nnd redder tho.n 2! N.P.A. color standard. With proper sulfur control, 
the color will be yellow green and not exceed l! N.P.A. and on stnnding 
will usually not become orangelJ even in 30 minutes, although it will 
become opaque. If it bp,co.mes orange or brown, the USe of eXcess sulfur 
is indicated, the depth of color being a rough mansure of the exoess. 
In distillo.tes of hi~h mercnpta~~tent, considerably more sulfur 
than i!.....~~~!.~E!.~ can be used wi~~ut producing aoorrosive product. 
The results 01' this test are not exactly the same in all gasolines 
for the same amount of free sulfur. The test may be correlated with 
the quanti+;e.tive test. for free sulfur (UOP-H-19) for each gasoline 
being treatedc> 

PRECAUTIONS 

The naphtha used in the preparation of the standard n-butyl 
mercaptan solution must be free of any elementary sulfur and mercap
tans. 

The n-butyl mercaptan solution must b~ kept in a tightly-stoppered, 
dark bottle in a cool place. If a rubber stopper is usedIJ be sure it 
is sulfur free. 

Avoid the inco.mplete removal of hydrogen sulfide by the cadmium 
chloride wash, by suitable testing with lead acetate paper. 

CALCULATIONS 

a. The elementary sulfur content of the gasoline is calculated 
by means of the formulat 
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Grams of sulfur per 100 ml. gasoline =0.177 x grams of 
butyl mercaptan reacted per 100 ml. 

Grams of butyl mercaptan reacted per 100 ml. • 0.09-2.81 
x grams of mercaptan sulfur in 100 ml. residual oil. 

Grams of mercaptan sulfur in 100 mI. r~sidual oil a ml. 
silver nitrate x normality x 0.032. 

b o Tho theor~tical amount of sulfur required in the sweetening 
of gasoline with sodium plumbit~ is calculated by the formula. 

Weight in grams sulfur per 100 ml. gasoline = 0.5 weight of 
mercaptan sulfur in residual oil. 

In actual practice, the sulfur requirement will be in slight 
excess of this determined value to assure satisfactory IIbreak" cr 
separation of gasoline and sodium plumbitoe 

ACCURACY 

Duplicate determinations should agree within G% of the higher 
value. 

REFERB1WES 

1. Garner, J.I.P.T., 17, 451 (1931). 

2. Inst. of P~tr. Tech. Standard Method No. G-4B. 

3. Ormanday and Craven J. I. P. T., 9, 133 (1923). 

4. Lomax, J. I. P. T., 4, 19 (1917). 

5. Kattwinke1, Brann.-Chem., 8, 259 (1927). 

6. Reid and Brogstrom, Ind. Eng. Chem.Anal. Ed., 1, No.4, 186 
(1929). 

7. U. O. P. Laboratory Test ~~othods for Potroleum and Its Products .. 
1937~ pp~ 205-207. 
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HERCAPTAN SULFUR IUGASOLlNE 
(Method C-7) 

SCOPE 

This method is an accurate and rapid mf;lj.ns of determining 
me~captan sulfur in low boiling petroleum distillates. 

APPARATUS 

Glass stoppered Erlenmeyer flasks 250 ml. 

REAGENTS 

Silver nitrate solution 0.05 Normal 

Ammonium thiocyanate solution 0.05 Normal. 

Iron Alum ferric ammonium sulfate· s61ution~. Add. 40 grams iron 
alum to 20 ml. 6 N nitric acid, boil. and dilute with 3 parts distilled 
water .. 

PROCEDURE 

To a known weight of hydrogen sulfide-free gasoline (usually 100 
ml.) add an excoss of 0.05 N silvor nitrate, and shake for 5 minutes 
to insure complete reaction. .Md 2 ml. 'of the iron alum solution. 
and titrate with 0.05 N ammoniUm thiocyanate until a deep red color 
appears. Viith gasoline of mercaptan content exceeding 0.10% sulfur. 
dilute with a mercaptan-free cleaners naphtha before titration to 
reduce the mercaptan contp-nt within the proper range. 

PRECAUTIONS 

If the distillate contains H2S, it must be removed by washing the 
distillate with a 10% solution of acidified cadmium chloride. The 
addition of 5 ml. of ethyl alcohol will help to broak up the curdy 
precipitate of silver mercaptide that forms. The curdy precipitate 
has a tendency to occlude SOMe silver ion and theroby influence the 
results. 

CAL(''ULATI0NS 

ml. AgNo3 x normality of AgNOS x 0.03206 x 100 -- Percent of S as 
vYoight of Sample -- mercaptan sulfur. 

The volume of silver nitrate (ml. 1~N03) is equul to the dif
ferenoe between the total volume of silVer nitrate added and the 
volume equivalent (ml.) to the ammonium thiocyanate used in the 
back titration. It is not nAOessary to have the silver nitrate nnd 
the thiocyanate exactly 0.05 N but their normalities must be known 
nocurately. It is convenient to have both of them exactly 0.05 N. 

------~.......-
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ACCt.JRACY 

The method is accurate for low percentages of mercaptan. If the 
percentage exceeds 0.10~ the test is not as reliablec Most petroleum 
disti llates cont8in 0 ... 01% to 0 ..09~~ of mercaptan sulfur. Duplicate 
determinations sh,ould agree within 0.005% mercaptan sulfur • 

.".;
REFEBErJCES 

~ Borgstrom and Reid. Ind. Eng. Che~ Anal. Ed., I, 186 (1929)~ 

2. U. Oe P. Laboratory Test Methods for Petroleum and Its Products. 
1937, pp. 208-209. 
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SECTION D 

Analysis of Dies~l-Boiling-Ra:nge Materials 

D-l. ~~rocarbon Groups by Silica Gel Adsorption Method 

See also thA followin~ methods from other sections of this report: 

B-3. Specific Gravity of Oil Samples 
B-4. Nitro~en DF'ltermination by the Kjeldahl Mf:\thod 
B-5. Distillation in Semi-Micro Apparatus 
C-2. Tar Acids and Tar Bases 
J-9. Distillation of Gasoline, Naphtha, Kerosine, and Similar Petroleum 

Produots 
J-ll. Flash ani Fire Points by l~ans of Open Cup 
J-13. Water in PAtroleum Produots and Other Bituminous Materials 
J-15. Cloud and Pour Points 
J-17. Sulfur in Petroleum Oils by Bomb MAthod 
J-19. Color of Refinod PAtroleum Oil by Means of Saybolt Chromometer 
J-20~ Distillation of Gas Oils arid Similar Distillate Fuel Oils 
J-22~ Burning Quality of Kerosine Oils 
J-23C) Conradson Rosidue- of Pntroleum Produots 
J-24e, Volume-Tcmp3 rature Correotions 
J-27,. Granty of Petroleum Products by Moans of the Hydrometer 
J-3l~ Kinematic Viscosity 
J-32G Conversion of Kin()matic Viscosity to Saybolt Universttl Visoosity 
J-40~ Aniline Points and MixF)d Aniline Points of Petroloum Products 
J-4lfl Ignition Quality of Dil9sel Fuels by the Cetano Method 
J-42~ Acid and Base Numbers of Oils by Color Indicator Titration 
J-43. Acid ani Bnse Numbers of Petroleum Oils by Electrometrio 

Titration 



HYDROCARBON GROUPS BY SILICA GEL METHOD 
(Method D-l) 

SCOPE 

The method is applicable to the determination· of paraffins and 
naphthenes ,olef~ns, and aromatics in shale-oil distillates boiling 
200 to 3200 0.NQ separation of paraffins and olefins is made. The 
detennination requires a 10 ml. sample. Best results are obtained 
if the tar acids and tar bases have been removed by aqueous alkaline 
and acid washesrespeotively.The method does not yield satisfaotory 
results for olefine if their content is less than 5 peroent. 

APPARATUS 

a. 	 A column similar to that shown in Method a-l, figure 1. 

b. 	 Test woes (5 ml. or smaller) - set of approximately 80. 

Cu 	 A refractometer capable of measuring the refractive index 
to .. 0.001 unit. 

d. 	 A constant t~mperature bath set at 700 C. and regulated to 
.J. 10C•. 

e~ 	 A circulating pump. 

MATERIALS 

a. 	 Silica gel - same as used in Method O-l(a). 

b. 	 Silica gel - same as used in Method a-l (b) 

c. 	 n-Octanol, 90 percent or better, on cyclohexanol, 90 percent 
or better. 

d. 	 A compressed inert gas such as nitrogen. 

PROCEDURE 

The apparatus is prepared as in MAthod C-l except that water at 
7000. is circulated through the column jaoket. Th~ procedure is also 
similar. except that n-Octanol or cyclohexanol is used to fill the . 
reservoir after the sample has entered the gel and fresh silica gel 
has been added to the column. 

CALCULATIONS 

An adsorptogram, figure 1, will gonerally consist of 3 plateaus 
corresponding to the groups of compounds--paraffins and naphthenes, 
olefins, aromatios, sulfur oompounds, and thoso nitrog~n compounds 
which arp. desorbed by the alcohol. Select the point betwoen the 
fractions showing the greatest difference in refractive index as the 
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break between groups of compounds. If two differences are approximately 
equal, take the mid-point of the fraction between these differences as 
the break. If no break is indicated between the olefins and aromatics. 
the break is taken as immediately preceding the first fraction whose 
refractive index is 1.492 or greater. Occasionally a fourth small 
plnteau will be noticed between the aromatios and the desorbent. Th1s 
plat.eau is generally due to nitrogen canpounds. In'such oases,the 
break at the end of the curve is taken ufter this plateau. Assume 
thnt the brenk ut the end of the ourve represents a reo overy of 100 
percent. Obtnin the percentnge volume of eaoh group ot compounds by 
dividing the volume between appropriate breaks by the total volume 
of tiltrate and multiplying bf 100. 

Correot the third group tor sulfur compounds by the equation 
given in section 7 of Method C~l. 

As most nitrogen compounds likely to be present in this boiling 
range arc not desorbed by the aloohol, the presence of nitrogen 
compounds in the s~ple introduoes error. Correction for nitrogon 
oompounds cannot be made oonveniently. 

PRECISION AND ACCURACY 

The roproducibil1ty of tho' adsorptogrwn is + 3 percent. The 
accuraoy for the three principal groups of compounds is approximately 
i 5%. 

PRECAUTIONS 

See simila.r seotion under Method C-l. 

POSSIBLE EXTENSION OF THE METHOD 

Applioation of the m~thod to materials of higher-boiling range 
is being investigatede Wox swnples oontaining paraffins and oletins 
fran the gas-oil fraction can be successfully ~nnlyzed by this method 
using cyclohexnnol as a desorbent. The analysis is generally oonduoted 
on a weight basis and tho r~fractivo index determined at 840 C. 
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SECTION E 

Methods for Analysis of Heavy Distillates 

See the following methods from other sections of this report: 

A-4. Combustion Analysis for Carbon and Hydrogen in Oil Shale and Its 
Products 

B-3. Specific Gravity of Oil Samples 
B-4. Nitrogen Determination by the Kjeldahl Method 
B-5. Distillation in Semi-Micro Apparatus 
J-3. Determination pf Bitumen 
J-5. Loss on Heating of Oil and Asphaltic Compounds 
J-8. Specific Gravity of Road Oils~ Road Tars, Asphalt Cements~ 

and Soft Tar Pitches 
J-lO. Viscosity by Means of the Saybolt Viscosimeter 
J-ll. Flash and Fire Points by Means of Open Cup 
J-13 o Hater in P",troleum Products and Other Bituminous Materials 
J-14(1 ';Jater and Sediment in Petroleum Products by Means of Centrifuge 
J-15, Cioud and Pour Points 
J ....17 r> F'lJ.fur in Petroleum Oils by Bomb Method 
J~20, D:~stillation of Gas Oils and Similar Distillate Fuel Oils 
J··21~. P; oportion of Bitumen Soluble in Carbon Tetrachloride 
J-23, C0:"TL'9.dson Residue of Petroleum Products 
J -24: V)lume-'l'emperature Corrections 
J-27 ,~. f}·,·z:tv;,.ty of Petroleum Produots by Means of the Hydrometer 
J-29:. 'v5.s::}osity-Temperature Charts for Liquid Petroleum Products 
J -32., lCinematic Viscos i ty 
J-33 o Conversion of Kinematio Viscosity to Saybolt Universal Viscosity 
J-34. Sediment in Fuel Oil by Extraction 
J-36. Ash Content of Petroleum Oils 
J-37. Ramsbottom Residue of P~troleum Products 
J-39. Calculation of Viscosity Index 
J-42. Aoid and Base Numbers of Oils by Color Indicator Titration 
J-43. Acid and Base Numbers of Petroleum Oils by Electrometric Titration 
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SECTION P 

Methods for Analysis of Rf?s idual Materials 

P-l. 
F-2. 
F-3. 

Determination of Asphaltenes, Oils, and Resins in Asphalts 
Oliensis spot Test for Asphaltic llaterials 
Modified Oliensi s spot Test for ,hsphaltic Materials 

See also the following methods from other sections of this report: 

A-4. Combustion Analysis for Carbon and Hydrogen in Oil Shale and Its 
Products 

B-4. Nitrogen Determination by the Kjeldahl Method 
J-3. Determination of Bitumen 
J-4. Penetration of Bituminous Materials 
J-5. Loss on H8ating of 011 and Asphaltic Materials 
J-6. Softening Point of Bitum.inous Materials, Ring and Ball Method 
J-8. Specific Gravity of Road Oils, Road Tars, ~sphalt C0ments, and 

Sort Tar Pitches. 
J-IO. Viscosity by Means of the Saybolt Viscosimeter 
J~ll. Flash and Fire Points by Means of Open Cup 
J-13. Water in Petroleum Products and Other Bituminous Materials 
J-14. VTater and Sedimp,nt in PFltroleum Products by Means of Cflntrifuge 
J-16. Ductility of Bituminous Materials 
J-17. Sulfur in Petrolflum Oils by Bomb Method 
J-2l. Proportion of Bitumen Soluble in Carbon Tetrachloride 
J~23. Conradson Residue of PAtroleum Products 
J~36. Aah Content of Petroleum Oils 
J.37. Ramsbottom Residue of Pntroloum Products 
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DETERMINATION OF ASPHALTENES, OILS AND RESINS IN ASPHALT 
(Method Fool) 

SCOPE 

Asphalts or related bituminous materio.ls consist of series of 
hydrocarbons and hydroco.rbon derivatives in which adjacent members of 
the series have only slightly different proport,ies. Tho.quantitative 
separation of thl)se asphaltic materials into fractions and the proper~' 
ties of tho fro.ctions ore ther~forodopendent upon the particular 
method used. By this arbitrary method o.sphaltic materials are sepa
rated into three fractions or groups of oonstituentss (1) black. 
solid asphaltenes" (2) light yellow to. orange 01ls, and (3) do.rk, 
reddish-brown to blaCk, semi-solid resins. 

APPARA.TUS AND REAGENTS 

Oil centrifuge tubas, California-typo, 100-ml. capacity, graduated 
in divisions of 1 mI. 

Goetz phosphorus centrifuge tubes, lOO-ml. oapacity. 

Glass stirring rods, soraw type, 25 om. long by 6 Mm. in di~etor, 
formed by flattening a 5-om. section of the rod from a' point 1 cm. above 
tho bottom, then twisting this flattened portian in the form of a screw. 

BOiling flasks, 300..ml. flat bottOll18, with 24/40 female joints. 
Glass ado.pter (figure 1) with 24/40 male joint and two opposite side 
tubes, for removing solvents and drying oxtracts at atmospheric or re
duced pressure. In use, flushing gas pusses through one side tube onto 
the surface of the extro.ct and is yented through the ~pposite tube. 

Pyrex Gooch crucibles, 50""lll1. capc.oity, with porous-disk bottoms 
40 Mm. in diameter. The disks ~hould be sufficiently porous to per.mit 
the aoetone-filled crucibles to tilter 15 to 20 mI. 01' acetone in 30 
seconds. Before use, the crucible3 are. cleaned in hot sulfuric acid, 
washed by suction with wo.ter o.nd o.cetone, and then dried. 

Constant-temperature extro.ctionappo.ratus, shown in figure 2, is 
designed to make oontinuous liq\11d eXtractions of solid or semi-solid 
materiulsin an inert atmosphere o.t specified liquid temper.atures. 
Water bo.th D, surrounding the solyen:t;""cooling coil, is maintained at 
the desired tempero.ture by water o1rculo.ting fran a thermostatioally 
controlled bath of larger cnpacity, The meroury-sealed paddle stirrer. 
H, is operated by an oscillo.ting11l0tor, G, 01' tho type commonly used 
on motor cars to opArate the wind~hield wiper. The liquid trap, K, 
in the solvent-return 1ina aids in observing the. 0 01 Or of the extra.ct 
and retaining the few particles of o.lumina. Which may be washed out of 
the extraction crucible. 
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n-Pentane, C.P. grade. Different lots ot a petroleum fraction of 
n-pentane had properties within the following limits, 

d20Density 0.6255 to 0.6262 , 4 2
Refractive index, nnO 1.35752 to 1.35758 

o Boiling point at 760 rom. J °C. 36.10 to 36.15 

Benzene, C.P. grade. 

Anhydrous methanol, C.P. grade. 

Anhydrous aluminum oxide, technical grade J sc reened to pas s a 
100-mesh per inch sieve and be retained upon a 200-mesh per inch' sieve. 
The alumina is heated for 2 hours at 7000 C. (1292Of.) and cooled in a 
desiccator before being used. 

PROCEDURE 

Preparation of Sample 

A sampleco:rrl:;aining 1.25 to 1.5 grams of asphalt (the smaller 
sample is used for asphalts containing unusually large proportions of 
resins or' asphaltenes) is weighed aocurately into a 100-ml. oil 
ce:rrl:;rifuge tUbe. The tube is warmed to soften the asphalt, which is 
then distributed evenly about the lower part of the tube. 

Analysis of Sample 

Asphaltenes. Forty milliliters of n-pentane per gram of asphalt 
are added to the sample in the centrifuge tUbe. The sample is dispersed 
by hand with a acrew-type stirring rod. The tube is then supported in' 
a water bath at l5.6 0 C. (60~.) and the sample stirred by rotating the 
rod at approximately 2500 r.p.m. for 10 minutes. The stirring rod is 
removed, and the tube is stoppered and allowed to stand approximately 
12 hours or overnight in darkness or in'subdued light. After standing 
the required time, the tube and its contents are again placed in the 
oonstant-temperature bath (at l5.6 0 C.) for 20 minutes. At the end of 
this'time, the sample is stirred for 10 minutes in the manner described 
abOVe and then centrifuged for 5 minutes at a relative centrifugal 
force approximately 975 times gravity. The clear pentane solution is 
deoant'ed i:rrl:;o a 300-ml. boiling flask and the approximate volume of 
pentane-insoluble residue is notea. Twenty-five milliliters of pentane 
per milliliter of residue are added; the mixture is stirred for 10 
minutes at lS.60C., then centrifuged tor 5 minutes in the manner 
previously described. This washing process is repeated three times 
(a total of four washings); the same volume or pentane is used each 
time. The pentane wQ.shings are added to the original pentane eXtract 
in the 300-ml. boiling flask. 

The pentane-insoluble asphaltene fraotion in the centrifuge tube 
is dissolved in benzene and filtered through filter paper into a 
weighed boiling flask. In this filtration, a few drops of methanol 
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Fioure 2 -Conltant-temperature extraction apparatul. 
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are. l;lelpfulin eluting the final tr.llces of asphal tenes adsorbed on the 
filter paper. The ben~eneand methanol extraot is distilled to dryness 
on a' stf{:lsm bath while flushing gas, as .carbon .dioxide, nitrogen, or 
helium# ispa~sed over the material at a ~educedpressure of approxi
mately 5 to 10i~es of water. The adapter (fig,ure 1) is 'used for 
this distillati.on. The outside of the flask is, .wa.shee and, by meanS 
of the. adapter, ,the extract isdri ei 25 minutes ..under reduoed pressure . 
in an oven ~t 1050C" (221OF.) while.the flushing gas is passed through 
the flask •. ,After drying, the flask. is cooled ina vacuum desicoator. 
then flushed with air and weighed to determine .the yi.eld of the asphaltene.
fraction. 

~. ~he c()JJLbin,edpentane extract and washings from the ex.traction 
of the original sample are distilled on a water bath to remoVe most of 
the pentane solvent. (If this extract is allowed to stand for an hour 
or longer before turther treatment, the air in the flask is disp1a.ced 
with flushing gas, and the flask is stoppered.) The concentrated 
eXtract is ev~porated t.o appr'oximately ,5ml. and' poured evenly over 25 
grams of anhydrous alumina in a Gooch orucible. Three-to 5-ml.portions 
of pentane are used to wash out the flo.sk and transfer the pentane- ,-
soluble mo.terial to the o.lumina. This washing is contiwed until the 
bottom of the crucible becomes slightly moistened with solvent.' When 
properly done, the .\lppe,rportion of the column ot alumino. is dark and 
the 10'ylerportion is,: co;t.orless. 

The crucible is plaoe' in the ('lxtraction chamber of the o.pparatu8 
shown i~ figlJ·re 2, o.nd the disoolored portion ol.the mixture isdr1ed 
to a powQer by stirring i,t;gen:tly in a stream of the· flushing gas, 
n-Pentane, whioh has been clried by passing it through. a column of 
anhydroua o.lumina, is plo.ced in boiling flask A (figure 2). The flush
ing gas is o.djusted t,o bubble slowly through the solvent, which . is 
heated to, boiling by a hot""Wnter bath. By o.djusting stopcock E,n.... · 
pentane, iit lp.eoC. from the cooling co11,ia added slowly to. mpisten" 
the sample; the flow of pentane is then re~ulo.ted to keep theoruoible 
one hp.lf to three. fourth~. full. of liquid. The initial.percolate trom 
the c~lJcible shOuld be oolorless ,Or only slightly yellow. If it is 
more distinctly colored, thp. ~alysis,is repeated with a smaller sample 
of the asphalt. This ~igI,lificnnt colorindioate8 that the potrolenes 
have beeI.limproperly dispersed.. over the alumina or there is insufficient 
alumina to adsorb tho resins completely. If thA first percolate ' 
indio.ates that ,the. resin,s have be.en properly adsorbed, the stirrer is 
started and .the e~traot.ion ocmt4,nue4 .£:or· one hour. The extraotion' 
ohamber aDirnt~rn ,lin,eo.rA then washed with pentane into the .boiling 
flask_ and the extraot is distilled to approximately 25 ml. of l~quid. 
The concentrated 011 extro.ct is rilt Bred through filter paper,driEld# 
and weighed as described for the asphaltene fraotion. (Occo.sionally 
the oil frao.tionsfrqm ~rtain Q.sp,halts, pc.rticultu"ly thos.s having . 
penetrations over 200 At 250 C.,' are . par.tio. lly volatilized 'by theus,ulll· 
method of drying. Those mor") volntile oils are dried at a:tmosphaJ"io 
rather thnn at reduced pr~ssure.) 
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Resina. The Gooch crucible containing the mixture of resins and 
alumina is removed fram the extraetion chamber and mounted on a filter 
funnel, and· the resins are eluted by alternat~ly stirring the material 
with ·10- to 20-ml. portions of a methanol..benzene solution (10 mI. of 
anhydrous methanol plus 90 mI. of benzene) and withdriWing the elutrient 
by means of suction. The resin extract is distilled to a small vol'lJllEj, 
centrifuged in a 100""1111. Goetz' phosphorus tube to remove fine particiles 
of alumina, and fil terecl through filter paper into a weighed boiling 
flask. The resin extract is then'tllstilled, dried, and weighed as 
described for the asphaltene fraction. 

The determination of the asphaltene, oil, and resin fractions can 
be canpleted in one e.-hour day after the sample has Deen dispers'ed in 
pentane. aDd allowed t:o·.stand overnight. 

PRECISION 

The,permiesible differenoe in. the yield of each traction is + 2.0 
perce11l;. 

PRECAUTIONS 

To. obtain satisfactory reproducible results, the experimental 
conditions must be carefully controlled. The initial asphalt-pentane 
dispersions should stand approximately 12 hours or overnight, or the 
asphaltene yields may be low.: Washing the asphaltenes 4 times with _. 
25 mI. of, pentane per milliliter of residUe does not completely remove 
all the pentane-soluble material; however, this'washing is sufficient 
to obtcinasphaltane yields within the specified limits of precision. 

Water must 'be effectively removed from the pentane,' alumina, and 
extraction-apparatus, as it deoreases the adsorption of resins. 
Nor,mally, 25 grams of alumina are adequate to adsorb the resins can
pletely froml.5-gram samp~es of asphalt. Complete adsorption is 
indicated if the ,initial pentane extract is colorless or'has only a 
slight yellow color. If thf a.bove o.:mount of alUmina is inadequate, 
the ratio of alumina to resins is increased by repeating the analysis 
with a smaller asphalt sample .( 1.25 to 1.4 grams ). A large excess of 
alumina should be avoided, as the oil yields'are raduced thereby• 

...L. • t 

.J' 

. Care should be takt!tl1 to prevant oxidation of ,the asphalt fraotIons 
by oonducting tha eXtraction am'd;rying:opera.tions in an oxygen-free 
atmosphere•. Oxidation may cause high yields of the fractions. 

REFEREUCES 

1. Hubbard, R. E., and Stanfield, K. E. Determination of Asphal... 
tene., Oils and Resins in Asphalt's Analytica:l Chemistry, Vol. 20, 
:May 1948, p. 460. 
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OLIENSIS SPOT TEST FOR ASPijJLTICMATERIALS 
(Hethod F-?) 

SCOPE 

An asphaltic material may be homogeneous or heterogeneous in the 
presence of various solvents under certain controlled conditions. In 
additIon to inorganic materials insoluble in the solvents used, 
cracked residues, waxy bodies, acid sludge bodies, incompatible fractions 
in "synthetic" asphalts, and exposure to air may lead to heterogeneity. 
The test is designed to id~nt~fy asphaltic materials that have been 
cracked or overheated 

APPARATUS AND MATERIALS 

Skellysolve S, 0. straight-run overhead distillate naphtha available 
from Skelly Oil Company, Chicago, Illinois. 

25 mI. Erlenneyer flask, filled with an 8-inch Ifll'lgth of 'i-inch 
glass tubing in a cork stopper. 

No. 50 Vlhatman filter paper. 

SIn-ooth, Qlef?r glass plate cleaned with benzene or carbon tetra.. 
chloride, followed by soap and water, .thon rinsed and dryed. The plate 
must be free of dust or lint. 

Graduate or pipette for measuring 10.2 ml. of solvent. 

PROCEDURE 

- Preparation of Sample. The sample shall be frfle of inorganic 
material and water ana shall be representative of thA original asphalt. 
It shall contain less than 15 .percent by volume of oi 1 distilling . 
below 680or., othArwise it shall be reduced to 0. suitable residue for 
the test by distillation according to A.S.T.M. MAthod D402-36. If 
doubt arises as to the interpretation of the results of 0. test, a 
confirmatory test shall be made only on tho residue obtained by the 
above method. 

Analytical Procedure. A portion of the sample oquivalent to 
2.00 ml. is weighed into an Erlenmeyer flask. The sample is warmed 
at as low a temperature as possible and distributed Over thp. bottom 
of the flask. After oooling~ 10.2 ml. (10 gro.ms) of solvent are 
added and the stopper inserted so that ~he lower end of the glass 
tube is above the surface of the mixture. The flask is swirled for 
5 seconds then immersed for 1 minute in gently boiling water. By 
repeating this opAration, complete dispersion of the srumple should be 
obtained in 6 to 8 minutes. If complete dispersion is not obtained 
in this period, 0. neW so.mple is obtained and tho operation is repeated 
by adjusting the temperature of the bath upward (by adding glycerin) 
or downward in 250 F. incrf'..ments until the time requirements are 
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canpUed with. .Atter oompletely: d :i8persint the sample, the end of 

the glass tube is placed below the surface of the mixture. The 

mixture is cooled to room temperature and any solvent volatilized 

by the heating is replaced. 


By means of .. c lean stirring rod, One drop of the well-st irred 

test mixture is placed upon a filter paper. If the drop forms a 

brown or yellowish-brown circular stain, with a darker,solid or 

annulaY.'mi61eus with the stain, the test is reported as "positive ll . 


IfihQW6~er, the drop forms a unifor.m1y brown circular stain, reserve 

j4dgjie~t· and set aside the tightly stoppered sample in subdued light 


"1'01-':24 )hoUrs. If', at this time, a second spot is again'uniformly 
"r'~~'~he test is reported "negative"; howeVer, if a darker, solid 
or annul'a-r nucleus forms in the center of the stain, the test shall 
be reported "positive". 

If doubtful results are secured, the entire test shall be 
repeated using a sample of residue obtained by A.S.T .M. Method. D402-36. 
The appearance of the film remaining from placing a drop of this mixture 
on the glass plate tilted at a 450 a~le Shall be the basis for the 
final decision. If', as the drop flows there develops in the center at 
its path a dull matte streak, WAll-defined againat the smooth, olear 
,lossy-brown outer zone, the teat .hall be reported "positivea • It, 
on the other hand, a drop otthe 241-hour .,old JII.1xture tlow. out to a 
uniform, (lle~.r, glossy--brown tilm, the teat shall be reported "negat1Tea • 

REFERENCES 

1. Oliensis, G. L., A Further Stufty ot the HAterogeneity of 

J.sphalt--A quanti te.tive Method, .Aln6rican Society for Tasting Materials, 

Prooeedings, 1936, Vol. 36, Part II, pp. 494-517. 


2. American Society for Testing Materials, Standard Method of Test 
for Distillation of Cut-Back Aspha1tProduats, ASTU Designation D402-36, 
Standards, 1936, Vol. IIi pp. 1065-1070. . 



MODIFIED. OLIENSIS SPOT TEST FOR ASPHALTIC MATERIALs 
(Method F-:5) 

SCoPE 

This'-Uod1:fied OliAnsis Spot Test was developed to allow the 
aooeptanoe of oertain asphalts which gave "positive" results with the 
Oliensis Spot Test but whioh had not undergone extensive oraoking; The 
test may also be used to quantitatively measure the degree of hetero;;;' 
geneity of asphalts in terms of the "xylene equivalont ll • TheUxylene 
equivalent" and n-heptane whioh will alter the test results from 
"positive tl to Hnegativelt • 

APPARJ.TUS~AND MATERIALS 

n-Heptane whioh mnflts thfl req'\lirements for n-heptane as.. R 

primary referenoe fuel spMified in A.S.T.M. Test D357-46., The 
speoifioations are as followss 

A.S.T.~!. ootanenumber 
Minimum 
-0.2 

MaximumM.z. 
Density at 68Of. . 0.68370 0.68390 
Refraotive index at 6SOf. 1.38770 1.36785 
Freezing point t OJ'. -131.40 
D.istillation, 

Tempora.tUf'e of 50% reoovery, or. 209.28 
Temperature inorease from 20 to 

80% recovery, or. .36 

Xylene, C. P. grade, with boiling range 278.60 to 284.0OF. 

Mixtures of n-heptane and xylone: (1) A qualitative solution 
containing 35 peroent xylene by volume. (2) A series of quantitative 
solutIons having xylene oontents differing by 40r 5 peroent, by 
volume. 

25 mI. ~rlonmeyer fla.sk fitted with an 8-inch length of ~inoh 
glass tubing in a cork stopper. 

No. 50 Whatman filter paper. 

Smooth, clear, glass plate oleaned with benzene or oarbon tetra
ohloride-followed by soap and water then thoroughly rinsed an4 dried. 
The plate must be free of dust or lint. 

10 mI. pipette. 

", Water bath at a temperature of 700 to BOar. 

PROCEDURE 

.'
-"Preparation of Sample. ~o sample shall be free of inorganio 
material and water and shall be representative of the original asphalt. 
It shall oontain less than 15 p~rcent by volume of oil distilling 
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below 680e>:F., otherwise it shall be reduced to a suitable residue for 

the test by distillation according to A.S.T.M. Method D402-36. If 

doubt arises as to the interpretation of the results of a test, 

confirmatory tests shall be made only on the residue obtained by the 

above distillation. 


Analytical Procedure. Two grams, + 0.01 gram, of the snmple is 
weighed into the Erlenmeyer flask then distr.ibuted over thl'1 b.ottom of 
the flask by heo.t1ng at as loiN a temperature o.s possible. If'ter cool
ing, 10 ml.. of the solvent o.re added and the stopper inserted. 
in suCh a manner that the end of the glo.ss tube is above the surfo.ce 
of the mixturo. The flask is swirled for 5 soconds then inserted in 
gently boiling water for 1 minute. This operation is repeated for 8 
minutes. If the sample is not completely dispersed in 8 minutes, a 
new 3ample shall be obtained and the operation is repeated by adjusting 
the temperature of the bath upward (by adding glycerin) in25~.· 
increments· until the time requirements' are oomplied with. If. dispersion 
is complete in less than 8 minutes, heat the mixture for the full 8 "" 
minutes. Cool the mixture (at room temperature) f"or 30 minutes with "the 
end of the; tube dipping into the mixture then< raise the tube and place 
the mixture in a water bath at 700 to SOar. for 1 hour. By means of a 
clean stirring rod, one drop of the well-stirred test mixture is plaoed 
upon a filter paper. After 5 minutes, observe the spot at right angles 
to the--line of vision, at arms length, with a. good light source at the 
observer's ba.ok., If thA spot is a uniformly brown or yelloWish-brown 
oircular stain.~ the test is called "Negative tl • If the spot is a brown 
or yellO'N1.p.h br~~tn61rcular stain with a darier, solid or annular nucleus 
within t:13 'l.\;9:hJ.Q:,a tost is called Upositive.tl If, however, the spot "" 
is a unifo~mly broWn circular stain, reserve judgment and set aside the 
tightly stoppered sample in subdued light for 24 hours. After this 
peri oil , the sample is brought to a temperature of 700 to 800 F., 
stirred, and again tested on filter paper as described above. If the 
spot is again uniformly brown, the test is oalled"negat1ve," but if 
a darker, solid or annular nucleus is formed in the center of the 'spot, 
the test is called "positive.n 

In case doubtful results are obtained, the entire test is to be 
repeated on a sample of residue obtained by A.S.T.M. Metl+od 0402-36. 
The final decision on this residue shall be based on the film remaining 
fram a drop of the mixture plaoed on a glass plate tilted at an angle 
of 460 • If .. as tho drop flows, there develops in the center of its. 
path a dull matte streak which is well defined against thesm.ooth, - 
clear, glossy-brown outar zone .. the test is ca.lled "positive. tl HOwever, 
if the drop of the 24-hour mixture flows into a uniform, clear glossy
brown film., the test is oalled Uncgative.lt 

Reporting Results. For aooeptanoo purposes, tho qualitative test 
with a solvent oontaining 35 peroent xylene by volume is used. For 
this test, the result is reported as "passing" if a negative spot is 
obtained; similarly, the test is reported Itfailingtl if a positive spot 
is obtained. 
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For quantitative work, the percentage of xylAne by volume in 
two solvent mixtures which bracket the change in the spot fram 
positive to negative are r0ported as the "xylene equivnlent.11 F'or 
example, a xylene equivalent of 25 - 30 indicates that a positive 
spot was obtainf'ld when a solution containing 25 percont xylr-me by 
volume was used and that a nngntiva spot was obtained when a solution 
using 30 percent xylene by volume was used. 

PRECISION 

The J10dified Oliensis TRSt is said to tolp.ratA up to 16 percent 
of highly cracked material in thp, test sample before obtaining a 
positive spot. Each change of 1 percent of highly cracked material in 
the test sample may alter the xylene equivalent up to approximately 
4 points. 

R8FEREHCES 

1. Benedict .. Alii H., Dlwelopment of the Modified Quantitative 
Oliensis spot Test: Proceedings of the Association of Asphalt paving 
Technologists, Vol. II, 1940, pp. 13-43. 

2. imwrican Society for Testing Materials, Standard Uethod of 
Test for Distillation of Cut-Back Asphalt Products, A.S.T.M. Designa
tion D402-36, Standards, 1939, Vol. II, pp. 1065-1070. 

3. .A.llArican Sociaty for TAsting Materials, Method of Test for 
Knock Charaoteristics of Motor Fuels, A~S.T.Y~ l/esignation D357.,.46, 
Standards, 1946, Vol. III-A, p. 223, Appendix IV. 
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SECTION 	G 

Methods 	 of Analysis for Use on Shale-Oil Products 
(Tar Acids, Tar Bases, irax, etc.) 



srnCTION H 

Miscellaneous Analysis l~thods 

H-l. Determination of Condensable Hydrocarbons in a Rp.tort Gas Stream 



DETERMINATION OF CONDENSABLE HYDROCARBONS 

IN A RETORT G~ STREAM 


(Hethod H-l) 


SCOPE 


This method is intended for determining the amount of no~l
liquid hydrocarbons in lJ-T-U retort recycle gas. It is, applicable, 
with suitable modification, to any retort gas. 

APPARATUS 

1 ea. - 5 liter, 2-neck flasK 
1 ea. - 20-inoh air condenser 
1 ea. - Hempel flask 
1 ea. - Allyn jacketed oondenser 
1 ea. - Battery jar, 12 in. x 12 in., 10 liter 
1 ea. - Wet test"meter, capacity 0.6 cu. ft. per m.:,i.n. 

or greater 
1 ea. - Column, 2 in. x 36 in. 
1 lb. - Activated charcoal, -6 ~14 mesh 
1 ea • - Centrifugal pump - Eastern Centrifugal Pump Co., Model D6. 

PROCEDURE 

Prop'a.ration of Apparatus. The apparatus is aasembled as shown in 
figure 1~ ThA air condenser (a) is oonnected to th~ sample line. 
Container (b) is filled with an ioe-salt mixture .. A small centrifugal 
pump is used to circulate brine from this bath through the jacket of 
the condenser. (c) A small wad of cotton was~e or glass wool is 
plaoed at the bottom of the adsorber oolumn,- Approximately 500 grams 
of activated charooal (6 - 14 mAsh) are plaoed in the column. the dial 
reading on the wet test meter is set at 0 cubic feet prior to the 
beginning of the run. The flcwi of retort recyole gas through the 
apparatus is controlled by means of a needla,valve. 

Method of Opo' rati::e;. When eve rything is in readiness, the wet" 
test meter reading is reoorded. Tho flow of reoycle gas through the 
apparatus is started. The rate of flow ot gas is adjusted so that 
.4 :;. .6 ou. ft. of gas pass through the apparatus per minute. The gas· 
rate through :the apparatus is maintained the same throughout the entire 
retort run. The wet test meter is read hourly. When the retort run 
is oomplete, the wet test meter is again read and the total volume of 
gas whioh passed through the apparatus is oalculated. The amount of 
oondensed water and oil is measured and the amount ot adsorbed oil 
reoovered trom the oharooal oolumn is measured atter stripping. 

_. .

Reoove-ry of the Adsorbed Oil. After. the retorting run is finished, 
the aotivated carbon from the adsorption oolumn has to be stripped. of 
ads orbed liquid hydrooarbons. This is dono by heating the satura.ted 
aotivated oha.rooal with glyoerin at 400Of, a.nd oondensing the di&tillate 
in an ioe-salt mixture. The activated oarbon trom the a.dsorption 
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column is placed in a three liter round bottQm flask and the earbon is 
wetted witli approximately 400 ml. of glycerin. Stripping of the charcoal 
at 400.o.F.is continued until no fUrther distillation of oil from the 
charcoal is evidenced. The volume of adsorbed oil is measured in a 
graduated cylinder at 60Of. and recorded., 

" Recove- ,- of the Condensed Oil and Water. The condensed oil and' 
water recovere in receivers b a e is composited~ The condensed 
oil is separated fr~ the water layer and the volume of the oil is 
measured at 60OF. and the s~parated water is weighed. 

CALCULATIONS 

Datas 	 424.9 cu. ft. ~as sampled 
44 ml. condensed oil ave. m.w. 146 
Spa gr. 0.827 
70 ml. adsorbed oil ave. m.w. 68 
Spa gr. 0.'702 
550 grams of water m.w. 18 
35.3 0F. average atmospheric temp. 
24.5 in. Hg. average barometric pressure 

1,503,400 scf total recyole gas for run 

Volume in cu. ft. of condensed oil at STP, 


.827 Spa Gr. x ,.44 mlo x 359 cu. ft./lb, mole _ 0.20 ou. ft,453.59 gramsllb. x 146 M.W.' 

Volume 	 in ou. ft. of adsorbed oil at STP, 

.702 x 	 70 x 359, - 44
453.59 	x 80 -. cu. ft~ 

Total volume of vaporized oil is 0~64 cu. ft. This volume repre
sents' such II small fraction of the total volume that this ealculation 
may be omitted for subsl'lquant runs. 

Volume 	 in cu. ft. of vaporized water at STP, 

Corrected Sample. 

4'2'4' 9:1t 492 x 24c-5 
• 495.3 29.92: 350 cu. ft. STP 

350.0 Volume metered gas 
24.2 	 Volume water vapor 

374.2 Total cu. ft. STP. of sample 

374 2 x ~ : 396.0 SCF 60orr • 
• 492 
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Condensed Oil .. 

44 x 2.6416 x 10""4 x 
396.0 

Adsorbed Oil. 

70 x 2.6416 x 10-4 x
396.0 

Toto,l oil loss for run: 134.3 gals. 
(1 ml. : 2 .. 6416 x 10-4 gals.) 

PRECAUTIONS 

It is adviso,blo to Amploy a second column of activated charcoo,l 
at the beginning of each s8ri~s of runs or when operating conditions 
change to insure compl~te adsorption of 0,11 liquid hydrocarbons. 

To obtain a rApresrmtative samplo of rccycl~ go,s, c Pitot tub's was 
instnll~d in the recycle gas line to tcke a portion of gas from tho 
center of the gas stream. Snmplp,s of gas obtained through a port in 
the reoyclo gas line were not believea to be representntive; inasmuch
as entrained heavy oil in the gas stremn impinged on the inner surface 
of the gas line o,nd was swept into the sample 1 ina. By taking go.s 
samples from the center of the go.s stream, this difficulty waS overcome. 

It is advisable to opArate the f'og train continuously over the 
entire run,' inr.smuch o.s there is evIdence that tho lighter hydrooarbons 
are not liberated at a constant rate. 

1,503,400 = 
44.1 gals. equivalent 

1,503,40.0 
- =70.2 gals. equivalent 
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SECTION J 
'. 

ASTM Methods Suit.blefor Use on Oil Shale and Shale Oil 
with Modifications and Precautions ~There Necessary- .

This section lists methods Which have been used on oil shale. 

shale oil, or its products and gives applicable modifications and 

cautions. 


Index 
]{ethoa MethOd 
number number 

Acid heat-of gasolines J-36 Cloud point J-lS 
Acid number, colorime~ric J-42 Colorimetric detn. acid 
Acid nu~ber, electrometric J-43 and base numbers J-42 
Air-jet evaporation method J-31 Color, Saybolt J-19 
Aniline points J-40 Cone equivalent, pyrometric J-l 
Ash cont"m~ oils J-36 Conradson carbon residue J-23 
[l.sh, Pyrometric Cone Copper strip test - J-1S 
Equivalen~ J-l Corrections ,-volume 

~phalt cements, sp. temperature J-24 
gravity Corrosive sulfur compounds J-18 

Asphaltic compounds Diesel fuels, ignition 
loss on-heating J-S quality J-4l 

Base number, colorime~ric J-42 Distillation, gas oil  J-20 
Base number, elp.ctrometric J-43 Distillation, gasoline J.,9 
Bitumen, determination of J-3 Ductility J-16 
Bitumen, penetration of J-4 Electrpmetric titration-
Bitumen, soluble in CC14 J-21 of acid and base numbers 
aituminous materials, Engler distillation 

ductility J-16 Eschka method for sulfur 
Bituminous matp,rials, Existent gum in gasoline 

softening poInt J-S Extraction of sedimp.nt 
BitumInous materials, from fuel oil J-34 

water in J-13 Fire point, open cup J-ll 
Bomb sulfur J-17 Flash point, open cup J-ll 
Burning quality~ kerosine J-22 Flash point, Pensky I.rartens J-12 
Carbon disulfide soluble Flash point, Tag closed 

material J-3 tOaster J-7 
Carbon residue, Conradson J-23 Free sulfur J-1S 
Carbon residue, Ramsbottom J-37 Fuel oil, distillation J-20 
Carbon tetrachloride Fuel oil, sedimp,nt J-34, 

soluble-bHumen J-21 Fuel oil, thermal value J-2S 
Centrifuge determination Fusion point J-l 

_. of Water J-14 Gas oil~ distillation J-20 
Catane number J-41 Gasoline, acid heat J-35 
-Closed Tester, ?ensky Gasoline, aistillation J...9 

Maitan~ J-12 Gasoline, existent gum in J-3l 
Closed Te,te,., T~g J-7 Gasoline, oxidation 

stability J-38 

J-l 
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SedimEmt and water 
Sed iment in fu el oi1 
Softening point 
Solution tAm~rature 

in aniline 
Specific gravity 
Specific gravity hydrometer 
Specific gravity oil shale 
Sulfur, bomb 
Sulfur, tschka 
Tag closed" tAster 
TAmper~~ure corrections, 

volume 
Tk~r.m.l y~luo fuol o~l 
U-nCt wAight !lggr~a:tc 
Vapor prassure (Reid) 
Viae os ity " 
YuoOB 1.ty ioo(lx 
Visooslty, kin~mut14-
Viseoe1ty t~mpera~ure 

ohal'ts ". 
Volum~ ~mpp.rnture 

oorreotions 
W!lti}r 
Wa.ter and sediment 

~thOd 

number 
J-14 
J-34 
J-6 

J-40 
J-8 
J-27 
J-2 
J-17 
J-26 
J-7 

J-24 
J .. 25 
J-2 . 
J-28 
J-.l"O 
J-39 
J-32 

J-29 

J-Z4 
J-H5 
J-14 

Gravity by hydrometer 
Gum in gasoline existent 
Gum, oxidation stability 
Heat, ncrd or gasoline 
Hydrometer detn. gravity 
Ignition quality, 

DIesel fuels 
Index, viscosity 
Induction period 
Kerosine, burning quality 
Kerosine, distillation 
Kinematic viscosity 
Kinematio viscosity 

conversion 
Knock characteristics, 

motor method 
Knock characteristics, 

rose~rcli method 
Losi on heating 
Mixed aniline points 
Hotor method octane number J-30 
Na.phtna., distillation· J-9 
Octane number, motor method J-30 
Octane number, rasp-arch 

method-' J-44 
Oil shale, specific gravity J ...8 

MflthOd 
number 
J-27 
J-31 
J-38 
J-35 
J-27 

J-41 
J-39 
J-38 
J-22 
J-9 
J-32 

J-33 

J-30 

J-44 
J-5 
J-40 

Oil shale, unit weight-
Open cup flash and fire 
Oxidation-- stability of 

--giisolines 
Penetration of bitumen 
Pensky~Martens closed 

tester 
Pour point 
Pyranetrio eOnA Equivalent 
Ramsbottom carbon rAsidue 
Reid vapor pressure 
Research method octane 

number 
Ring., and Ball softAning 

point 
Road 'oils and tars, 

specific gr~vity 
Saybolt color 
Saybolt viscosity 
Saybol~ viscosity, 

conversion 

J-2 
J-ll 

J-38 
J-4 

J-12 
J-1S 
J-l 
J-37 
J-28 

·J-44 

J-6 

J-8 
J-19 
J-10· 

J-33 
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SECTION J 

J-l. Pyrometric COM Equivnlent (P.C.E.) of Refrnctory Matl)1"inls. 

ASTM C24-46. 


Used on oil-shnl~ nsh as described. 


J-2. Unit 	~Iaight of Aggregnte. ASTU C29-42. 
In addition to the speoified contniners, u smnller contniner 

nctt hnving 0. capncity of 0.02e9 cu. ft. is also u8Ad to d"ltermine 
the unit weight of raw and spent oil shnle. 

J-3, 	 Determination of Bitumen. ASTM D4-42. 
J-4__ 	 Penetration of Bituminous Mnterio.ls. ASTM D5-25. 

J-5__ Loss 	 on Heating of Oil nnd Asphaltic Compounds. ASTM D6-39T. 

J-6. 	 Softening ,Point of Bituminous Materials,. Ring nnd BoIl Method, 

ASTM D36-26. 


J-7. 	 Flnsh Point by Means of Tag Closed Tester. ASTM D56-36. 
Procadure followed ns given. Correction for barometrio 

pressure followed ns giv~n but it seems this may not beralinble 
nt pressuras 0., low as 585 mm. of mercury. 

J-8, 	 Specific Gravity of Road Oils, Rond Tnrs, Asphnlt Cements, nnd 

Soft Tnr Pitch~s. ASTM D70-27, 


Usod ns spMified at 77 0F./77Of.-nm also isuse4 at 
60Of~16o~~ A Erubbnrd-Carmiok pycnometer (Erlenneyer shnpe) 
may bo usea instead of a Hubba.rd pyonometer (straight walls). 

Thn IMthod is nlso used to determine the specific grnvity 
of oil shale (usua.lly orushed to -a me~h) by the use of kerosine 
of k:nmvn grnvity as 0. liquid medium" 

J~9. Distillation of Gnsoline, Naphtha, Kerosine, and Similnr Patrolaum 
Produots e !STM D86-46. 

Prooiodure in gAMrnl follQWed as given. -T~mpP.rature correc
tions not considered $uitable at this nltitude. 

J~lOt Viscosity by MAans of the Saybolt Visoosimeter. ASTM D88-44. 
- Procedure followad as given. Used for oils too dark for 

kinematic determinations with modified Ostwald tubes. 
For low-penetrntion asphalts 0. rond;"oil tip is nlso used. 

rurol viscosities at 275~. nre nlso determined. 

J ...ll. Flnsh and Fire Points by Means' of Open Cup. ASTM D92-46. 
Prooedure followad as given. 

J-12. Flash Point by Means of PenskyMartens Closed Tester. ASTM D93-46. 
Procodure followed as given, rrorrection for barometrio 

pressure followAd ns given but it seems that this m~r ~ot be 
reliable nt pressures as low as 585 mm. of meroury. 

J-3 
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J-20, 	 Distillation of Gas Oils nnd Similar DistillatA FUAl Oils. ASTM 
D158-4l. 

- ProoedurA followed as given. R~sults for shale oils seem 
unreliablA if flusk t~mperuture is not relatively low. An 80 ml. 
oharge in an ~ngler flusk distillAd in SumA period of time will 
give similar results on smull samples or for routinl') checking of 
op~rations. TAmpernturc" oorrections as givAn not oonsidl)rod 
suitable at this altitude. 

J-21. 	 Proportion of Bitumen Solublo in Carbon Tetraohloride. ASTM 
Dl65-42. 

J-22. Burning Quality of KArosine Oils. ASTM D187-39. 
Burning quality of primary shale-oil kerosinAs is so poor 

that thl') procp,durA cunnot b~ followed. Thosl"J tE'lsted to date· 
()xtinguishAd thAmsAlvos aftf:lr a few hours. No· tests have beon 
run on severely trnatryd shale-oil produots to dute. 

J-2S. Conradson ResidUA of Potroleum Produots. ASTM D189-46. 
Prooeduro followed a:s given but Rrunsbottom method preferrod

beoause of speed and bettor reproduoibility. Rumsbottom is easier. 
partioulurly with samples of varying boiling ranges. 

The Conradson mAthod is used for tho determination of carbon 
residue on the rnsiduum from the distillation of orude shale-oil 
by method 16. This matArial liulS a· rather high oo.rbon residue o.nd 
a tendenoy to froth. Consequently, tlie sample size is reduced to 
o.pproximutely G g. und no attempt made to conform to the burning 
time reoommended in D189. 

J-24. Volumo-TempArature CorrMtions. ASTM D20S-S6 • 
.- The mor;;; extonsive Bureo.u of Mines tablns were-usod ut one 

time. Volume oorrection fuctors should bA oulculated fram tlie 
gravity oorrection tablos in the data book for use with shale-oil 
products. 

J-25. Thermal Vc.luo of Fuel Oil. ASTM D240...39. 
This method is g"m~rlllly applioable to liquid oil fro.otions 

from petroleum and shale oil. 

J-26. Luboratory Sumpling and Ano.lysis or Coal and Coke. ASTM D27l-46. 
The calorific or heating value or raw oil shales havi~ 

values of approximately 2.000 or more B.t.u./lb. (oil yields ot 
approximately 20 or morA gal. Oil/ton) can usually be determined 
by -this method. The co.lorific values of leaner oil shales and 
sped shales should be dAtermined by Method A-5: Gros s H~atlng 
Value of Raw and Spent Oil Shale. which involves blAnding the 
so.mplo with bl3nzoic o.cid. -- - _._-

Th~ Eschka method is used frequently as described for 
determining the total sulfur in raw oil shale or in spent oil 
shalo. 

J-5 
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J-27. 


J-28. 

J-29. 

J-30. 

J-31. 

J-32, 


J-33. 


• 

Gravity of Petroleum Products by Means of the Hydromater. 
ASTM 	D284-3'9. 

- This method should b~ satisfactory when samples of surficient 
sIze are availabl" and 'a~t"rmInations c'an be m'ade at a temperature 
near 60OF, so that larg" corrections are not necessar:y. 

In thA refining laboratory (Laramie) the size of many' soinples 
is-so small that th~ hydrometer is not s(itisfaetoty."Gravities 
are th~refore taken by a Westphal bnlance-and are taken at '"SOOF.
if the sampll'l is"fluid at tliat temperature•. If not they are tUken 
at 100OF' • Samples which are not fluia at-1OOo:F. are usually deter
mined at 60~; according to ASTM p'rocedure D70-2'7. "Samples too 
sm.all for determination with the Westphal balanoe are determinaa 
by means of a. pycnOmeter. Westphal or pycnometer gro.vities tQk:en 
at lOOOF'. are converted to 600 /600F. by means of the Oil-Shale 
Data Book", pages lX-21-33. '., 

Rifle has bMIl dete'rmining hyarometer gravities at 100of • 
and-l30O,. on crude" shal",-oils. Measurements at both tl'lmpora
tures yield the some values if corrected to 6OOF. by US" of data 
book tables. 

Vapor Pressurl'l of Pntrole~ Produots. (Reid Method). ASTM 
D323--43. 	 n._ 

Procedure followed as given, 

Viscosity-Temperature Charts for Liquid Petroleum Products, ASTM 
0341-43. - " 

These charts are used as purchased,- Used primarily for 
obtaining a visoosity at 1000,. to be used in calculation ot 
viscosity indexes of samples having a pour point of 100OF. or 
higher. 

Knoak Characteristics of Motor Fuels by the Motor lfFlthod. ASTM 
D357-47. 

The test is run strictly according to J!.STM prooedure with 
thl'l following moaUications for altitude as SAt up by ASTMJ 

(1) 	 Carbur'F!tor venturi. standard 9/16" , altitude above 
3300 feet 3/4". 

(2) 	 Compression ratio a.djusted tor altitude aocording to 
J!.STM tables, 

Existent Gum in Gasoline. ASTlr-D381-4~, 
As Our oo.th has only one test nole it 1s-imposs'iblf'l to Tollow 

the procedure of D381-46~ ~ter tn~ gums no.ve bl'len ~vaporated in
tho bath-aocording to the prooedure, the test b~o.k~rs ana the tare 
aTe plnced togAth~r in o.n ov~n o.t 1500 C. for 15-20minutas, 
rnturned to th~ dl'lssicator o.nd ~llowed to cool together. 

Kinl'lmatic Viscosity.- ASTM 044.5-46T•. 
MAthod B followed. 

Conversion of KinAmo.tio Viscosity to So.ybolt Universo.l Visoosity, 
J!.STM 0446-;"39. 

Proof'ldure followed o.s given. 
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J~34. Sediment in Fuel Oil by Extraction. ASTI~ D473-3BT. 

Used too s~ldom for comment. 


J-35. Acid Heat of Gasoline. ASTM D481-39. 
RAquiros dilution of primary samples but too little used to 

datA to mak~ specific recommendation. 

J -36. Ash ContAnt of PAtrolnum Oils. 1\.STM 1)482-46'; 
On heaVy samples and resIdues it is oftgn nqcesaary to keep 

n small flamA undAr the sample to kOAp it burning. 

J-37. 	 Ramsbottom R"lsiduo of Petrol"1um Product-s. ASTM D524-42. 
Procedure followqd as givon. Conversion to equivalent 

Conradson values by equations or table given in appendix to the 
m~thod. Scouring'with ste~l wool sometimes inoffective in 
r~oving hard adherent coke. In this case hAating the bulb in 
a muffle furnace for fivA minutes at 825°C. and cooling under a 
stream of water will uaually~loosen the coke. 

J-3B. Oxidation Stability of Gasoline. ASTM D525-46. 
Procedure'followp,d as giv!'ln using sampl"! container of type 

shown in figure lA of appendix. 

J ...39. Calculation of Viscosity Index. ASTM D567-41. 
ASTM procedure is followed using Standard Oil Development 

Circular 30.50 which is more oompl"!to than the ASTM table •. 

J-40. 	 Anilino Points and Hixed Aniline Points of Petroleum Produets. 
iI.S':l'M T)511-47T. 

1),·..-;~,,:di.ng upon thA amount of material available! 5 ml. or 
2 m~, 'J')il with thF.l samo amount of Iln::'ILv~ may ho usnd.. A 
SOU;'C'l~f lJ.lumination behind tho tub(~ ~1elps to distinguish tho 
poi.HI:; &.t which cloud forms or disapP\-lcrs when thl'l oil is colored. 
Accu-:,.-acy of the ml"lthod is usually 188s with Sha.JJ1-oi 1. samples-; 
SpAcb~ tubes with a"proj I'lC'ti on- having lASS thickness tha.n the 
main par+; of thA ti.lbp,"may be used on dark oi Is to faci litato 
obsurvatiun of anilino point. 

D...41. Ignition Quality of Dins~l Fuels by the C~tane MAthod. ASTM 
D613-4'(T" 

ThA tRst is run strictly acoording to ~STM procodurp, with 
on~ modif5.ciltion for altitude, 


Standard fuel rate - 13 ml. fuel pAr minu+;e It 

Our fu~l rat~ - 11 ml. fuel-per minuto. 


Th~s chaugA in fuel rate was mado to maintain th~ same relative 
fuel-air ratio as that used at sea level. 

J-42. Acid and Bas8 Numbers of Oils by Color Indicator Titration. ASTM 
D662-4'6T. 

Seldom used for shale-oil products becausA of oolor. 
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1-43. Js.oid am Bas,,", Numbers of P!1troleum Oils by E1EHltrometric Titration. 

r 


ASTM D663 .. 46T. 
Used too s~ldam to date to comment. 

J-44. Knock Charaotnristios of ?totor Fuols by thp. R~sl'laroh Ml"lthod. ASTM 
D908-47T. 

Th0, tf'lst is run strietly-aocording to ASTM prooedur,,", with one 
ASTM modification for altitudo. 

Comprf'lssion ratioadjustod for altitude acoording to ASTM 
tabll")s. 
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